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' ' \ Braille Book Review, January, 1940
Book Announcements

(Books in this list are in Grade 2 unless otherwise noted)

Brewer, John Marks. Occupations, a textbook for the educational, civic, and vocational

guidance of boys and girls. 8v. Grade lv> 1936 APH

Carver, Thomas Nixon, and Maude Camichael. Elementary economics. 5v. and 1 pamphlet.

1937 APH New edition of a high school text on economics which first appeared in

1921. a very readable, easily understood, and interesting text for the pupil, and

one that the teacher will find of material aid when he is organizing his work.

Girl scout program activities - ranks and badges. 2v. ARC From metal plates.

Gunther, John. Inside Asia. 6v. 1939 AHi (Provide- by the U. S. Government) The

author of Inside Europe has written a similar study of Asia. Starting in Japan, his

trip included China, and Manchukuo, the Philippines, Singapore, Netherlands, East

Indies, oiam, India, Iran, Arabia, and Palestine. Personality sketches, anecdotes,

bits of local color, and jokes enllvan this account of outstanding persons, wars and

near-wars, social and economic conditions, and politics and intrigues on the con-

tinent. This is the biggest one-man reportorial job that has ever been undertaken,

and since it is one of the most competently done jobs for a half dozen widely

separated parts of Asia of which this reviewer has some knowledge, it is probably

as thoroughly and intelligently done throughout as any living man could do it. It

is encyclope ic in its scope, and if the average publisher instead of John Gunther

had contemplated it, he would probably have ivided it into a dozen fields, assigned

each of half a dozen nen a different line of study in each field, and would have

employed a competent editorial staff to make a compendium of all the material

assembled.
Household, Geoffrey. Rogue male. 2v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government)

This is one of the most original adventure tales of recent times. The author is

thoroughly adroit but what the reader feels is not so much deftness as a breat-

taking, uninterrupted concentration. It depicts an English sportsman of good

family and excellent financial standing who is seized with a desperate desire to

attempt to shoot an unnamed European dictator. It may or may not be a detective

story but it is one of the most expert narratives of the season.

Nevins, Allan. Fremont: pathmarker of the west. 6v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S.

Government) An account, done in Professor Nevins 1 s usual solid manner, of a remark-

ably versatile American. Based in part on an earlier biography hy •••he author.

Well aware that he is telling a story which still stimulates not controversy, nearly

fifty years after the subject* s death, Mr. Nevins tackles the job with vigor and

infectious zest. Fremont fascinates him; that is the long and short of it. And

this enthusiasm coupled with genuine scholarship results in his coming as close as
*"

any biographer may to seeing his subject whole. If this is not Fremont, it is as

near to him as any one is li ely to get.

Pollock, Charming. Adventures of a happy man. 2v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S
c#

Government) Starting with the assertion: "I must admit that I have never been

unhappy a whole hour in ray life," the author discusses some of his own reasons f<

contentment, and how others may achieve it. He is no Pollyanna, and his philosoiTOent>
is wittily expressed. Mr. Pollock avoids platitudes without apparent effort and -

1e
delivers good counsel about the conduct of life with engaging informality and with

wisdom born of wide experience with men and things, including the rough side of
things. This would be a grand book to give if it were not such a good one to keep.

He admits that he is not writing to the starving or the shelterless but to those

who are missing happiness through envy, emptiness, or failure to appreciate the

joys around them. Though he does not ride on the highest spiritual level, his book

has muscle and grit.

Radio amateur's license manual, change shoet no. 2. 5 pages. ARC From metal plates.

Price 10^. Change Bheet no. 2 has recently been issued by the American Radio Relay

League and is now available in braille. It is important that everyone who is using

the Radio Amateur's License Manual should have a copy of the change sheet. If

convenient payment may be made in stamps.

Sherwood, Robert Emmet. Abe Lincoln in Illinois; a play in twelve scenes with a foreword
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coast that she spent much time on land in the Maine village where her ancestors
had lived, 7ith the wisdom gained from her broad-minded mother and her life at
sea, Mary lived a full, intelligent life, unhampered by narrow conventions, nnd
was able to view with peace the approach of a lonely old age.

Conrad, Joseph. The nigger of the Narcissus. 10 records. 1914 APH Read by George
Patterson. An account of the voyage home from India in an old-fashioned sailing
ship. A wonderfully realistic description of rough seafaring life, bv one who
has been a seaman and has a ooetic imagination. The unfortunate negro and the
rest of the ship's crew are striking characters portrayed with a deep sense of
humanity and not without strokes of comedy.

Curwood, James Oliver. The country beyond. 15 records. 1925 APH Read by Burt
Blackwell. Novel of an outlaw who plays a game of hide and seek with the Royal
mounted police in the wilderness beyond Lake Superior, A loyal girl and a faith-
ful dog are both in the story.

Gilman, Lawrence. Edward MacDowell. 8 records. 1808 ^FB Read by Alwyn Bach. A
very satisfactory account of 1'acDowell' s life and an adequate survey of his work.
Oilman, who for many years was one of America's leading music critics, died a
few months ago.

Porter, Sydney. (0. Henry, pseudonym). The four million. 10 records. 1906 APH
Read by George Patterson. A volume representing the author's most original work.
Sketches of New York City life, showing an acquaintance with its seamy as well
as its bohemian side and written in a spontaneous, racy style.

^)Rinehart, Mary Roberts. Tish. 15 records. 1911-26 aPH Read by Hugh Sutton. Tish
is one of three middle-aged friends and the moving spirit of their spicy adven-
tures. Readers in search of entertaining nonsense will enjoy these tales of
sure-fire situations, reliable jokes and lovable touches of all sorts.

Hand- copied Books
(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to the
location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these books are in grade 1.)Abbott, E. C. ,7e pointed them north. 4v. NLB Fiction.

!

Alexander, F. J. In the hours of meditation. 2v. Theosophical Library.
- Aru dale, G. S. Gods in the becoming. 5v. Theosophical Library.

Besant, Annie. Death - and after. (Manual No. 3.) 2v. Theosophical Library.
Besant, Annie. Karma. (Manual No. 4.) 2v. Theosophical Library.
Besant, Annie. Tan and his bodies. (Manual No. 7.) 3V# Theosophical Library.
Bromfield, Louis. The green bay tree. 5v. Carbondale, NYPL FJ^iX^w'^uck, Pearl. The patriot. 7v. NLB Also in grade 2 from the U. •. Government.

TSuck, Pearl.. This proud lie art. Gv. Carbondale. Also in grade 2 from the U. S.
Government.

Byrd, Richard S. Alone. 5v. Carbondale. Also in grade 2 from the U. S.
Campbell, Pearl H. The sculptor' a little daughter, lv. NLB Fiction.
Carroll, Gladys l.asty. A few foolish ones. 5v. Carbonda'e.
Cather, .'ilia. My Antoni . 5v. Carbondale. Also in *nide 2 from the U.
Clemens, Samuel L. (Mark Twain, seudonym). Concerning the Jews. lv.

Library. In this age of intolerance we Americans are obligated to remain tolerant^
Or to acquire this virtue if we have it not. It is the only decent thing we can
do in return for a piece of sheer good luck which, through no virtue of our own
has placed us in a land of peace and freedom. In respect to the rising tide of*
anti- onitism read what Mark Twain, one of the most brilliant of all Americans,
has to say concerning the Jews. In case you don't read it, just read this -^hort
quotation from the book: "If the statistics are right, the Jews conotitute about
one per cent of the human race. It suggests a hebulous dim nuff of star d ist lost
in the blase of the Milky ,/ay. Properly, the Jew ought hardly to be heard of; but
he is heard of, haa always been heard of. He is as -rominr t on the plnnet as any
other people, and his comriercial importance is extravagantly out of proportion to
the smallneea of his bulk. His contributions to the world's list of great names
in literature, science, art, music, finance, medicine, and abstruse learning are
lso away out of proportion to the weakness of his numbers. He haa made a rarvelous

Government.

Government,
Jewish Braille
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'<,*• Ju tr. this world in all ages; and has done it with his hands tied behind him.

S^ouid k. vain of'hiLelf , and be encased for it. The Egyptian, the Babylonian,, and

thel^Bisn rose, filled the planet with sound and splendor, then faded to dream-stuff.

!nd mssed away; the Green and the Homan followed, asd made a vast noise, and they

a« -UTotSS peoples have sprung up asd held their torch high for a «!«, but it

bSneToutrand they sit in twilight m, or have vanished. The Jew saw torn all,

beat them all, and is now what he always was, exhibiting no decadence, no infirmities

„.,' ^ weakening of his parts, no slowing of his energies, no dulling of his alert

and fssreL"nd. All things are nortal but the Jew. All other forces pass, but

he remains. That is the secret of his immortality?"

Code of joy. 3v. NLB Religious reading.

Cooper, I. S. The secret of happiness, Iv. Theosophical Library.

Pr«nin A. J. Vi«il in the night. 3v. NLB

CrSSn', Parrot, and St. John. Three short stories. Iv. Carbortaie.

Dou^as. Lloyd C. Tnite banners. By. Carbondale. Also in gr.de 2 from the U. 8.

Drsma^aThL/ous^vorites. Iv. Carbondalo. Collection of popular readies as

Holers of men, ihlte handa of Telham, Henry's first long pants, and ottoWU

Du Maurier! Daphne. Rebecca. B*. Carbondale. (Condensed version). Alaoin grade 2

and in talking book fom the 0. S. Government. txiJw £T^,^tC^ S Govern-
Ferber, Bdna. Co^e and got It. 9v. Corbondale. Also in grade 2 from the U. S. Govern.

.*Ww**ol^B. Htomers of Heayen. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. About 29 of the

world's religious figures, including five Jews.

™ edman Lee H. Early American Jews. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. Comparatively
Friedm.n Lee MLarly ^ ^ ^^ jewa ^ ^^

MP. Friedman has done well to call attention to this neglected subject. T1* b
°f

is not an historical treatise but a collection of essays, a gleaning from the rich

field of Jewish adventure in America.

Hill Graoe Livingston. Cloudy jewel. Ov. MB Fiction.

HSon| James. We are not alone. Sv. Carbondale. Also in grade 2 from the U. S.

« * v!°

V
a^r«v The inner 3ide of church worship. Sv. theosophical Library.

Hotter f^Pence. The^t of social dancing; a text book for teachers and students.
Hostetler, Lawrence. ine ^ on gocial danclngl ^e ^

oIlirT^nat no one else has oresented a written analysis of the steps used in social

SSnVand he believes that this analysis may be helpful to a blind beginner.

Success in danc££ £ sjates, depends largely u,xm two basic factors: poise and

« relation. Tesefclr^inly are of especial interest to anyone who xs blind.

Hurst, Fannie. Hurooresque. Iv. Carbondale.

X^sr^braha;!: ^£^J%£^- Jewish Braille Library. A pop-

Tar description of the essential customs of the Jewish religion.

if4«„«-p««A Annn Life and death. Iv* Theosophical Library.

fiSEatpi T% The astral Sane. (Manual No. 5.) Sv. Theosophical Library.

£l£! ?£ c / The devachanicpiane. (H.,nual !*>. 6. ) 2v. Theoso hical Library.

Lav^ne ToLX *£.. of Te Jewish soul) Iv. Jewish Braille Library. Juvenile

^Tay'llftln-Ge^ *i* U a^pic teatin.ni.il to one of the greatest social crises

in history.

Link, Lenore M. Little dog 1-st. Iv. NLB Fiction.

Maxwell, Ulliam. They came like swallows. 3v. Carbondale.

Noloon, Lowroneo. netui-n te dvucmQ.—ftYr

Moehlman, Conrad Henry. The Christian-Jewish tragedy.

-

Fiction.

Uv. Jewish Braille Library.

study in religious prejudice.

Nelson, Lawrence. Return to dreams. 3v. Carbondale.

Orr, J. Edwin. Tines of refreshing. 2v. NLB Fiction.

Pollock, >ilma. The Upps of Suffolk street. 6v. Jewish Braille Library. An amusing
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story, with much-exaggerated dialect idioms, of a modern Jewish family living on New
York's East Side, the father a "sTiadchen" or marriage broker.

Rei chert, Rabbi Victor E. Highways through Judaism, lv. Jewish Braille Library. Dis-
tinctive features of the outstanding geniuses who have contributed to the cultural
heritage of the Jewish people.

Rinehart, Mary Roberts. The doctor. 9v. Garbondale.
Sharp, Margery. The nutmeg tree. 4v. N3TPL, Salt Lake City. Delightfully entertaining,

cheerful novel.
Sheldon, Charles M. In His stops. 5v. NLD Religious reading. One of the best-sellers

of all time.
Silver, Rabbi Abba Hillol. Religion in a changing world. 2v. Jewish Braille Library.

A challenge to the religious leaders of America, Protoatant, Catholic, and Jewish.
Smith, Maadne. This is Josepita. Iv. NLB Fiction.
Thompson, Dorothy. Refugees. 2v. Jewish Braille Library. Offers a concrete solution,

a practical financial plan, international in scope, which can relieve the pressure
immediately.

Urbahns, Bstelle. Billy Brag. Iv. NLB Fiction.
Williams, Blanche C, editor. Book of short stories. 6v. NLB Fiction.

^
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rfGL^RET MITCHELL; OR, HOW ONI- aUTHOR DiKES PUBLICITY.
OF LITERATURE.

j EXCERPT FROM THE SATURDAY REVIEW

Until "Gone with the 7ind" was published, Atlanta 1 a chief pride was Bobby Jones. But

Bobby Jones had retired from competitive golf. It was an auspicious r oment for the appear-
ance of another local idol of world-renown, but neither Atlanta nor largaret I itchell

guessed she wis on the verge of eminence when her novel appeared.
Last month Margaret Mitchell's name was on the lips of every artioulate Atlantan.

The newsboys shouted: "Gone with the Wind!" On Peachtree, Loew's modernization of
Atlanta's historic Grand Theater was being restored to antiquity, acquiring a facade in-

spired by Tara and Twelve Oaks,

All this was in anticipation of the orld Premiere of the film version of "Gone with

the Wind." For the occasion, most of the principal players and innumerable film officials
had flown the continent* The opening jammed the streets for blocks around the theater.

The public came to look at the novie stars; the stars appeared about as eager to look at

Margaret I itchell. Miss Mitchell seemed to be about the only ca]m citizen in town.

Errly in November a publicity department had appeared, handsomely disguised as an
executive comnittee, and installed itself in Atlanta's hallowed Georgian Terrace Hotel -

where the famous visitors were to stop during the "Gone with the Wind" festivities.

The city was a press-agent's heaven. Then Howard Kietz, in charge of publicity,

arrived in Atlanta, the Mayor met him with a phalanx of cameramen. "Atlanta Out-Eollywoods
Hollywood," Mr. Diets was solemnly quoted as having said. There were essays attributed to

^>ble on his conception of Rhett, to Vivien Leigh on her understanding of Scarlett.
^ The three days officially set aside for rejoicing grew to four when Ann Rutherford,

wise for her years, came to town early and alone, and copped lots of publicity in the

Venesday afternoon papers. Vivien Leigh, Olivia de Havllland, Ona Munson, Evelyn Reyes
(Atlanta girl!), nnd the extraneous Laurence Olivier arrived in the afternoon. David

0. Selznick and his coterie were with them. All were greeted, admired, mobbed. Laura
Hope Crews arrived Thursday by train.

CX/yv/LyvvuaX^ a. *v~- *
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AHD ABBREVIATED NjiMES USED IN THIS MAGA 'INE,

M

Albany
ABP
APH

ARC
Atlanta

Austin
BIA

Canada

Carbondale
Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland
Columbus
c B

Dft)oit
Faribault
IMP
Honolulu
Indianapolis
Jacksonville

Jewish Braille Library
LC
Los Angeles
New Orleans
NIB

NLB

Wfgfr Guild

NYPL

Oklahoma
Orlando
Perkins
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
(Provided by the U.S. Gove

Richmond
Sacramento
Saginaw
Salt Lake City
Seattle
t. Louis

Students' Library, APH

Theosophical 9/Ktr Library

4 avier

New York 3tate Library, Library for the Blind.

American Braille Press, 4 Rue de Montevideo, Paris, France.

American Printing House for the Blind, 1839 Frankfort Ave,,

Louisville, Ky.

American Red Cross, National Headquarters, Washington, D. C.

Victor H. Kriegshaber Memorial Lighthouse for the Blind, 306

Cooper St., S. w# , Georgia.

Texas State Library, Library for the Blind.

Braille Institute of America, 741 North Vermont Ave.

,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Canadian National Institute Library, 64 Baldwin St. , Toronto,

Canada.
Southern Illinois Normal University, 111.

Chicago Public Library, Dent, of Books for the Blind, 4536-44

Lincoln Ave., 111.
Cincinnati Library Society for the Blind, 6990 Hamilton Ave.,

Mt. Healthy, Ohio.

Cleveland Public Library, Library for the Blind, Ohio.

Columbus Public Library, Library for the Blind, Ohio.

Clovemook Printing House for the Blind, Mt. Healthy, Ohio.

Denver Public Library, Books for the Blind, Colo,

/ayne County Library, 3661 Trumbull Ave. , Mich.

Minnesota School for the Blind, Library for the Blind.

Howe Memorial Press, Perkins Institution, 'atertown, Mass.

Library of Hawaii, Books for the Blind.

Indiana State Library, Service for the Blind.

Illinois Free Circulating Library for the Blind, Illinois School

for the Blind.
1825 Harriaon nve. , Hew York City.

Library of Congress, Service for the Blind, Washington, D. C.

Los Angeles Len ling Library, Calif.

New Orleans Public Library, Library for the Blind, La.

National Institute for the Blind, 224 Great Portland St.

,

London, I'ngland.

National Library for the Blind, Mfc , 1126 - 21st St., N.W.,

vfashington, D. C.

New York Guild for the Jewish Blind, 172 East 96th St., New

York City.

New York Public Library, Library for the Blind, 137 West 25th

St. , New York City.
Oklahoma Library Comnission, Oklahoma City.

Full Gospel Publishing Company, Free Circulating Library, Fla.

Perkins Institution Library, Jatcrtown, Mass.

Free Library of Philadelphia, Library for the Blind, Logan Square,

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Library for the Blind, Pa.

Library Association of Portland, 801 W« Tenth Ave. , Ore.

rnment). Titles followed by this notice have been olaced by the

Government in the twenty-seven distributing libraries.

Braille Circulating Library , Va.

California State Library, Library for the BUnd.
Michigan state Library for the Blind.

Salt Lake City Public Library, Library for the BUnd, Utah.

Seattle Public Library, Library for the Blind, /ash.

The Honry L. Tblfnar Memorial Library for the Blind, 3B44 Olive

St. , Mo.

American Printing House for the Blind, 1839 Frankfort Ave.,

Louisville, Ly.

Theosophical Book Association for the Blind, 184 South Oxford

Hi

.^ve. , Los Angeles, Calif.
\avier Pree ublication Society for the Rlind, 136

3^., New York City 1

eat 97th
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Braille Book Review, February, 1940
Book Announcements

(Books in this list are in <|rade 2 unless otherwise noted)

Aristophanes. Plays. Book I. 3v.'
C ^n^tonta j The Ce(charnians. The knights. The birds.

The peace. Notes. Book II. 3v. Contents: Introduction. The frogs. The trial

of Euripides. The clouds. The wasps. Notes. The great comic dramatist of Athens

was Aristophanes, who flourished in the last half of the fifth century B.C. The old

Athenian comedy wa3 not only an entertainment but a vehicle of satire and protest

against political and social vices; it had somewhat the function which belongs in

modern tines to sharp editorial writing and the political cartoon. Inar^ne a com-

bination of E. L. Godkin, Thomas Nast, W. S. Gilbert, Mr. Dooley, George Ade, Will

Rogers, and Art Young, - and you have something like a modern analogy to Athenian

comedy, to its leading genius, Aristophanes.

Avery, Fanny L. Prose and poetry; third year. 4v. Grade Itr APH

Clark, Charles 3. Handbook of the law of code pleading, llv. 1928 CPH (Provided by

the U.S. Government)

Cox, Lois Virginia, editor. Selected recipes, lv. Grade £4. APH Price 80?

Douglas, Lloyd C. Doctor Hudson's secret journal. 2v. 1959 CPH (Provided by the U.S.

Government) After the success of his novel, Magnificent Obsession, the author re-

ceived thousands of letters about the journal of Dr. Hudson. The present book pur-

ports to be that journal in full, decoded by Robert Merrick. In it is the explanation

of the origin of Dr. Hudson's philosophy of life and its application. It is inspir-

ational sweetness and light, and one must admire the skill with which it is wrapped

in words and persuasively packaged. No reader and admirer of Magnificent Obsession

should miss this.
Ewen, David. Men and women who make music. 2v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U.S. Govern-

ment) This book portrays fifteen great interpreters of music who enrich so immeasur-

ably the life of music-levers in this country. Contents: Kreisler; Toscanini;

Paderewski; Flagstad; Melchior; Hofmann* Heifetz; Lehmann; Schnabel; Ormandy;

Casals j Szigeti; Gieseking; Pinzaj Menuhin; Index. David Ewen is well equipped to

undertake this task. He writes easily and well, fusing interesting facts ;ith his

own keen appreciation of contemporary artists.

Fisher, Vardis. Children of God. 7v. 1939 JvPH (Provided by the U.S. Government)

Dramatic story of the Mormons, describing the strange beginnings of the sect, their

growth, persecution, heroism, and migration across the western plains of the United

States. Variis Fisher has brought something approaching genius to the Mormon story.

The best historian of the Mormons is Linn; and even he, in the light of la 4 ter days,

I slipped a great deal. Vardis Fisher's novel has done the whole thinfe, from beginning

to end, and with grace, and dignity and understanding and simplicity. Ee knows the

Mormon people and the Mormon country - he ought to; that*s where he comes from.

These people are his people. This long and fascinating novel is good; it's sound

in wind and limb.
Giln»n, Lawrence. Toscanini and great music, lv. 1938 BMP (Provided by the U.S.

Government) This is not a biography of toscanini. There are other books that

deal with toscanini the man. This is a book about Toscanini the priest of music,

and about certain master-works that he reveals, and the significance of their inter-

action for the democratic culture of our time. Contents: The music behind the notes;

The real Haydn; Beethoven; Schubert in excelsis; The symphonic Brahms; Debussy;

Sibelius; From fagner's treasury; The music lover.

Goudge, Elizabeth* The sister of the angels, lv. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S.

Government) \7hen a walled up chapel in the crypt of Torminster cathedral was opened,

three walls were found to be covered with beautiful frescoes, reputed to have been

painted by a medieval monk. The work of restoration and of finishing the fourth

wall was entrusted to a young >ainter, who had to leave th» work again unfinished.

This story of the Christmas season in the '90s when the work was finally completed

.as as central characters a charming child of eleven, her father, and an artist

with a sense of obligation.
Hawkes, Clarence. Christanal all the year. lv. BMP Poems.
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Kottes, A. C, editor. My garden helper, 3v. APH Contains helpful suggestions con-
cerning gardening and how to landscape them. Taken from Better Homes and Gardens.

Howard, George F. Outlines in civil government for Minnesota and the United States.
1939-1940. lv. Grade 1- PH

Irving, /ashington. The life and voyages of Christopher Columbus. Book II. 2v. kPB
(Provided by the U. S. Government) First published in 1828. Irving was for two
years attache* of our legation in Spain and later served as our Minister to Spain.
His interest in Spanish history inspired four of his greatest works: The Life and
Voyages of Columbus, and its sequel, The Voyages and Discoveries of the Companions
of Columbus; a Chronicle of the Conquest of Granada; and The Alhambra. He was the
first American author to win recognition abroad.

Lowes , John Livingston. assays in appreciation.
Malone, Dumas. Saints in action, lv. 1939 APH (Provide by the U.S. Government)

Dr. Malone says he is no specialist in religious history or biography; but his work
with the Dictionary of American Biography bears pleasant fruit in this small volume.
Here are grouoed six lectures given to audiences at Drew University, and the six
titles are a broad classification of noteworthy leaders in the fields of the American
church, in reform, and in education.

Partridge, Bellamy. Country lawyer. 3v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U.S. Government)
After Samuel Selden Partridge massed his bar examinations in central New York in
the late sixties, he turned to the little town of Phelps in the Finger Lakes section
as the place to settle down and try his luck. Starting from scratch, he lived there
for nore than half a century, married, roared eight children, owned a hugh house
and farm, acquired a competence, and, by integrity, shrewdness, and warm human
sympathies, achieved the status of a * leading citizen* along with the local clergy-
men and doctor, dying serenely with the era that produced him. The story of his
life is written by his son, who at one time shared his father's law practice.

Talking Books
(These books are provided by the U.S. Government)

Adams, .Tames I'ruslow. The epic of America. 28 records. 2 parts. 1931 AFB Head by
Alwyn 3ach. A wise historiafc lias sketched in our national history with broad
strokes and interpreted the various elements and the qualities of character that
have gone into its making. Thru the nixed fabric of American life Mr. Adams traces
one strand, at times running clear and never wholly obscured - "that American dream
of a better, richer, and happiearrllfe for all our citizens of every rank which is
the greatest contribution we have as yet made to the thought and welfare of the world.

*"

"The iSpic of America" is a courageous attempt to ut the quintessence of American
experience and character into brief compass. It is lucid, accurate, shrewd, genial,
intelligent, sometines profound, and spirited rather than brilliant. It has that
ripe wisdom and that critical acumen that we have found in Mr. Adams's numerous
essays, and the severe impartiality that characterised his early scholarly works.

Buchan, John. Augustus. 21 records. 2 parts. 1937 AFB Read by John Knight. A
biography in which this well known English historian and statesman reviews not only
Augustus* own life and character but also the history of his times. This biography
is an appraisement by a statesman and historian who possesses the rsagic pen of a
master story-teller. The style lias the aristocratic simplicity and dignity of the
Roman spirit.

Farrand, I'ax. The framing of the constitution of the United states. 9 records. 1913
AFB Read by Alwyn Bach. Summary of the impressions of the Fedeval convention.
Thile the narrative is nade simple and references are omitted, the book is the
result of a scholarly investigation, and In every »ge meets the tests of criticism.

Gore, Charles. Jewus of Nazareth. 10 records. 1929 vFB Read by Alwyn Bach. In
this compact, readable and reverent study of the life and teachings of Jesus, Bishop
Gore sup lies a description of the historical, political and social background and
a candid, critical estimate of the trustworthiness of the gospels of Mark and Luke,
concluding that while they are not verbally infallible, they have a high degree of
inspiration and accuracy.

Kipling, Rudyard. Captains courageous. 11 records. 1896 AFB Read by /esley Addy.
Depicts the life of New England fishemen on the ligh seas. Tells how an invertebrate
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i
l0'laire l8 accidentally torn from his mother and made a manby drastic treat ent at the hands of a rough but kindly skipper.Lowes John Livingston. Bssaya in appreciation. 10 records. 1936 aph Head hv t„i„„.iBrock. Prof.ssor Livingston is p» of the latest of iivinfsenoLfor XgSX*literature. In this book he writes of the Bible which he considers "the noMest

Cheucer, and the poetry of Hardy, Meredith and Amy Lowell.
Mason, ~. J. /. Ho other tiger. 17 records. 1927 AIB Bead by Alwvn Bach r»r,*„4„

the^kilf""fbe'astxlk
"" ""a1** 1D " In3ian ****£ *TJ to comelothe kill. A beast-like man appeared for a moment in the clearing and vanished into

Str'iS^w
0theVi3e

.f :
>a386d *»* "ay

- But later in L°^» *err?afta1nStrickland had gone at a hint of danger threatening Lady Ariadne Perne the beast-man reappeared. His coming had some connection wife the death of Krat'cSttet withthe guilt of her friend and orotejge^, Corinne the Dancer, and wi*"he Sn^r'th^Ln
!?
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39 re~ra"- ^. 193? AHI Read byLeland Brock. The author is the son-in-law of Pasteur. The book Is called one of

of
e
t£

a3
£

Ca^io^*i««l literate, conveying an affectionate L Inttato pictureof the great father of bacteriology. The scientific world in „hich Pasteurised

3 of ll?:iT*
"nd VlTl<ay :X>rtraye<1 0nQ thiS 1S °ne °f *e ~* ^luablTfeaturls

- Hand-copied Books
|A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to th*location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these boota are\£ Sade% TBraver^an Libhie. Children of the E^ek. 2v. Jewish Braille Sb.^ry fhe story o*

Bueflu'^C ^S^e case of Miss Annie Spragg. 4v. Carbondale. Fiction,
rl! T

*

5 *
'
editor

' D* A - R- *»*"«* of citizenship. 2v. HLBChalmers, Harvey. Fortunes boat. 2v. KLB Fiction. Grade S.Dane, Clewnt. Broome stages. 17v. HLB Fiction. Grade 2.

^"j^^X^ILSS. "* '^ BTSSXle Ute«* Bi0^W" °* ««**,»,
^e la Mare, :?. J. Memory and other poems, lv. mm,

-feonato Pietro di. Christ in concrete. 4v. KLB Fiction.Favorite poems, by various authors, lv. Carbondale. '

"1S'c~r £?«£*-£?-^sns. ^eSi^.ThiTi-r-
sTgSftanttokr

6 t0^ ^ th9 °°Urt °f "* tt«^ D>*° °* ^££T A

w„* *wlT i *at sttn oon3id«eu one of tbe best books on MeHco.Pox, Emmet. The sermon on the Mount, lv. HIH. Grade 2.

Ubra^
"
™; ™?T

l3h
1

Prayr b0°k! ltS hi8tory ana "ovelopment. lv. Jewish Braille

on^wlsh hTslo^and «Ugion.
0ae * " ^^ "' *""*•^^ *« *«*»££

Gessner, Robert. Some of my beat frlemlo ere Jews. 8v. Jewish nr.nio nv_„ „ v
Gessner an American Jew. travelled eastward diTcoverlSt wal^oeninTto Ms*
lov?.

6 lm
<£S£'J2£2:

0amany
'
Po?nd ' meotina and *-^ "£. « n th.

eo^gi^^SSX^IS^ of
nf

°thTj
1
e^

nTaraatl0na -* d8aPly ft»
Goldlng, Louis. The oance goes on. 7v. Jewish BraiUe Library. Just before and rt,.*™

who "J.'
0na

« *• id°1S °f th° Ru8Slan oalloto^noe was^ danc'r, iS" rironoS
8

who, it ma whispered, also exertod influence of another kind in cou^t circles ?Ms-tor, of her life reaches its eli^x when Irina. iMprlsoned by «,eTlsheviti U ^
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outbreak of the revolution, makes her escape from Russia, aided by the one man she

has loved, a surgeon now holding a high position in the Party.

Goudge, Elizabeth. City of bells. 6v. NLB, Detroit. Fiction.

Grossman, :?abbi Louis. Glimpses into life. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. Fifty-three
sermonettes on religious and ethical subjects.

Hill, Grace Livingston. vfoite orchids. 5v. NLB Fiction.

Htme, Doris. Happy ending, lv. NLB Fiction.
Kelland, Clarence B. Fugitive father. 4v. NLB, Detroit. Fiction.

Maynard, Lorraine, Dilly was different, lv. NLB Fiction.

0»Neill, Eugene. Anna Christie. 2v. NYPL, Hew York Guild.

Orr, J. Edward. All your need. 3v. NLB Fiction.

Parrott, Ursula. Appointment with tomorrow. 3v. NLB Fiction.

Sabatini, Rafael. The Sea-hawk. 7v. Carbondale. Also available in grade 2.

Saint-Eiaipery, Antoine. Wind, sand and stars. 4v. NLB Fiction. Also available in

grade 2 from the U.S. Government.

Spring, Howard. My son, my son. 15v. Carbondale. Fiction,

folf, Eraraa. Other tilings being equal. 5v. Jewish Braille Library. Present-day social

life of the American Jews, the lesson derived being that a Jewish girl may marry
a Christian.

Zweig, Stefan. Letter from an unknown woman, lv. NYPL Fiction.

*> A LIST OF BOOKS IN BRAILLE BY SCANDINAVIAN OTTERS OR ABOUT MIR COUNTRY*

Amundsen, Roald E.G. My life as an explorer. 5v. Grade If;. Denver.

Anderson, Hans Christian. Life of, by Signe Tokavig. 5v. Grade lv . NYPL

BojerPjohaa. The emigrants. 6v. Grade 1^* Fiction of Norwegians in America.

Bojer, Johan. The great hunger. 5v. Grade 1-|. Chicago, NYPL Fiction of Norwegian life

3ojer, Johan. The new temple. 5v. Sequel to The groat hunger. Grade l£. NYPL, Chicago.

Fiction of Norwegian life.

Childs, M. W. Sweden the middle way. 2v. ^lso a talking book.

Geijerstam, Gosta af. Northern summer, lv. Norway, fiction.

Heidenstam, Veraer von. The tree of the Folkungs. 4v. Fiction, Swedish background.

Ibsen, Henrik. a doll's house, lv. Drama.

Ibsen, Henrik. ^n enemy of the people. 3v. Grade Ifr. LC Drama.

Ibsen, Henrik. Hedda Gabler. lv. Grade lv;. LC Also in grade 2. Drama.

Ibsen, Henrik. Master builden. 2v. Draina.

-v Ibsen, Henrik. Peer Gynt. 2v. Grade !-£. LC Drama.

J Ibsen, Henrik. The wild duck. lv. ^rama.
Huneker, J. G. Easays, volume 7 contains a critical estimate of Ibsen* s work.

Lagerlof, Selma. Emperor of Portugalia. 5v. Grade 1|. NYPL Fiction with Swedish

background.
Lagerlof, ->elma. Ilarbacka. 4v. Grade 1-|. NYPL Autobiography of a distinguished Swedish

author, winner of the Nobel prise for literature.

Lagerlof, Selma. Story of Gosta Berling. 4v. Grade ly. Fiction of Swedish life.

Larsen, H. A. Scandinavian literature, lv. (Reading with a our ose series). Grade L.
Lind, Jennie. Life of, by Edward C. Wagenknecht. 2v. Grade Ij. NYPL
Hansen, Fridtjof. Hansen' a story as told by himself, lv.

Rolva ig, Ole E. Giants in the earth; a saga of the prairie. 4v. Grade If;. Fiction of
Norwegian life in America.

Rolvaag, Ole E. Pure gold. 4v. Grade l£. Fiction of Norwegian life in America.

Rothery, Agnes. Sweden; the land and the eople. 2v.

Stefansson, /ilhjalwur. Kak, the copper Eskimo. 3v. Grade l.
:
. Detroit. Fiction.

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur. My life with the Eskimos. 4v.

Undset, Ugrid. The axe. 7v. Grade lv?. LC, NYPL Fiction of mediaeval T'orway.

Und3et, "igrid. The cross. 10v. Grade 1-^. Chicago. Fiction of Mediaeval roiway.
Undset, igrid. Gunnar's daughter, lv. Fiction, Norway.
Undset, -''igrid. Kristin Lavransdatter; The bridal wreath; The mistress of ITuaaby; °he

cross. 12v. These books iray be read separately. Fiction of ne isteval Norway.

h





SB JEWISH BRAHIS 1IBRAH*. BY tmP0U> niBOV, EDITOR OP SB JEWISH BRAILS REVIEW

Library! x „,„£ l7the tool- J?J&lT££fo?ZTTlm «*£ S^'of all languages, 'Jewish' •" *u neorew, or in that strangest

to co^ £ s^r^riives
ia

A^ b

h
:
p
sL

pr
i
vlle8

?
to extena the -~

* -»— °™
let „e reassure you tteTttotoota arefffu^^SSS!1 "^ ln*ltet*°» still further,
find. The only uniqueness oJuJr"S etjoysMS ™ b T* J""* " °°Ula "° S3lbiy
flections, are all of especial JewiTinteS Z\X STSS m.ST If

10"18 °la8Sl-

-«&b&S8^^^ i8 ab801utely

library removea one more handicap r-nnm +*« %«*
"era -cure and religion. In that way, our

a hunch that ™re throne disZereTwill SjTSifli'(JZ f^T ^^ ' toTO
as one non-Jewish render f.ele aboufC t,4sH ^iT^T'rt** " enthusi«««°lly
the editor, he wrote: "After reading ™ «-2" fLaLLE ™*™r. In a recent letter to
did on hie 'first readln/ctop^s'Kla^n ££%*' °< *"* JM

'
X felt as *•*•

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
t w« ^ J^en a new ?lanet swims into his ken.'"

ThereLrtleaTo/Se effiolE^J^lT,*T T "V " ""^^ " " -1-
Before doing so however I m uleasedT nTJll ,

Slsn off as 8 !»°«ly as possible,
of our mineogrnphed catal 1 Pi™^' y°U

'
aS lons " *e ^^ !«»-*«, eopiea

P.O. Box 36, Horris HeiStfStation BroTx ^^v !?"? t0 The Jewlsh Bral"« "brary,
for receiving our patroS W.2S?* ^ll'hX '^' J**»**M» » "eve no ftcilitee'I'ersonaiiy. All books therefore mat be ordered in writing.
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Carl >a idburg

Carl Sandburg was born in Gales mrg, Illinois, on January 6, 1878. His parents were

Swedish immigrants with scarcely six months* formal e'ucation between their.. Pis father, bom
August Johnson, had his name changed to 'andburg because there were several other An -ust

Johnsons in his railroad construction grmg and the pay envelopes sometimes got nixed. During

Carl's youth his father worked in the railroad bl-ek smith shops at Galesburg.

As a boy, Carl Sandburg forked hard at all sorts of j0bs, with nttle chance for school-

ing. Between the ages of thirteen and seventeen he was successively driver of a Bilk wagon,

porter in a barber shop, see no- shifter in a theatre, and truck operator at a brick kiln. At

seventeen he "went west- riding freight and blind baggage cars. He worked in Kansas wheat.

^fields, washed dishes in hotels in Kansas City, Omana, and Denver, and serve" an a earoenter's

helper in Kansas. He even went from house to h use, offering to paint stoves in exchange for

meals.

Back in Galesburg, he ao xr enticed himself to a house painter. But when the Spanish-

American war care he enlisted in the Sixth Illinois Infantry and ,ent to Porto Rico, where

he served for
.
ight nonths. In the ranks he net a youth from Lombard College, Galesburg, who

induced him to matriculate «m«s he returned. So he attended college from 1898 to 190?,

•amlng his expenses as tutor, bell-rin;er, and janitor of the .gymnasium. He was cantata of

pti college basketball team, and editor of bo* tee college monthly magazine and annual. He

joined the Poor Writer.' Club, founded by Philip Green Wright, in ,hich the members criticized

each others' work.

After he finished college, nndburg traveled about the country for a while sel tag films

for Underwood and Underwood. Then he went to Hilwaukee and , t into aewepaper work. There,

on June 15, 1908, he married Lillian ^teichen. From 1910 to 191? he was secretary to the

mayor of Milwaukee, lifting to Chicago, he obtained a position with the marine "ftyftta*,-

and Uien worked for N.B.Cockran on an experimental tabliod, "The Daybook." In 191" he

joined the staff of the"Ghica>o Daily News, "and in 1918 he visited Norway and Sweden as

correspondent for the Newspaper Enter .rise Association. Upon his return he beenme associated

*ith the "Daily 'Jews" in the capacity of editorial writer.

Meanwhile, !5 ince leaving college, andburg had continued to write poetry. In 1904 he
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5on
printed privately a pamphlet, "In Reckless ecstasy. « in 1914 he was awarded the Ievins<

Prize by the magazine ^Poetry" for his poem -Chicago." In 1916 he published Ms first full

volume, "Chicago Poems." Ris poetry is free verse and has often been the object of attack

by classicists.

Sandburg, now established as a poet of significance, has traveled round the country,

lecturing reading his poems, singing folk songs, and collecting old ballads. The songs he

likes best are not found in books, but come from the lips of all sorts of strange characters

he meets. In 1919 and 1921 he shared half the award of the Poetry society of America, m
1923 Lombard College Save him the honorary degree of Doctor of Literature. He was Phi Beta

Kappa >oet at Harvard in 1928. He is the father of three girls and now lives at Herbert,

Michigan.

Harry Hansen describes his presence thus: «<aen Carl Sandburg talks to you he seems to

have a hit of a stooo, to lean forward as he speaks; but before an audience he stands erect

and seems much taller than he is. Fis long grayish hair, which he parts on the right side,

falls forward over his forehead; his black bow tie gives him an appearance of being carefully

attired; as a matter of fact he is not a fastidious dresser and you will fine' him Hearing his

heavy shoes, with their clumsy bulldog toe, in any society. After he sneaks you forget about

his looks - his voice is a rich, deep monotone and he draws out his words slowly, which

^)i ^ltens the effect of his reading."

He is the master interpreter of his own verse, in recitation or song. ;hen he ala&,

his range is only a few notes and he strums an accompaniment on his guitar. Eta is at his

best in a -roup of frienr s. "Carl Sandburg'a voice should be oerpetuated on records," says

ffillian B. 0*en, head of nhica-p Teachers' College, "for like the voice of Tennyson, it is

an unforgetable part of his poems."

Harry Hansen continues: "Altho Carl uses no gestures and rarely niters his attitude,

his face is a sensitized
, irr-or of his moods. Wh« he aims a thrust at sore inhuman .mctice

that has ar-moed hi. indication his lower j«« tU«ka ut, hi. lip seem* to curl and he drawls

out his words as if takin; carefil air i; h< n he reads the "Bootabaga" stories he is « a

big boy anong children; his ay« are wree tried rlth happy vrinkles and he chuckles with inaard

mirth at hi3 o#n lines."
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Of the *ay he writes, Sandbar? says: "Po«ns are the result of moods. I don't approach

a subject in the sane mood every day. Faybe some days I am in the mood for the prairie, the

skies, the trees. On other days I can feel the noise, the jumble, and the confusion of the

city. There are fag 3 when I could not have written or even tolerated the idea of "Smoke and

Steel."

Once afternoon Handburg conceived thirty-e i.ght definitions of ooetry, which were first

published in the "Atlantic Monthly" for Tn-ch 1923. "ome of his definitions are: "Poetry is

a sliver of the moon lost in the belly of a golden frog. Poetry is a phantom script telling

feow rainbows are made and why they go away. Poetry is the ac icvtrntnt of the synthesis of

hyacinths and biscuits.*

Among Carl Sandburg's books of poems are: Chicago Poems, 1916; Corn Buskers, 1916;

<3moke and . teel, 1920; Slabs of the Sunburnt /est, 19F2; 'elected Poems, edited by Pebecca

fest, 1926; The American Songbag, a compilation of ha' lads, 1927; Good Morning, America,

1928; -arly loon, a selection of his poems for children with some new lyrics, 1930.

5a.Y*iburg* s tales for children in prose are: Pootabaga -tories, 1922; Poo tabaga Pigeons,

1923; The Rootahaga Country, 1929, selections from his tvso previous Pootabaga books; ~'otato

Face, 1930.

His works of biography are: Abraham Lincoln, the Prairie Years, 19§£j "teichen the

'hotograoher, the story of his wife's brother^ 19&SU, V\a^ U- -<*«

h
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»AINT VALENTINES DAY **

A festival called also popularly Valentine Day, falling on February 14, The
origin of; the observance of this day is altogether uncertain. Equally vague are the
circumstances that led to its connection with Saint Valentine. Among the many
inter sting folk customs of medieval France and England was a gathering of the young
people on oaint Valentine's eve. Names were drawn by chance from a receptacle, the
person whose name was on a slip becoming the "valentine" or sweetheart of the holder
for the ensuing year. Some antiquarians find a precedent also in certain similar
customs connected with the ancient Lupercalia, which occurred in February.
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Braille look leview, 1 arch, 1940

Book n.nnounceraents

(Bo >ks in this list are in Grata 2 unless otherwise noted)

Asch, ?halom. The Nazarene; translated by Maurice Samuel. 7v. 1939 BIA (Provided

'by the U. ;. Government) A novel based on the life of Christ. ;'he story, set in

a framework of modern 'oland, is retold from three different points of view, irst

there is the narrative as a rx>dern Polish Jewish scholar hears it from the lips of

one who claims to be the reincarnation of the Homan military governor of Jerusalem,

Then there is the "fifth gospel" written by Judas Iscariot, and finally there is

the story as the young Jew remembers it when he realizes that he himself is the

reincarnation of a disciple of the Pharisee, >abbi Illcodemon,

3each, lex iil1 ingworth. Valley of thunder. 3v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U. S.

Government) A tale of love and adventure laid in modern Alaska. It's a lively

narrative involving two of man's perennial quests - for gold and a girl. he fist

fights are frequent and fully described.

Caldwell, 0. J. and F* D. Curtis. Introduction to science test book. 2v. loose leaf.

1930 APH
Disney, Dorothy C. The golden swan murder. 2v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U. 3.

Government) A good mystery story.

Ditmars, Raymond lee. The forest of adventure. 2v. cl933 APH (Provided by the

0. S« Government) AS account of exploration and adventure in the est Indies and

)
northern South America. 'Hie book is written in semi-fiction form; the names of

the members of the expedition - scientists and school boys - are fictitious, the

'reason" fc the expedition is invented, and the tale of their adventures is a com-

posite of many adventures.

Frankfurter, olix. Law and politics, occasional papers, 1913-1938; edited by rchibald

I'acleish and B« F« - richard, with a foreword by ! r. I'acLeish. 4v. 1939 L {: to-

vided by the U. S.Government) liis book is made up of the articles and occasional

papers of ?r. Justice frankfurter from the beginning of his career at the Harvard
-~ -*-*•—~* *m +iw* amT»eBie Court. These are papers

Late Smith's favorite recipes, iv. arn^n l "- aor nQ^«
janta for this bo,* are a<mlea to £r*UiS £?%S?Z?L ^"* %? ApplU
%ican National fed Cross, ZuJ^^J^^mT^T^J^Z *Has a poat office order or in atanps.

' •

asttlnS*,n » "• «• *—* » be

Untermeyer, Louis. From anotner wrxu, ««^—„_ _ _

the U. 3. Government) v/hether he is making the most devastating judgments on au.

artist, or retailing the most intimate of stories about him, or portraying the

basis of a close relationship with hira, or conveying the sense of his work, or

merely making good talk and jokes and puns, Mr. Unteimeyer first of all maintains a

fine graciousness and a sense of kindly generosity in his writing. That makes his

autobiography a patrician work, thoxightfully entertaining, fragrant with associations.

Vance, Ethel, pseudonym. Escape. 4v. 1939 ^PH (Provided by the U. S. Government)

A German actress, for many years a resident in .amorica, returns to Nazi Germany on

a business natter, gets into trouble with the Authorities, is given a secret trial

and condemned to death. This story tells how several people become involved in her

escape - her son and an old servant, a German doctor and a German general, and a

countess who is the general's mistress.
Van Doren, Mark. Shakespeare. 3v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government) Thirty-

four chapters of critical counent on the plays of Shakespeare, one chapter to a lay,

with an added chapter on the poems. Mr. Van Doren does not try to 'e plain' Shakes-

peare,' because he knows that a great poet's whole job in life is to explain himself.

ith a brilliant use of that old-fashioned device, direct quotation, Mr. Van Doren

recreates the inner life of each olay. This book is the work of a >oet who is also

a scholar. 'he sensitive and sympathetic imagination which is constantly alert to

overtones of style and subtleties of iragery is grounded upon solid learning and
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Book announcements
(Bo >ks In this list are in Grade 2 unless otherwise noted)

Asch, ?halom. 'he Nazarene; translated by Ilaurice Samuel, 7v. 1959 BIA (Provided

by the U. l« Government) a novel based on the life of Christ. 'he story, set in

a framework of nodern oland, is retold from three different points of view, /irst

there is the narrative as a nodern Polish Jewish scholar hears it from the lips of
one who claims to be the reincarnation of the .toman military governor of Jerusalem,

Then there is the "fifth gospel" written by Judas Iscariot, and finally there is

the story as the young Jew remembers it when he reali es that he himself is the

reincarnation of a disciple of the Pharisee, Pabbi ITlcodemon.

3each, lex fill ingworth. Valley of thunder. 3v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U. 5.

Government) a tale of love and adventure laid in modern ^laska. It*s a lively

narrative involving two of man's perennial quests - for #>ld and a girl, he fist

fights are frequent and fully described,
Caldwell, 0. U and F. D. Curtis, Introduction to science test book, 2v, loose leaf,

1930 APH
Disney, orothy C. The golden swan murder. 2v, 1939 BIA (i rovided by the U, 3,

Covernment) A good mystery story.

Ditmars, Raymond Lee. The forest of adventure. 2v. cl933 -ill (Provided by the

U. 3* Government) A8 account of exploration and adventure in the est Indies and

northern South America. The book is written in semi-fiction form; the names of
the members of the expedition - scientists and school boys - are fictitious, the

'reason* for* the expedition is invented, and the tale of their adventures is a com-

oosite of many adventures.
Frankfurter, Polix* Law and politics, occasional papers, 191*3-1938; edited by rchibald

Pacleish and ,. ".
. richard, with a fore\rord by Pr. I'acLeish. 4v, 1939 L (Pro-

vide! by the II. S. Government) Tb$M book is made uo of the articles and occasional

papers of l r. Justice frankfurter Trom the beginning of his career at the Harvard
Law School to the time of his appointment to the Supreme Court. These are papers

of general interest, none of them technical. The English prose of this Austrian
immigrant, who heard English for the first time at the age of twelve, is not the

ordinary style of the lawyer or philosopher. Readable, clear, penetrating, at times
dramatic, these essays set a high standard of prose writing. Introduce by Archibald
iiacLoish, this is a civilized, illuminating and (rare in these days) perceptibly
ptlmistic volume, all these fugitive pieces may well be samples of future history -

Jtraws in the wind indicating possible lines of strug,gle within the Supreme Court
that will develop in the quarter- century or more uring which Justice Frankfurter

_ >i» may reasonably be expected to serve.
Dntermeyer, Louis. From another world; autobiography. 3v. 1939 CPE provided by

the U. S. Government) -Thether he is making the most devastating judgments on an
artist, or retailing the most intimate of stories about him, or portraying the

basis of a close relationship with him, or conveying the sense of his work, or
merely making good talk and jokes and puns, Mr. Untejaneyer first of all maintains a

fine graciousness and a sense of kindly generosity in his writing. That makes his
autobiography a patrician work, thoxightfully entertaining, fragrant with associations.

Vance, Ethel, >seudonyBU Escape. 4v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S. Government)
A German actress, for many years a resident in iimorica, returns to Nazi Germany on
a business natter, gets into trouble with the Authorities, is given a secret trial
and condemned to death. This story tells how several people become involved in her
escape - her son and an old servant, a German doctor and a German general, and a

countess who is the general's mistress.
Van Doren, Mark* Shakespeare. 3v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government) Thirty-

four chapters of critical conrient on the plays of Shakespeare, one chapter to a lay,
with an added chapter on the poems. Mr. Van Doren does not try to f e plain' Shakes-
peare, because he knows that a great poet* s whole job in life is to explain himself,
'ith a brilliant use of that old-fashioned device, direct quotation, Pr. Van Doren
recreates the inner life of each olay. This book is the work of a oet who is also
a scholar. 'he sensitive and sympathetic imagination which is constantly alert to
overtones of style and subtleties of iragery is grounded upon solid learning and
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an abundance of common sense. Any one eould see, even if Mr, Van Doren had not
himself noted the fact, that Doctor Johnson is his favorite among the older critics.
But he is ahreast with the latest findings and theories of scholarship, * stimulating,
thoughtful and delightiul book.

Talking Books
(These books are provided by the U,S, Government)

Bacheller, Irving, A man for the ages, 18 records, cl919 iPH Read by Leland Brock,
A story of builders of democracy, ^ story of the youth of Lincoln in which the
conditions of the time are picture*,

Beebe, Charie s /ill lam. Jungle peace, 11 records, 1920 iPH Read by Ge rge Patterson.
Describes with the pen of a magician the unique ani al and plant life in the jungle
about the Mew York toological Society's tropical rosearch station, Kartabo, British
Guiana, It is a collection of charming essays,

Daudet, Alphonse, Tartarin of Taraacon. 6 records, ,CFB Read by Joseph Holland, An
extravaganza, satirizing in a genial manner Daudet* s compatriots, Tartarin meets
with a series of adventures as absurd as those of Don Quixote q^u.

Davis, Richard Harding, Soldiers of fortune, 14 records, 1897 /3?8 Read by Leland
Brock. a dashing story of a South American revolution in which a young American
adventurer and two .American jirls take part. Half way through the story, the author
grew tired of his heroine and promoted the $iounger sister to that place.

Doyle, >ir Arthur Conan. a study in scarlet, 8 records, cl904 AFB Read by Alexander
Scourby, It was in this first book, "A Study in Scarlet, *» published in 1889, t at
Conan Doyle created one of the most famous characters in fiction, Sherlock Holmes,
the great detective, Doyle started his career as a physician,

Harding, Bertita. Phantom crown, 2 parts. 24 records, 1934 AFB Read by John Knight.
A dramatically written, vivid chronicle of Napoleon Ill's attempt to rule Mexico
thru the agency of the Austrian archduke, Maximilian. The first two sections of
the book deal with Maximilien's early life and Ids marriage with Carlota, and with
Napoleon's political plottings which sent them to Mexico, The bulk of the book
tells the story of their brief and disastrous reign, of Maximilian's fall and death,
and of Carlota* s return to Europe,

Hergesheimer, Joseph, The three black Pennys. 19 records, 1917 FB Read by John
Knight, Tale of three men of successive generations of the "Penny" family, in
each of whom a /elsh strain reasserts itself and creates the family type of
rebellious and restless individualism. Pictured against the background of the devel-
opment of the steel industry in Pennsylvania,

^ertzler, ^rthur.ftnanuel. The horse and buggy doctor. 20 records. cl938 f^FB Read
by a-lwyn 3ach, Reminiscences, written in seni-humorous vein, and covering forty
years or more of a country doctor* 3 life and experiences, "Tho Horse and Buggy
Doctor" is tfiut you would expect from tfia title and more: an honest and objective
self-record that mts on paper one of the nost beloved traditions of the oast and
shows that the fundamental virtues for which the country doctor ms e erished have
siirvived into the scientific present, while nany not-so-good aspects of sentimental-
ized old days have fortunately been left behind forever,

James, Marquis. .ndrew Jac son, the border captain. 2 arts. 22 records. FB Read
by \lwyn tech. This biography covers the period from 1767 to 1031, from Jackson's
birth to his retirement, as he t nought, from public life, 1'ucji new material has
been available to the author and the rork is fully documented. It is vigorously
written and full of the life and color of the frontier. The book is more than a
piece of brilliant writing, Mr. James confesses to a fondness for working with
manuscripts, and his r« search in tho nanuacript fiel •', as well as in that of .rinted
sources, lias been thorough. Taking the text and the lotos together, we have in
Mr. James*3 book a quite exceptionally notable piece of definitive historical
biography,

hicher, George /risbie. This was a ]>oet: Kmlly Jickinson. 19 records. 1939 .PH

Rend by hiugh >utton. This is the best book about Jimily Dickinson, and it is one
of the bust books I know about any oet. It leaves Emily Dickinson clearer than
she has ever been, and at the same time more of a mystery. He leaves >«er, in other
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terms, the distinguished artist and person she was. '.'hat is the true end either of
biography or of criticism, ;and it .as seldom been better served.

Hand-copied Boo Ids

(A partial list of recent additions, uur information is not complete in regard to the

location of hand-coiled books. Unless otherwise noted, the^e books are in grade 1;,)

Abrahams, Robert I), New tavern tales, 2v. Chicago. Fiction.

Armin, Jule. animated northwest stories, 2v, Seattle,

Ashton, Helen, pseudonym, Belinda Grove. 4v. LC

Ashton, Helen, pseudonym. Hornets' nest. 5v. LC

Atkins, salus Glenn, Christianity and the creative pests. 3v, NLB

Aydelotte, Dora. Trumpets calling, 7v. Cincinnati,

Benson, E. F, Portrait of an English nobleman, lv. Chicago, 3alt Lake City,

Bindloss, Harold, Pine creek ranch. 5v. Detroit.

Blanding, Don. The rest of the road, lv, Sacramento.

Blanding, Don, stowaways in paradise, 4v. Hawaii,

Brooks, C. F. fay the weather? 4v. Grade 2. Salt Lake City,

Bunting, John S. The secret of a quiet nind; the building of the life within, 2v. LC

Burns, U N. The saga of Billy the kid. 7v. Sacramento.

Camba, Julio. La rana viajera articulos humoristigos; edited with introduction, notes

and vocabulary by Federico de Onis, 6v, LC

Charming, Mark, India mosaic 4v. Chicagp.

Chase, i'ary Ellen. Dawn in Lyonesse, 2v, Philadelphia,

Churchill, /inston Leonard S pen. Great contemporaries, 4v, Chicago, England' s First

Lord of the Admiralty has considerable powers as a writer. These essays include

such personalities as ^.squith, Balfour, Chamberlain, Hitler, Foch, Trotsky, Philip

Snowden, G. B« Shaw and others.

Chute, ?'. G, The sheriff sings solo. lv. LC

Clark, John Brittan. Let's laugh together, lv. LC

Crothers, ?achel, Susan and God, 2v. Sacr-imento. A play.

Dalgliesh, .ilice. America travels; the story of a hundred years of travel in america.

lv. LC, Perkins,
Damon, Jertha. Grandma called it carnal. 4v. Detroit.

Douglas, Lloyd C, Home for Christmas, lv, LC , NLB, Sacramento,

Dunsany, Lord, The chronicles of Rodriguez, 5v, -alt Lake City.

Early days in our nation's capital; events selected and arranged by label A. Hayward,

Grade 2, LC
Eaton, 'alter Prichard. The idyl of twin fires. 5v. acranento.

Edmonds, /, I), Young .ones; and, Tree of life, by Keene ^bbott, lv, acramento.

lv.

. and Eleanor Fish. Termite city. lv. Salt Lake City,

The money moon; a romance
Hiile we are yet calm, lv.

The two Elsies, 4v. NIB
/ide road ahead. 4v, Chicago. Fiction.

Life began yesterday; a new book on the Oxford Group

5v. Cleveland, Denver, St. Louis.

Cleveland,
Fiction. vjuX^

3v, LC , NLB ,

Emerson, Alfred
Farnol, Jeffery,
Ferris, F. H.

Finley, rartha,
Fisher, a, B,

Foot, Stephen,
St, Louis,

Franck, Rachel L. I married a vagabond. 2v, Chicago.

Frost, Frances, Yoke of stars, 6v, Chicago, Miction.

Gil Bias de santillane; adapted from 1 ndre Isla's version of Lesage* s celebrated novel,

by J. P. ?. Crawford, 5v. LC
Gray, James, lings of great desire, 9v. Chicago, Fiction.

Grenfell, Wilfred T, Down to the sea. 3v, Sacramento.

Grey, Sir Edward, The charm of birds, 3v, Chicago,

Gross, Villiam B. The conquest of California; a dramatic romance of an unknown hero.

7v, Sacramento,
Horan, Kenneth, Oh, jromise mo, 4V, Detroit,

Howe, George H, Fundamentals of German, 4v, LC

Johnson, Ivan, Sociology, 6v, Cleveland,

Keyhoe, Donald Flying with Lindbergh, 3v. Chicago. \
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6v.

fn all

available

m

Kongresa libro 1887-1937 ora jublloo, do Esperanto, lv. Perkins.
Lane, Rose 7ilder. Free land. 7v. Sacramento. Available in grade 2 in all libraries.
Lawrence, Jose >hine. A good home with nice people. 4v. Chicago. Fiction.Lerner, 1 ax. It is later than you think; the seed for a militant democ -acy.

N. Y. Guild.
*

Lewis, Elizabeth. ortraits from a Chinese scroll. 3v. Chicago. Fiction.
Lewis, Joseph. Voltaire, the incomparable infidel, lv. N. Y. Guild.
LinYutang. The importance of living. 14v. N. Y. Guild. Also in grade 2

libraries.
Hatschat, Cecile Hulse. vrronnee river; strange gr<en land. 5v. Detroit.

in gr^de 2 in all libraries.
Maxim, Hiram i'ercy. Horseless carriage days. 4v. Sac:*anento.
Miller, Helen Topping. Storm over Eden. 5v. Cleveland, Sacramento.
Morrow, Honore 7111 sie, and fill lam J. Swartman. 'hi p» s parrot. 2v.
Mundy, Talbot. Purple pirate. 7v. Chicago.
Harris, Kathleen. You can't have everything. 6v. acramento.
Horthup, Tranan. The phantom code. 5v. Perkins.
C^Brien, Brian. . ry season, lv. LC
O'Brien, Edward J., editor. The best British short stories of 1935 .

c

Detroit.
Parker, Cornelia 3. An American idyll; the life of Carleton H. Parker.

Grade 2.

Perkins.

•elections. 2v.

4v. N. Y. Guild

4v.

Philadelphia.

NYPL Ad-wentures of a fifteen-year

5v. Cincinnati, Chicago.
Chief modern poets of England and America.

6v. LC

Peattie, Louise Redfield. A child in her arms. 2v.
Reed, 7. Maxwell. The earth for ^am. 3v. Perkins.
Rosenberg, Melrich V. 7ith 3word and song.

old boy in medieval France.
Rosman, ilice Grant. The young and secret.
Sanders, :ierald De/itt, and John H. Nelson.

15v. Chica/p.
Schneider, Pranx, and Martha J. Doyd, editors* Die Biene maja.
Sheean, Vincent. The pieces of a fan. 4v. St. Louis.
Simon, Charles May. Robin on the mountain. 2v. Detroit.
Ringmaster, vLsie. Rifles for Washington. 5v. KYPL A story of the American Revolution,
onedeker, Caroline Dale. The perilous seat. 4v. HYPL A novel which gives a vivid

picture of the great days in Greek history,
stockbridge, F. P. f and J. H. Perry. So this is Florida. 5v. Chicago.
Stockwell, Gall, Death by invitation. 4v. LC
Stong, Phil. Honk: the moose, lv. Perkins.
Sutton, Margaret. The mystic ball. 2v. Chicago. Fiction.
Taubman, H. Howard. Opera front and back. 6v. Grade 2. Philadelphia.
Taylor, Deems. Of men and music. 4v. Chica p. available in grade 2 in all libraries.
Taylor, i.res mann. address unknown, lv. Chicago.
Thomas, Dorothy. Hinety-nine alarm clocks, lv. acramento.
Thompson, Sylvia. a princess marries. 2v. )etroit.
Trotsky, Leon. Joseph Stalin, lv. Detroit.
Urbahns, ^stelle. Pour leafed clover, lv. MLB Fiction.
Van Aine, s. s. The /inter murder case. 2v. Chicago. Action.
Van raasen,

J ierre. Pays of our years. 12v. )1LB -available in giftdeiBraniellitihra^tes.
7agner, Richard. Parsifal; a festival-drama; translated into Kagllah in exact accordance

with the original by H. L. Oorder and F. Corder. lv. Grade 2. 1C N^A ^ U.
-Vain, Nora. Reaching for the stars. r>v. Chicago. mailable in grade 2 in all libraries,
/ells, ?hea. Beppo the donkey, lv. Perkins,
/ells, Rhea. ',eke the raccoon, lv. Perkins.
?est, ebecca. lie judge. l<)v. Chicago. Action. available in grade 2 in all libraries.
a woman surgeon; the life and work of 'osalie Slaughter Morton. 8v. LC
'/ren, lercival Christopher. Beau Sabre ir. 7v. St. Louis.
Young, Vash. Be kind to yourself. 2v. acramento.

\
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PUBLICATIONS OF Big IUTIONaL INSTITUTE 'OH THE BUND. LtNPON. IK MR TIME.

In answer to a number of requests for information concerning the probable effects of
the war on both braille and Moon publications of the Institute, the following inform tion
taken from ftm New Beacon, the monthly inkprlnt magazine published by the National Insti-
tute, may be of interest. Before presenting it, however, let me expjteinothatwthe «A
lications from the Institute are no longer announced regularly in MmFiiiigtmvStmwivL
apparently the Library of Congress is not placing any of these books in the libraries
and we are not kep", informed by librarians of any purchase of books that they riay make
from the Institute,

Then war seemed imminent the blind staff employed at headquarters at Gr at Portland
Street, were told to stay at home until the position was clarified and in the week which
followed the outbreak of the war complete readjustment was made. This included the
establishment of three new offices at Chorleywood, Reigate, and Brighton, so that the

X^AluT

£carrying on of certain services could be ensured if the London headquarters became untenable. H
.rrangenents were made for printing periodicals at Brighton where certain employees

of the staff were transferred. Most of the monthly, bi-monthly and quarterly >eriodicals
are continued.

The whole of the staff engaged in braille production has been retained. New braille
books will largely consist of works on topical matters and light reading matter in
"Braille Panda" form; the production of library books will therefore be 'somewhat redueed
but orders can be filled for any books in the catalogue. The product ionoof music will *

be continued without diminution, and a revised catalogue of braille musiew^^Saissued. ^c

The publication of Moon books and periodicals is unimpeded and will continue as
usual from Brighton, Mention should be made of the success of the latest Moon magazine
a monthly, called the "Light of the Moon." It consists of fiction and light reading
matter,

The production of new talking books is being continued on a reduced scale, ^he
talking book library is in temporary premises in Relgate.

The English magazines wloich are being continued are as follows but we have no
information as to w lich libraries are circulating these: Progress (suppile* by the
U, S. Government). School Magazine. Braille Musical Magazine. Braille Chess Magazine.
Massage Journal. Tribune. Braille Packet. Nuggets, Watchword, (ftc (W£&,SkW.ywJlWJ.
Bi-monthly magazines are: Channels of Blessing. The Crusade Messenger. 5
quarterly magazines are: Theological Times. The Braille Rainbow. The Light-bringer.
Weeklies are: The National Braille TiraBS. The K. H. Newsletter.

The National Braille Tines is taking the place of the Braille Mail and the Braille
^Radio Times, both of which have been discontinued.

For the time being the foU >wing magazines have been suspended: Literary Journal.
Braille j-\inch. The Venture. The Weekly Stannary.

A new monthly magazine began publication in braille in January. It is the rWorld
Digest" of current fact and comment. Each meaber is in three -volumes. Subscription
price, 12 shillings a year or one shilling a copy.

The Braille Panda experiment, which seems to usher in the beginning of a new era in
braille -rodaction, is a groat success. You probably are all familiar with the fact
that these books cost only six cents a volume, as the titles never exceed more than
three volumes the price for a complete book is never more than one shilling, six ,ence or
about thirty cents in .American money. Orders for such books should be sent in at an '

early date as no stock is kept on hand. I have written to the editor of The New Beacon
asking him to send advance notices of these Panda books for announcement in the Braille
Book Review, as yet I have had no reply to this request. The folio vlng books have been
brought out in the Panda edition: (1) BLACKMAIL OR WAR, by Mme. Tabouis. lv. (2) CHINA
STRUGGLES FOR UNITY, by J. M. D. Pringle. 2v. (3) OXFORD PAMPHLETS ON GRID AFFAIRS.

'

2v.
In the NYPL. (4) DEATH OF HIS UNCLE, by C. H. B. Kitchin, 3V. In the NYPL. (5) DICK
SKEPPARD AND ST. MARTIN'S f by R. J. Northcott. 2v. (6) BLUE BOOK CONCERNING GFRMAN-POLISH
E5LATC0NS, ETC. 5v. (7) FINAL REPORT BY THE RIGHT HON. : IR NEVILLE HEN ERSON ON THE
CIRCUMSTANCES L/ADING TO THE T RMINnTION OF HIS MISSION TO ripRUN. SEPT. 20 1939. w
(8) OXFORD PAffHLBPS, NOS. 6, 8, 15, 16. 2v. In the NYPL. (9) /IND, SAND AND STARS* by
Antoine de ">t. Exupory. 3v. In all the libraries. (10) 5QT BRITAIN IS AT ,'AR, by Harold
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Nieolson. 2v. (11) THE BLACK SPECTACLES, by John Dickson Carp. 3v. In the ITYPL.
(12) MAY (X)D DEFEND KB RIGHT, by Nathaniel Micklera. 2v. (13) 7DRLD DIGEST, published
monthly, in three volumes. (14) ROGUE MALE, by Geoffrey Household. 3v. In all the
libraries.

Garden Bookf WSUlA/\
Gtarden Book <eek is coning and you may be sure that nationwide publicity by radio

will attend it. Hie date is vril first 'to sixth, inclusive. The air will be filled
with lectures and »ith advice from garden book writers, lists of braille books on
gardening ere given in the May and June numbers of th s magazine Inst year, I'here is
very little ew material. If anyone wants fee list repeated in the april number we
shall be glad to run it again if requested.

A Hew Magazine
The latest braille magazine to make its appearance is *SThe Upper Room, daily

devotions published quarterly in braille by the Board of Missions of the Methodist
Episcopal Ohureh, outh, edited by drover Carlton Emmons. This first number is dated
January, ebruary, March, 1940. Braille coles may be had for 50# per uarterly issue
or .2.00 per annual subscription. (There are two braille volumes to each number). 1.1
orders should be sent to The Upper Ro>m, Actors* Building, Nashville, Tenn.
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*our R$ ia your Reading uotient - in other words, your ability to read. Few
people read as well as they could if they really put their minds to it, "Maybe so,"
you say, "but what difference does all this make to me?" A great deal of difference,
considering the kind of world we live in. You can blame it all on a man named Gutenberg,
ome five hundred years ago he invented movable types, and the world hasn«t been the

same since.
History mi$it be divided into the period Before Gutenberg and After Gutenberg,

/hat was life like B. G.? For one t ilng, it was organized on the fact that only a few
learned men could read. Books were scarce and expensive, laboriously copied by hand,
Magazines and newspapers were still unheard of. Englishmen did not need to read even
enough to spell out the names of London's crooked old streets. They found their way
about by pictures - a wild boar's head swinging in the fog over a doorway here, a meuna id
a little farther down the strnet, and a white 3wan at the next place. You told your
frrends to meet you at the Sign of the fild Boar or wiiatever picture hung over the address.

How different is the A. G. world we live in! Printing presses pour out mill ions
of words every day. In a single year the publishing houses of the United states print
eight or nine thousand books. Newspapers rush millions of columns into daily print.
Magazines crowd the newsstands. Everywhere you turn there is sometiling for you to
read, be it only a telephone book, a traffic signal, or a neon-light advertisement.
Typists click out thousands of letters each day. Every high school student is confronted
with a million or more words to road each year. Certainly ours is a world where, some
500 A. G. , the power of reading is of major importance!

i
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being the psychologists* murder
Detective story.
3v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the

Braille Book Review, April, 1940
Book Annou icements

(Books in this list are in Grade 2 unless otherwise noted)
Avery, Fannie L. , and Oassie B. Burton, Prose and poetry; fifth year; including a

study of the life and poena of John Greenleaf Jhittier and Robert Burns. 7v.
Grade 1$» 1935 APH

Avery, Fannie L., and Frances L. Leitzell. Prose and poetry; sixth year; including
a study of the life and joeras of Rudyard Kipling and Sir Walter Scott, 7v.
Grade 1&. 1935 APR

Benet, Stephen Vincent. Tale3 before midnight. 2v. 1933 BlA (Provided by the
U. S. Governraent) Short stories. Contents: Into Egypt. Johnny Pye and the fool-
killer. ,Holloran' s luck. Jacob and the Indians. The die-hard. Doc Nellhorn
and the p< arly gates. The story about the anteater. A life a£ Angelo , s. Too
early spring. Schooner Falrchlld's class. Among those present. The last of the
legions.

Colver, irnne. Listen for the voices; a novel of Concord. 3v. 1939 CPH (Provided
by the 17. S. Government) A story of Concord in the late lB40s. The -rincipal
characters are fictitious - Albert and Laura Shi nan and their young daughter,
the Bart family, Miss Caroline Joore - but the circle of celebrities who made
Concord famous come into the story frequently and naturally as neighbors, acquain-
tances and friends.

Dickson, °arter, pseudonym. The black spectacles;
case. 3v. 1939 BIB Braille anda, no. 11.

Dickson, Carter, p3eu 'onym. The reader is warned.
U. S. Governraent) Detective story.

Dowdey, Clifford. Gambled Hundred. 3v. 1939 BlA (Provided by the U. S. Government)
Historical novel of ride? iter Virginia in the early eighteenth century. The hero
is a surveyor, employed by a self-made nan of groat wealth, whose estate of Gamble's
Hundred gives the title to the book.

Farmer, Dannie Merritt. The Boston cooking-school cook book. 2v. 1937 edition. ARC
Garln process. (Provided by the U. S. Government)

Haycox, Ernest. The border trumpet. 3v. 1939 BlA (Provided by the U. S. Government)
In this novel Emoat Haycox has found himself at last. Never befcre has he written
so carefully or so well. Not only is it by far the best of the baker* s dozen
Jestern tales he has published; it is among the most noteworthy half-dozen historical
/estern3 of the last decade.

Morison, Samuel Eliot, and Henry Steele Comnager. The growth of the American Republic.
Book I, 8v. 1763-1665. Book II, 7v, 1065-1937. Revised edition. APH (Provided
by the U. S. Government) Students will not be bored by these volumes as text-books.
The individual who wishes a sound, well-wri tten general survey of United States
history will find here an abundance of fact and a reliable interpretation as well.
Some may wonder whether American history is really as interesting as Prof. S. e,
Morison and Prof. H. S. Comraager make it in "The Growth of the American Republic."
The answer mu3t be that it is. This i3 so certain that one nay question whether
some part3 of the running cow entary are not almost encumbered with verbal v vacity.

Hevinson, Henry 7oodd. Fire of life, with a preface by John Nasefield. 4v. 1935
NIB The three volumes of which this one is an abbreviation evoked from the most
eminent crit cs such superlative prai3e as almost to )rovoke a stubborn determina-
tion to rove thora wrong. But having read the bo k, with a creseeir o of interest
mounting toward glowing reverence for the nan and the yriter, I am in no modd to
take issue with these disarmed and laudatory critics. If Nr. Tohn I ^sefiel wishes
to say - as he oes in the preface - that "no better autobiography has been written
in Jnglish in the last hundred years," the statement will not be challenger ere.
Nevinson is one of tin be3t BagHah .rrose writers as well as sonet ing of a poet,
a generous fighter for great causes, a man of dec ; sensibility with a lucid and
graceful style, ,?ith a thorough grasp of national and world affairs. he rnsult
is a groat book. A3 ho witnessed, over the last fifty years, many most ir )Ortant
events, hia book is in a sense a anorama of rec< >nt .nglish history. Uid certainly
the reader will gain from it a more genuine and reliable understanding of that
history than he can get from more fomal and complete te t -books.

Redoes connMed by Ladies' Au-cilLiry of Lions Club, Columbus, Ohio. lv. Grade 1; . C

A
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Hand-copied Books

(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to the

location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these bo ks are in grade lv.)

Asch, haloxa. iiddiish Ha-Shem, an epic of 1648. 4v. Jewish Braille Library-. This

is a story of orthodox Jewish life and its persecutions , dominated throughout

by a Erratic figure and pervaded by a deep spiritual note - tragic, pathetic, but

never futile.
Becker, Bob. Bob Becker's pet book; a guide to the selection and care of our four

most popular pets, dogs, cats, birds, and fish. 2v. Chicago.

Benson, B. F. queen Victoria's daughters. 4v. Chicago. Available in all libraries

in grade 2.

Bianco, Margery. /interbound. 3v. Chicago. Juvenile fiction.

Bilder3ee, Adele. Out of the house of bondage. 2v. Jewish Braille Library. Bible

stories for young folks.

Blatz, tfllliam S. The five sisters. 3v. Chicago.

Bloom, Sol. The story of the Constitution, selections. 2v. Sacramento, Chicago.

A book of Jewish thoughts; selecte and arranged by Joseph Herman Hertz, chief nebbi

of the British Bmpire, volume 2. Jewish Braille Library.

Bottone, Phyllis. The mortal storm. 9v. Detroit, Jewish Braille Library, TTTPL,

Mm Y. Guild, a tragedy of the intermarriage of a cultured German Jew and Christian

with liberal international attitudes towards life.

Britt, albert. Groat Indian chiefs. 3v. Chicago.

Burnett, C. I. Daughters and sons. 5v. Chicago. Fiction.

Case, Josephine Young. At midnight on the thirty-first of ilareh. 2v. Grade 2.

DYPL narrative poem of how a village was mysteriously cut off from the r st

of the world and life went on under pioneer conditions.

Cathar, /ilia. a lost lady. 2v. Philadelphia, ItfPL Considered by many as the

author's best book. Fiction.

Clavigero, Don Francisco. The history of lower California. 13v. Sacramento.

Gcok, T. B. Justly dear. 4v. Chicago. Fiction.

Corbett, Elisabeth. Mr. Underbill's progress. 5v. Chicago. Fiction.

Corbett, 3idnay. The cruise of the gull-flight. 6v. Detroit.

Davis, Julia. Ho other white rasn. 3v. Chicago.

Baton, /alter P. New England vista, lv. Grade 2. LC , Philadelphia.

Eliot, Sthel Cook. Green doors. 4v. Chicago.

Fairchild, David. The world ma ray garden. 12v. HLB Fiction.

Farson, Jiegley. A transgressor in the tropics. 5v. Sacrariento, Philadelphia.

Interesting adventure in -South America.

Forester, ^ecil Scott. Flying colours. 4v. Sequel to Ship of the line. Chicago.

mailable in all libraries in grade 2.

Fox, Eniiet. 1'ore studies in spiritual truth, lv. Grade 2. WI*L

Frank, Bruno. Lost heritage. 6v. Jewish Braille Library. The hero, a young German

prince in love with a Jewish girl, reluctantly becomes head of a royal plot.

t!ueh of the story deals with the fate of Jews in concentration camas.

Frisbie, R. D. liy Tahiti. 4v. Philadelphia.
Geijerstam, Costa af. Storevik. 2v. Chicago. Fiction.

Karriman, I'iriam. Ah-Ling of Peking, lv. Chicago. Miction.

Hart, Moss, and George S. Kauflann. You can't take it with you; a play. 2v. Detroit,

Jewish Braille Library.
Hawthorne, Hildegarde. Youth's captain. 4v. Chica

;p.
Henri, ^rnst. Hitler over iiuro >e. 6v. Jewish Braille Lihrary. In this powerful

and detailed indictment of Nazism and its ains, Mtler is 3hown as • tool in the

hands of Thyssen and the Nazi revolution as dictated by the Ruhr industrial

magnates uid the international armament interests. The book con 'ains startling

revolationa about the ri3e of the V.nzi. «rty and the . evelopnent of the ?
Tozi

state, its foreign jolicy, avowed and secret, .and the underground revolutionary

opposition now at ./ork in emony.
Herold, Charles J. 'he wisdom of /oodrow 7il3on. lv. Chicago.

Holman, Charles T. The religion of a healthy mind. 4v. DLD

i





Hoover, J. K. Persons in hiding. 7v. Indianapolis, Philadelphia,
Kutehena, Paul. Yesterday' s pain. 3v. HLB Fiction.
Isaacs, Ahrara 3. The young champion. 2v. Jewish Braille Library. A girl's champion-

ship of the Jewish religion.
Jacobs, Naomi. This porcelain clay. 6v. Chicago, Fiction.
Jinarajadasa, C. Art and the emotions, lv. Chicago.
Jinarajadasa, C. The secret of our daily tasks, lv. Chicago.
Livy, Book I, chapters I to :<XIII. (Latin text), lv. students' Library, PH
Livy, Book I, chapters I to XXIII. (An Lnglish translation by B. 0. Foster), lv.

Students* Library, A2B
Lowe, Viola R. , compiler. Bedtime stories. 12v. Perkins.
Mann, Thomas. This peace, lv. Chicago, M.Y. Guild, lira.
Marincmi, Antonio, and L. A. Passarelli. Simple Italian lessons. 4v. Cleveland,

Students* Library, AfH
Marquand, John P. Mr. Motto i3 so sorry. 4v. Chicago. Fiction.
Mather, K. F. Sons of the earth. 3v. Philadelphia.
Maud, C. S„ Lohengrin, lv. Grade 2. Philadelphia.
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal. The chief of the herd. 2v. Chicago. Fiction.
O'Neill, Eugene. &mm Christie, a piny in four acts, 2v. JTYPL

'—-Qurslcr^- Fultoag—~-TA~-ske5»tire-4^the^ h^ —
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Overton, Clara f. High noon. Sv. VLB Fiction.
Pearson, **• L. Books in black or red. 3v. Philadelphia.
Peattie, L. H. American ac~es. 5v. Philadelphia. Fiction.
Pollock, /ilma. The Upps of Soffolk >trec:t. 6v. Jewish Braille Library.
Prouty, Olive Higgins. Lisa Vale. 5v. Chicago, Cincinnati. Fiction.
Rinehart, lary Boberts. Bab, a sub-deb. 4v. IIYPL Short stories.
Ross, Leonard > The education of Hymen Kaplan. 3v. Chicago, Jewish Braille Library.

A group of humorous sketches which first appeared in the Hew Yorker, here, sli^tly
modified, published in book form. They deal with the education of Lyman PCaplan,
particularly in grammr, recitation and speech. Fr. and Mrs. Legion will take
this bo ik to their hearts for its gorgeous humor and its ingratiating humanity,
its moments of unforced tenderness and its hours of sheer fun, its appalling

*

finalities.
Sackler, Harry. Festival at foeron. 9v. Jewi3h Braille Library. Story of the second

century A. D., the martyrdom of Rabbi Akiba and conquest of Simeon Ben Yohai.
Salten, Felix. Perri. 2v. Chicago. Fiction. -Till appeal to all lwers of akimals.

-available in all libraries in grade 2.
Sheean, Vincent. Hot peace but a sword. 7v. HLB The author of "Personal History"

tells the story of what hap >ened in hurope from Harch 193B to Ilorch 1939, as he,
a newspaper corresoondent, saw it during visits to Spain, Vienna and Prague.

Singer, Caroline, and Gyrus L. ^aldrtdge. All lives in Iran. lv. Jewish Braille
Library. Ali is a little Tloharanedan boy who, with Cyrus the Zoroastr:.an, Luke
the Claris tian and Isaac the Jew, is taught frien ship and tolerance. A simplp
tale written from the point of view of good-will propaganda.

Sir Gawain and the green knight; translated by Jessie / ston. 2v. Philadel >hia.
Soloff, Mordecal I. Then the Jewish oeople was young. 4v. Jewish Braille Library,

N. Y. Guild. A history of the Jewish people from the time of Abraham to the
Babylonian exile.

Stern, Gladys. The ugly dachshund. 2v. Philadelphia. Fiction. Pleasant, easy
satire, a clever travesty on human nature. The main characters are do ^s.

Swedenborg, Emanuel. Charity. 2v. HLB
Terhune, a. P. Unseen! 3v. Philadelphia. Fiction.
Vance, 2ehel. l^seaoe. 8v. IILB Fiction. Also available in all libraries in grade 2.
allace, -adgar. The Arranways mystery. 3v. Chicago, HLB Fiction.
Yendte, C. ?. /hat do Unitarians believe? lv. Philadelphia.
7entworth, Patricia. Loneaome road. 4v. Chica-p. Fiction.
7hite, \.re(i.

n 'e spy not. 4v. Chicago. Pietion.
/ilder, Laura IS. Little house in the big woods. 2v. Chicago, Detroit. Juevnile fiction.
Vithingtoa, Antoinette. Hawaiian tapestry. 4v. Chicago.
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Editor's note: The books mentioned in this article ore all in braille except (notice
the "except**) the American Dream, by llichael Foster, j&e Sod-house Frontier, by Everett
Dick, and fallows Hill, by Prances finwar. Some historical fiction to make its appear-
ance recently in brnille is:
Action at -i<iuila, by Hervey Allen. 3v. (Civil far novel).
Busies Blow Ho More, by Clifford Dowdey. 5v. W (Civil 7ar novel).
Here was a Han, by Horah Lofts. 4v. Grade 1^. WXKL (Sir /alter Raleigh).
Gamble's Hu idred, by Clifford Dowdey. 3v. (Colonial period in Virginia).
Rifles for faahington, by Elsie sinister. 4v. Grade 1. • (Amorican Hevolution).
Thread of carlet, by Ben JWBa /illiams. 3v. (far of 1812).
Captain Caution, by Kenneth Roberto, Una recently come out in talking book form. It is

also in braille in 3 volumes. (Jar of 1812 )•

Phantom Crown, by Dortita Harding, a talking book in 24 records, a novel of I axirllir.n's

brief reign in Mexico.
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Editor's note: A number of her books are in braille, They are as follows:
Christ Legends. 3v. Grade l

;j
.

Emperor of Portugallia. 5v. "iJXTL.

General's Tttng. lv. Austen, Chicago , LC.
Girl from the Harsh Croft, lv. liyrL.
Legend of the Christmas Ho3e. lv. Grade 1-j.

Marbacka. 4v. LC , TIYPL. ^lso as talking book, autobiography.
Memories of my childhood. 2v. (From U. s. Government).
The Outcast. 6v. LC.
Ring of the Lowenskolds. lv. Grade X£* Sacramento.
Story of Go'sta Derling. 4v. Grade 1^ (From U. S. Government).
Vonderful adventures of Nils. 4v. Grade 1[• Juvenile fiction.
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The e^erlraent of publishing braille books in the inex ensive pan
a volume coats only six .oence and no complete book coat3 over one shilling, six pence, n

*

has proven a ^reat success. These volumes are paper bound with a spiral binding, The ^T
New York Public Library is buying sone of then and so far they are standing up under
library use pretty well. If other libraries are buying these we shall be glad to be
notified of the fact. Also, we can supply a list of seventeen titles which have been
brought out in this edition.

The three latest >andaa are:
No. 15. The Case for Federal Union, by /. B. Curry. This analysis, by the Headmaster

of one of the leading progressive co-educational schools in litogland, of the
various forms that world government might take after the war is described by
lickham Steed as one of the soundest nieces of constructive reasoning that
he baa read. J. B. Priestley describes it as "a million pounds' worth of
sense, courage and hope". 3 vols. ls.6d* the set.

No. 16. Spiritual Values and Torld Affairs, by Sir Alfred "iranern. Deals with the
conflicting issues which confront religion in the modern world. The author
defines the character of the judgments which Christianity can make on con-
temporary affairs, and iiseuss** pacifism, the moral issues of the post-Tar
world, economic and political realities, etc. 2 vols. Is. the set.

No. 17. How to Pay for the 7ar, by John Maynard Keynes, "a nadlenl Plan for the
Chancellor of the Exchequer" by perhaps the most famous economist of to-day.
In 1 or 2 vols.

#
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YOU CAN L.JOW TO HfcAD BltOOLK, M IIADEUJIHE SEXMJUR LDOMIS

Once more we are announcing this book in these mges as copies of it have been
placed b;/ the Project in the twenty-seven distributing libraries and this book should

be familiar to all who are either teaching or studying the gentle art of reading
braille. To quote from the author, "it is an attempt to arrange the Braille system so

that any sighted person can toach a friend or member of the family to read Braille. The
reader-instructor nee<> not know one 12iing about Brr&lle, neither is it necessary for
the sane person to do all the instructing. In this way I hope to give Braille instruc-
tion to those who are not able to benefit by the personal instruction of home teachers.

If home teachers are available, the book should be of assistance in aiding the student to

make more rapid progress by practice and assistance between lessons. The bo k is in

three volumes: one in ink^rint for the reader-instructor and two in Braille for the

student. The -Braille section is not just a copy of the inknrint for they are arranged
so that they work in together and all explanations, etc., appear in the inkprint only."

1
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Volume 9

the braille book es ran

A Guide to Braille and Talking Book Publications

Published Monthly at the

American Printing Ilouse for the Blind

18i59 Frankfort Avenue

Louisville, Kentucky

Printed for

The New York Public Library

137 Test 25th Street

New York City
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Braille Book Review, Hay, 1940
Book Announcements -\£L<l ^^ajJ0l(\ Si^XJK (^oi^tV^^rvuiAA^

-

(Nearly all books for tbe blind are now supplied by Federal appi up ilaftlona and amies'
are placed in m %mj ons of the twenty-seven regional libraries which serve the blind,
A list of these libraries is given JLn the January and June nuribers of this r agazine.
/hen the phrase (Provided by the U. s. Government) follows a title it indicates that
the book is in every one of the twenty-seven libraries and you are to borrow it from
your nearest oie. The books announcer' are always in grade two unless otherwise
indicated).
Bacon, Josephine Dodge Daskam. The root and the flower. 3v. 1939 CPH (Providedyby the D* S, Government) In this novel three generations of woaen are selected

to demonstrate the ideas of their several generations. They are Felicia who
in the years following the Civil war, struggled for the rights get an educa-
tion; Phyllis, iier daughter, whose battle was for the right to use her leisure
time as she chose; and Fidelity, Phyllis' daughter, a modern of the modems. From
the Book Review Digest.

Bakeless, John Edwin. Master of the wilderness; Daniel Boone. 4v. 1939 CPH
(Provided by the U. 3„ Government) a long, fully documented life of the most
famous of .iiaerican frontiersmen, written in entertaining style and replete with
good stories, some of them frankly marked as legendary. Bibliographyj^^adea^-
From the Book Review Digest,
"Too much credit can hardly be given the author for the careful, painstaking, and
scholarly way in which he has sought out, checked, and rechecked all the material
available, some of it hitherto unpublished, dealing with the life and ti es of
the old frontiersman. His narrative is reenforeed with a thorough bibliography
notes, and a valuable index." R. E, Danielson in the Atlantic Monthly.

Bible: The story of the Apocrypha, an American translation by Edgar J. Goodspeed.
lv. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S. Government) "Kacept for the Latin II
Esdras, this translation is based directly upon the Greek text. It was orepared
to complete the American translation of the Bible, from which the Apocrypha are
now omitted, and to form a link between the Old Testament and the New." From
the American Library Association Booklist.

Bolivar, Simon. For biography <ifh see entry under Rourke, Thomas,
Bradley, Andrew Cecil, Shakespearean tragedy; lectures on Fiamlet, Othello, King

Lear, Macbeth, 6v, 1937 edition. NIB (Provided by the U. S. Government)
First published in 1904. "A great mass of erudition, thoroughly digester, reasoned
and ordered, is brought to bear not merely on the four tragedies professedly dealt

'

with, but incidentally on he other plays as well; the ideas are expressed in a
style always admirably clear md often of a finely restrain© eloquence." From
the Nation.

Canby, Henry SeideL. Thoreau. 4v. 1939 BIa (Provided by the u. s. Government)
Penetrating and scholarly study of Henry David Thoreau. It is the author's
thesis that Thoreau was not a soman hater, as he has so >ften been painted, but
a frustrated "woman's man." The work also brings out a new interpretation of
Thoreau' s friendship with Ilmsrson, and with jicraon's second wife, Lidian Jackson
Emerson.

~
?roni the Book Review Digest.

"Mr. Canby' s long-awaite-; biography of Thoreau is the first life of the Man of
alden which ever made that man plain to me. Nobody else has satisfactorily

explained the man. Mr. Canby* s Ions research into the details of his subject's
life is buried, mere sound scholarship should be buried, under the lucid surface
of narrative, appreciation, and criticism, liver distinguished, always easy, Mr.
Canby has >ho*n cause why .he has been at his task these many years. He has thought
so long and so well that line after line is an epigram." D. C. Peattie in the
fctlestie Monthly.

Dewey, John. Freedom and culture. 2v. 1939 Am (Provided'bv the U. s. Government)
tudy of the conditions on which true doiiocratic culture al^baseu. he book

which #*3 published in celeb ation of the author' s eightieth birthday, is really
a reaffirmation of humanism and liberalism, as traditionally understood. From the
Book Review Digest.
"John Dewey is eighty years old, but you would never know it from his new book.





It shows an extraordinary alertness and awareness, qualities not always present in
the books on contemporary social themes written by nen half his age. If in the
strictest sense 'Freedom and Culture* contains few ideas which are new to the
Dewey re^rtory, this is more than compensated for by the clarity and brilliance
with which his fundamental po3tules are brought Into line with problems of Imme-
diate relevance. Few oldsters and no youngsters can afford complacently to say
that they will 'get nothing out of* 'Freedom and Culture.' It plumbs the fun-
damentals of the problem of democracy." C. H. Grattan in the Hew York Tines.

Fisher, Herbert Albert Laurens. Napoleon. 2v. 1913 1IIB (Provided by the U. S.
Government) "Concise but lucid outline of Uapoleon's career, with emphasis on
is character rather than his campaigns. Of rare excellence, displaying true

literary and historical appreciation and correct proportion and perspective." From
the Standard Catalog.

Gibbon, Edward. The history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, edited
*a— ^m «^a*» by J#
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Kerby, Philip. Victory of television, lv.
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Lawrence, Josephine. But you are young. 2v. 1940 APH (Provided by the U. S.
Government) In this story of Kelsie bright, the author pictures the sad plight
of young lovers in lower middle-cla3s American life during depression years,
with five in her family dependent on her sixteen-a-week, Kelsie loses one hope
of marriage after another until finally Clark Haraer, with equal responsibilities,
helps' her to find one way out of^theirapas3e. From the Book Review Digest.

Leonardo da Vinci, for biography see^umeY uu4hm. ' Antonia Vallontin.
Means, Philip Ainsworth. The Spanish Main, focus of envy, 1492-1700. 2v. 1935 CPH

(Provided by the U. S. Government) In thi3 book the term "The Spanish Main" is
used to designate the entire Caribbean Sea and the southern half of the Gulf of
Mexico, the i3land3 in those raters, and the mainland adjacent thereto. :he book
is a history of this region from the discovery by Columbus to 1700, and covers
the conquest by Spain and the efforts of other countries, England, Frince, and
Holland, to break the power of Spain there. From the Book Review Digest.

Millay, Edna t. Vincent. Huntsman, what quarry? lv. 1939 APH (Provided by the
U. S. Government) Collection of lyrics and sonnets. One section of the book
reflects the )oet'3 feelings for Czechoslovakia, China, and Spain. Another group
of Kjens is in memory of her friend, Elinor ylie. From the Book Review Digest.
"There are two things in Miss Millay' s poetry which justify its claim to excellence.
The first is a simple epigrammatic noatne3s and inevitability, and the second is an
incantatory control of rhythm, especially in her U3e of the sonnet. Both are well
illustrate'' in thi3 new volume: a )oem such a3 'The 7rue Encounter' exemplifies the

\
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It shows an extraordinary alertness and awareness, qualities not always present in
the books on contemporary social themes written by men half his age. If in the
strictest sense 'Freedom and Culture* contains few ideas which are now to the
Dewey repertory, this is more than compensated for by the clarity and brilliance
with which his fundamental postulea are brought into line with >roblems of lmre-
diate relevance. Few oldsters and no youngsters can afford complacently to say
that they will 'get nothing out of* •Freedom and Culture.' It plumbs the fun-
damentals of the jroblem of democracy. C. H. Grattan in the New York Tines.

Fisher, Herbert Albert Laurens. Napoleon. 2v. 1913 NIB (Provided by the U. S.
Government) "Concise but lucid outline of Napoleon* s career, with emphasis on
is character rather than his campnigns. Of rare excellence, displaying true

literary and historical appreciation and correct proportion and persoective." From
the Standard Catalog.

Gibbon, Edward. The history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, edited
with introduction, notes, appendices, and index, by J. B. Bury* Book two. 9v.
NIB (Provided by the U. S. Government) "What the Roman empire was, after it had
attained to its full strength and maturity, and how its western division verged
gradually to its decline and downfall, is only half the story; the other and
much longer half shows how it3 fall was followed by long centuries of life in the
eastern, and a revival, in now conditions, of its e ristence in the western, world.
Complete, lucid and accurate, Gibbon, finally, is one of the great masters of
English prose. His power of narrative i3 at least equalled by his gift of
argumentative statement, and, in all parts of his work, his style is one which
holds the reader spellbound by Its stately dignity, relieved by a curious subtlety
of 'nuance,* and which, at the same time, is the writer* s own.*' From the Cambridge
History of ^ngligh Literature.

Hackett, Francis. ,ueen Anne Boleyn; a novel. 5v. 1939 3IA (Provided by the U. S.
Government) Long historical novel based on the life of Anne Boleyn. It begins with
Anne's first love affair with Henry Percy, while she was one of ueen Catherine's
maids-in-waiting, and en is with her death on Tower Rill. From the Book Review
Digest.
"The basis of the novel is careful research and tested material. It is probably
as good a biography of Anne Boleyn as we shall ever have." Katherine Anthony in
the New Republic.

Kerby, Philip. Victory of television, lv. 1939 aPH (Provided by the U. S. Govern-
ment)

Lawrence, Josephine. But you are young. 2v. 1940 APH (Provided by the U. S.
Government) In this story of Kelsie 7right, the author pictures the sad plight
of young lovers in lower middle-class American life during depression years,
with five in her family dependent on her sixteen-a-week, Kelsie loses one hope
of marriage after another until finally Clark Hnmer, with equal responsibilities,
helps' her to find one way out of^the impa33e. From the Book Review Digest.

Leonardo da Vinci, for biography aeeTumef au-Ahcu. 1 Antonia Vallontin.
Means, Philip Ainsworth. The Spanish Main, focus of envy, 1492-1700. 2v. 1935 CPH

(Provided by the U. S. Government) In thi3 book the term "The S >anish Main" is
used to designate the entire Caribbean Sea and the southern half of the Gulf of
Mexico, the islands in those waters, and the mainland adjacent thereto. Phe book
is a history of this region from the discovery by Columbus to 1700, and covers
the conquest by Sqain and the efforts of other countries, Kngland, Fmnce, and
Holland, to break the power of Soain there. From the Book Review Digest.

Millay, Edna t. Vincent. Huntsman, what quarry? lv. 1939 APH (Provided by the
U. S. Government) Collection of lyrics and sonnets. One section of the book
reflects the >oet'3 feelings for Czechoslovakia, China, and Spain. Another group
of )oens is in memory of her friend, Elinor tylie. From the Book Poview Digest.
"There are two things in Piss Millay' s poetry which justify its claim to excellence.
The first i3 a simple epigrammatic neatness and inevitability, and the second is an
incantatory control of rhythm, especially in her U3e of the sonnet. Both are well
illustrate'- in thi3 new volume: a )oem such a3 'The '"'rue Encounter' exemplifies the
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first, and the concluding group of somets exemplifies the second. They are
musical, they are nicely controlled, they have n turn or twist which often scraps
the edge of universality. Yet Miss Millay's faults are here, too. a thoroughly
successful poem is, we may say, like the human akin: though it ia essentially one
substance, tt may roughly be divided into three layers. There is the eensuous
appeal of the sound, there is the omotion, and there is the pattern of thought.
If, for purposes of analysis, the three are illegitimately separated, what we find
as far as Miss Millay's poems are concerned, is that the first two layers are
usually firm enough, but that the third is likely to be flir.sy." Theodore Spencer
in the Atlantic Monthly. ^

Morley, Christopher Darlington. Kitty Foyle. 3v. 1939 APR (Provided by the
U. S. Government) Kitty Foyle is the daughter of a retired Philadelphia night
watchman, a Londonderry Irishman r/ith a taste for cricket. In this autobiograph-
ical novel Kitty»s story from childhood to the age of twentv-eight is told in
the streara-of-consciousness method. Her language is frank and open, herf reactions
completely modern. The scene is successively Philadelphia, IlUnois, and New
York; the time is from about 1910 on. From the Bo k Heview Digest.
"You've seen Kitty Foyle on a Fifth Avenue bus, you've seen her behind a counter
you ve seen her taking dictation, you've seen her giving dictation, you've seen
her in cafeterias at noon and you've seen he* at night clubs after the theater.
Then Christopher Morley put her into a book, he gave you a ^x>rtrait of the
American girl that i3 as real as anything in your family album. rith this dif-
ference: the family portraits give you the bone and muscle stricture of the
features of your sisters,,your cousins and your aunts; 'Kitty Foyle' gives you
the heart and spirit which lie beneath them." Hose Feld in Hew York Herald
Tribune Books.

Nathan, Robert. Portrait of Jennie. lv. 1939 APH (Provided by the IJ. 3. Govern.
ment) A gentle fantasy about a ]X>or young artist, and the girl Jennie, who
came into his life at a time when he was fori .nay poor and lonely and his
art was at a standstill. From the lay when she first apoeared as a little girl
in old-fashioned clothes, playing in Central Park in the dusk of a winter's
day, Jennie only came to him five times, but her influence lasted throout his
life. Thru her inspiration the artist became famous, but all the rest of his
life he mourned his Jennie, who tho lost to him, was yet ever present. From
the Book Review Digest.

Rourke, Thomas, pseudonym of Daniel Joseph Clinton. Man of glory: Simon Bolivar.
3v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. s. Government) Biography of the liberator
and dictator of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru. As well as
interpreting the man himself, the author hopes also, in view of the dangers
that threaten the principles of democracy throughout the world today, to
bring the reader a clear conception of that sympathy toward dictatorships whichhas always been inherent in Latin Americans, and thus to warn him how very
formidable that danger is in the countries south of us. .-.Preface. Frciirtho

hZ **
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Banbl ' s children; the story of a forest family; a translation. 2v.
1939 him (Provided by the U. s. Government) Continuation of the story of
Bambi. It in the story of the twins Geno and Gurri, the children of Bambi
and the lovely Faline. From the Book Review Digest.
''Salten's grace and beauty of style is uni paired, his underlying philosonh
the same; the ifference is chiefly in getting in so much that the e^uisite
economy of his method need not be practiced." M. L. Becker in tho New York
Herald Tribune Books.

Sanderson, Ivan Terrance. Caribbean treasure. 3v. 1939 HI (Provided by the
U. 3. Governnent) .after a busman's holiday-honeymoon in the 7est Indies,
the author, an n>lish MOlogist, and his wife, spent most of the j ear 1938
in Dutch Guiana making frequent trips into tho jungles to collect s ecimens
and study the habits of wild animals, .'his book is in three parts: From
Trinidad; Through Haiti; To Surinam. In his introductory chapter the author
says "This book alxoulc! be looked upon as an account of the lighter and more
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"human aide of our travels, though always told from the viewpoint of a zoologist
and also as an advance statement of the actual rosults of our work, in so far '

as it can at present be viewed." From the Book Review Digest.
Seeley, Mabel. The listening house. 3v. 1950 CIS (Provider by the U. S. Govern-

ment) "Blood-curdling affair, drenched with old evil and grisly incidents,
oleuthing able, but it's the background and people that make it hum. Especiallv
good.' From the Tiaturday Review of Literature.

Seppanen, Unto. Sun and storm, translated from the Finnish. 4v. 1939 APH (Pro

Z
id

T,
la

l2 llB U#S * Govenffttent
) * n°vol tracing the fortunes of a Finnish peasant's

family from about 1870 to about 1920.
"This is a book of exceptional merit. It possesses every ingredient required
to make a first-class novel; a romantic setting of a remote and little known
country, a powerful theme of an ambitious peasant dominating successive genera-
tions of the family he founded, and a plot which is concerned with the century-
long struggle of Finland against her tyrant, Russia." Agnes Rothery in the
Saturday* fteview of Literature.

Steinbeck 3ohn. The grapes of ./rath. 5v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U. S. Govern-ment) oaga of the small farmers and share croppers of the Southwest, driven outof their homes and moving westward with their families and a few household goods
Piled on a broken-down car. The story of the Joad family, as related here ontheir westward trek and after they reach California, symbolizes the whole move-
ment. From the Book Review Digest.
"One comes away moved, indignant, protesting, pitying. But one comes away
dissatisfied, too, aware that »The Grapes of *7rath» is too unevenly weighted
too uneconomically proportioned, the .rark of a writer who is still self-indul^nt
still undisciplined, still not altogether aware of the difference in value of°
various human emotions. The picturesuueness of the Joads, Ibr example is
fine wherever it make them live more abundantly, but false ./hen simply' laid onfor effect. Steinbeck' s sentimentalism is good in bringing him close to the
lives of his people, but bad when it blurs his insight. But one does not take
leave of a book like this in a captious spirit. One salutes it as a fiery
document of orotest and compassion, as a story that had to be told, as a book
that must be read. It is, I think, one of those books - there are not verymany - which really do some good." Louis Kronenberger in the Nation.

Tarkington, Booth. Some old portraits; a book about art and human beings. Ev.
1939 APH (Provided by the U. S. Government) The printed volume includes

<P| twenty-two colored reproductions of English and early American portraits. Theauthor writes a chapter on each, with something of the biography of the originaland of the artist who painted the picture. From the Book Review Digest,
vallentin, antonina (Frau Antonina Luchaire). Leonardo da Vinci, the tragic pursuitof perfection; translated by E. \L Dickea. 6v. 1938 WP (Provided by theU. S. Government) "Antonina Vallentin' a long biography is quite simply the bestwe nave in English and the clearest approach to his work. She has not discoveredmany new sources nor examined many raanuscrip ts , apparently, exce >t hose of

Leonardo himself, but these she has studied with groat care. Merely by setting
facts in their proper context, she throws he* light on what he was trying to do.
Iler contnents on Leonardo's pictures are sane and illuminating,'' an^^he^e^W^-*3S* ŝr&*&^^^ Malcolm Cowley in theHew Republic. 4iS&iJ

Warren, John Russell. Murder from three angles. 2v. 1939 n (Provided by the D. S.Government) Detective story. '

Talking Books
(These books are provided by the U. S. Government)

"^;J
llflr
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M(iLean

: ^ colonial *•**•*• 9r- 1912 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach.>tudy of the American colonies in relation to the mother country. Two chapterse devoted to England, two to the colonios, and the re alnder to the mutual
lationship. The colonies are not treated separately and those of Canada and
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" the .Vest Indies are included." From the standard Catalog.
Byrd, Richard Evelyn. Alone* 15r. 1938 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach, .admiral Byrd'

a

account of his eelf-iraposed isolation at Advance Base in the Antarctic in 1934.
From the Book Review Digest.
"A great and living book, a book of importance in the lives of men. This story
in its events is a breathless and almost shattering drama, one of the most intense
and moving dramas of our own or any time." John Patton in Hew Tork Herald Tribune
Books.

Doyle, 3ir Arthur Conan. adventures of Sherlock Holmes. 18r. 1892 AF3 Read by
Alexander Scourby. ^ji£slaJC*>*«- /*£&Uas^-

Du Maurier, Daphne (Mrs. F. A. U« Browning). Rebecca. 2 parts. 29r. 1938 AFB Read
by Ann Tyrrell. The London Times ^renounces this an "exciting, ingenious and
engagingly romantic tale." The heroine and narrator of this story, after a brief
courtship, becomes the wife of an English aristocrat, F.axim de /inter, owner of
a fine old country scat in the south of England. These two are deeply in love
but the memory of Ilex's first wife, Rebecca, still lingers on at I'anderley; her
beauty and charm contrasted in the mind3 of servants and neighbors with the shy-
ness and gaucherie of the new wife. Little by little, however, the mystery
of Rebecca is revealed and the burden Max has borne can finally be fully shared.
From the Book Review Digest.

£^ Fenton, Carroll Lane. Our amazing earth. 18r. 1938 AMI Read by George Patterson.
A popular book on geology. The story begins with an account of various theories
of the origin of the earth, then deals with rock formation and movement, the
work of water, wind and ice, the evidence of fosails, the division* of geolotic
time, etc. The Book Review Digest.
"This book of the Fentons is certainly one of the most useful and readable books
on modern geology that has appeared for the anateur. v?ithout neglecting the
theories which tie the subject together, the book pictures and discusses Just the
sort of thing one sees and wonders about as he goes along, on foot, on wheels,
or in the air. Crystals, dikes, com:on fossils, badlands, glacial leavings and
the fork of v?inds and water are chosen with a rare eye to a good story and
feeling for the audience." From the New York Herald Tribune Rooks.

Fox, John. The little shepherd of Kingdom Come. 17r. 1903 APR Read by Livingston
Gilbert. "Pictures sympathetically boy life among the Kentucky mountaineers;
life at a blue grass college before the war; class feeling between the mountain-
eer and the 'furriner;' the way in which Kentucky was rent asunder by the civil

* war; and the romantic glory of Morgan's men." From the Publishers' 7eekly.
Eomer. The HieA of Homer; translated by Lord Derby. Part two. Books XIII-XXIV.

15r. ziFB Read by Alexander iicourby. The theme is the final incident in the
siege of Troy by the Greeks. The action occupies only a few days. But in the
swift narrative there are recalled the story of the nine years of war that
have gone before and the cause of the war; indeed a large art of Greek myth-
ology is implicit in the poem, .'he tonedlate episode ia the wrath of Achilles,
the best fighter among the allied Greeks. He is angry at his chief, Agamemnon,
because he la obliged to give up a captive girl who has fallen to his lot hs
part of the spoils of war. 3o he quits the fight and sulks in his tent. 'here-
fore the battle goes against the Greeks. But the bosom friend of Achilles,
Patroclus, is killed, and chillos, with another kind of anger, goes back
into the combat to avenge his friend's death, and kills the Trojan prince,
Hector. This of course in only a faint outline of part of the backbone of the
poem. To get an impression of it.; real substance, of its nervous vigor and
beauty (it 13 a3 athletic as one of its own god-like heroes), we need not be
Greek scholars. le are wonderfully fortunate in our English translations. John
Macy.

Maury, Richard. The saga of "Ciraba". llr. AFB Road by Alwyn Bach. An account
of the author's voyages in a 313-foot schooner, from Hova Scotia to the South
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Sea islands. From the Book Review Digest.
"Richard Maury shows himself to be passionately in love with the aoa and ships,
and tells a sensitive story of the Cimba's voyage, of landfalls and islands,
of magic ocean days, of human contacts and of the unfortunate disaster which
brought the cruise to a close. One could have stood a little more about the
voyage and a little loss of meditation and philosophy, nut it seens to be
the tendency among ocean cruisers to wax pretty flowery in their accounts. 1

From the New York Herald tribune nooks.
Murray, John. The ocean; a general account of the science of the sea. lOr. 1913

Read by Alwyn Bach. "A simple, inclusive and reliable descri tion of the
ocean. its waters, circulation, plants, animals, aid chemical deposits, pre-

#

ceded by a historical sketch of methods and instruments of deep-sea research."
From Standard Catalog.

Sabatini, Rafael. The sword of Idlam. 2 parte. 22r. 1939 ;.FB Read by Alexander
Scourby. Adventure tale of sixteenth-century Genoa, involving Prospero
Adomo, serving under Andrea Doria, in the naval s

tuadron blockading Genoa.
Prosper© changed sides several tiiies, but having survived captivity and calumny
he is rewarded b winning the beautiful Gianna. From the Book Review Digest.
"A Sast-moving, colorful story which has excellent characterizations. Suspense
and cri3e3 are shrewdly handled by an author skilled in the technical devices
of plot construction. Readers of romantic fiction will find this tale of
derring-do well up th the Sabatini standard." From the Hew York Times.

Singmaster, Elsie. Bred in the bone and other stories. 12r. 1925 AFB Read by
Ethel Everett. Ten connected short stories describing the lives of the Pennsyl-
vania Dutch and written in a delightful realistic manner. Some of these have
appeared in the Ladies Home Journal. Contents: The truth. Sound in the night.
Man in the house. The dreamer* End of the world. Salt of the earth. The
Ami3hman. Bred in the bone. Courier of the czar. Little and unknown.

Hand-copied Books
(A partial list of recent additions, our information is not complete in regard to the
location of hand-copled books. Unless otherwise noted, these bo ks are in grade l£ )Bragg, Sir ,/illiam II. The world of sou-»d. 2v. IJYPL A delightful book, never

oassing beyond the understanding of the juvenile reader, yet inter sting to
adult readers. From Ontario Library Review.

^Cadaver of Gideon fyck. 7v. 1ILB Fiction.
Curie, Eve. Madame Curie, my mother. 3v. HLB In grade 2 in all libraries.
Dejong, Melndert. Dirk's dog, Bello. 4v. 1939 HYPL Juvenile fiction. The story

of how Dirk works to earn food for his pet, a huge hungry dog, is both touching
and humorous. s

Fosdick, Harry Emerson. The hope of the world; twenty-five sermons on Christianity
today. 4v. HYPL Available in grade 2 in all libraries.

Giles, Chauncey. Our children in the other life. 2v. l&B
Goodman, 3enAy David, and Irving Kolodln. The kingdom of swing. 2v. Gradd 2

NYPL An autobiography of Goodman which is a short history of swing music itselfas well. Two chapters by Kblodin give a historical and critical outline of the
art of swing.

Laski, Harold Joseph. Parliamentary government in England; a commentary. 7v.
1938 IJYPL Essays by a well-known writer and teacher of political science which
form a commentary on some aspects of parliamentary government in T.ngland, rather
than a systematic treatise. Contents: The party system; The House of Lords;
xhe House of Commons; The cabinet; The civil service; Parliament and the courts;
the monarchy. '

Mann, Thomas. This peace; translated from the GeiTian. lv. 19158 1TYPL The "peaceof Munich" is discussed by this famous German author, who is not optimistic about
- *.«,,

laatin^ 'l»°"«oa- Very interesting in the light of subsequent events,
ochlller, J. C. F. von. Maria »tuart. 2v. Grade 2. ?!YPL Schiller is recognized
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Seabury, David.
Sherriff, H. C.

Smyth, Julian K.
Steinbeck, John.

«

as second only to Goethe in Gentian literature and stands foremost among German
dramatists.

How to worry successfully. 6v. HLB
Fortnight in Serbe ber. ?v. HLB, LC , HYH, Fiction.
Stairway of life. 4v. I3LB

Tortilla Flat. 4v. NYFL Tortilla Flat is a tumble -down section
of Monterey, California. Danny, a veteran of the forId far inherits two houses
in Tortilla Flat. These he gathers his friends around him and they live their
carefree, uramoral lives with gay abandon until their bel ved Danny dies.

Tarkington, Booth. The Lorenzo buach. 4v. HLB Fiction.
Valentine, Helen, and Alice Thompson. Better than beauty; a guide to charm. 2v.

NSTL How about it, girls? Get your requests in early for there will be a
rush for this book.

Van Dine, S. S., pseudonym. The Grade Allen murder case. 3v. HYPL Also avail-
able in all libraries in grade 2. Detective story,

'ilde, Oscar. De profundi3; and, The ballad of Reading gaol. lv. MPL Both of
these were written after /ilde had spent two years in jriaon. He died in 1900.
Che first is an essay. The Ballad of Reading Gaol is one of the best ballads
in English literatire since the "Hire of the Ancient Mariner." This is his
best kno m TOrk. It records a hanging which took place while he «as imprisoned.
From The Bookman' s Manual.

B
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tt^y^ •:' ,Ji:coi:ma .^uilll pandas
Qrders for panda books should^be sont irarneuiately to the National Institute for the
Blind, 28* Great Portland Street, London, by post office order as these books go out of
print wry quickly. At the arooent rate of exchange twelve cents will cover the cost
of one volume including postage which is one-half a cent per ;>ound and thirty-tw)
cents will co tor a three volume book.

No. 18, Magilligan Strand, by George A, Birmingham. 3v. Price 32 cents. The smuggling
of Irish sweepstake tickets into England is the central plot of "this erbremely lively
Irish story. Moat of the action takes place in ITlster, but the opening and dosing'
scenes lie in a sleepy English cathedral town. The story is told with wit and light-
ness of touch.
No. 19. F^inee at war, by vr. Somerset Maugham. Iv. Price 12 cents. From Maginot line to
great naval base, from headquarters to humble peasants* cottage, Mr. Maugham has surveyed
France at war, and gives an inimitably vivid picture of what the mobilisation of 5,000 000
men means in the life of a nation.

*

No. 20. Feeding the people in war-time, by Sir John Or? and David Lubbock. Iv. Price
12 cents. Almost inportant publication which gives the nation a clear view of food
policy. It describes the present position and the measures which the authors, who are
food experts, believe necessary to make the food position safe.
No. 21. Ten little niggers, by Agatha Christie. 3v. Price 32 cents, an outstandingly

Clever example of the "closed" problem, in which the possible suspects are United to a
snail definite rroup of persona which gradually becomes less.

#D
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Braille Book Review, June, 1940

Book Announcements

(Hearly all books for the blind are now supplied by the United States Government.

Copies are placed in the twenty-seven regional libraries which serve the blind.

* list of these libraries is given regularly in the January end June numbers of

this magazine, Then the phrase (Provided by the U. S. aovernrnent) follows a title

it indicates that the book is in every one of the twenty-seven libraries and you are

to borrow it from your nearest one, Jhe books announced are always in grade two

unless other vise indicated).

Atkinson, Thomas 3. Handbook of the law of wills and administration of dece ientsy i

estates including principles of intestate succession. 15v. 1937 AFH ^^^
Burbank, Luther. Partner of nature; edited and transcribed by aibur Hall. 2v. 1939

BMP (Provided by the U. 3. aovernrnent) Comprehensive survey of Luther Burbank'

s

methods of plant-breeding, of his successes and failures. The work
j^^a

f
ed

upon the exoerinenter' s unpublished manuscripts and notes, and is edited by

a colleague' and friend of many years standing. Book Review Digest,

"Whoever reads this book will agree with Mrs. Burbank that Mr. Hall has a happy

faculty for presenting the enthusiasms, adventures and work of Mr. Burbank in

a most felicitous way. The editing has been done so subtly that there is no

break in the narrative, which reads smoothly and simply, and provides the general

reader with a complete story of a life fully e .pressed in his chosen field of

work." Se^^otJLc "OcaA? dLJb- 'CV^w^
Crow, Carl. The Chinese are like that. 2v. 1938 CPH (Provided by the U. S.

Government) A description of the manners and customs of the Chinese. Partial

contents: Competition self-restrained; Forty centuries of farming; The talented

ricksha coolie; Oettiag along with the neighbors; There are no secrets in China;

The futility of saving money; The land of flowers and sunrises; r:he folly of

untl ely death. Book Review Digest.

"Mr. Crow does not formulate many general principles; he writes graphically,

his object is 'to make you see,' to realize the Chinese first as human beings.

This oroduces easy and delightful reading. But if any one wishes to go bencatn

the surface, discover the social lesson, the material is there; and the im 11-

cations are >ertinent enough for Americans of this generation.*' Isabel Pa erson,

In N. Y. Herald-Tribune. , Q_Q .^l?
Follett. Muriel. New England year; a journal of Vermont farm life. 2v. W Am

Day-by-day record of life on a Vermont faxm, thruout a whole year. It is a

plain chronicle of simple every-day affairs, as seen by people who have lived

on the aame farm for generations. Book Review Digest.

"Between the covers of this one small book abides the authenticity that you are

likely to find in a whole five-foot shelf of the most recent farm novels - and

more simple felicity of narrative than in at least four feet nine inches thereof.

This is a book of obvious longevity. It is one of the rare and fortunate whose

value must wax with the years. It fixes, clear and truly colored, the life of

a time and a olace and a very special people." F. F. Van de teter, in N. Y.

Herald-Tribune. .*._*« «*»

Harding, Bertita. Imperial twilight; the story of Karl and Zita of Hungary. 3v.

1939 xiPH (Provided by the U. 3. aovernrnent) A somewhat fictionized dual

biography of the last Hapsburg emperor of Austria-Jiungary, and hia wife, Zlta

of Panna. Book Review Digest. «**
"The whole eventful and tragic biography is treated exactly like a novel. Built

up into telling climaxes, warm with human sympathy, Bertita Hoarding's work is

romanticized history at its most alive and spirited. 3he does not always hold

her narrative within the strictest confines of documented fact, and her purpose

is not to enlarge historical knowledge but to vivify historical characters and

scenes." John Patton, in N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

Jacob. Heinrich E. Johann Strauss, father and son; a century of light music. 3v.

1939 A*H (Provided by the U. S. Government) This story of the Strauss family

of Vienna, most famous of waltz composers, is a history, as well, of the waltz,

and of the social forces which brought about its popularity. Book Review Digest.

/
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"This new book about the Strauss dynasty steps rightly into a vacant place that

has long waited for it. If it is somewhat ponderous in approach and if it

stresses the social rather than the wore human aspects of the Strauss geniuses,

it nevertheless is altogether illuminating and altogether valuable. It also has

that wrenching bitter-sweet perfume of the Vienna that has gone." Marcia Davenport,

in Saturday Review of Literature.

Keith, Agnes Newton. Land below the wind. 3v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the U. S.

Government) The American wife of an English official in North Borneo is the author

of this humorous account of life in that island. For more than four years after

her marriage she struggled with servants, housekeeping, learning Haley, traveling

in the jungle, and has emerged with ,pod sportsmanship and humor intact. Book

Review Digest.
"Huaor, charm, an unpretentious wit - these are all qualities present in this

book, which first of all must be called eminently readable on every page. For

myself, I found it roost clearly unusual, however, not in its pictures of Borneo

nor even in its details of the author's life, interesting as these were, but In

the passages which deal with animals. I am not naturally a great lover of animals,

and yet I found all too short the chapter entitled *Their Private Lives.* I

think it quite unsurpassed in the literature of its subject, and I wish it could

be made into a book." Pearl Buck, in The Atlantic Monthly.

Maillart, Klla K. Forbidden journey; from Peking to Kashmir; translated from the

>
French. 4v. 1937 edition. NIB (Provided by the U. S. Government) The story

( of the journey made in 1935 from eastern China through Chinese Turkestan, told

by the woman member of the expedition.

Mason, A. E. '?. Konigsmark. 4v. NIB (Provided by the U. S. Government) The

setting of this romantic story is the little German state of Celle in the

seventeenth century. Philip Christopher von Konigsmark, a Swedish soldier of

fortune, and Sophia Dorothea, daughter of the Duke of Celle and married to George

Louis of Hanover, are the principal characters. Book Review Digest.

Maxim, Hiram P. Horseless carriage days. 3v. Grade 1-g* ARC Garin process.

"It is difficult for young people today to inagine life without motorcars and

good roads. Forty-five years ago neither existed and men had to create them.

Hiram Maxim was one of these pioneers who lived exciting lives. In this book he

limits hi self to the period between 1893 and 1901; when there were no good

roads, no roads signs, no road maps, no filling stations; and when every horse

on the road stood upon his hind legs and made a scene. Beginning with an old

tandem bicycle. ...Hiram maxim worked on gasoline engines through all the stages.

The gears, the clutch, the steering wheel, the brakes, the starter, all the

things we accept as just part of a ear today, had t be ex erimented with an

invented. Hiram Maxim is best known as the inventor of the Maxim silencer."

American Red Cross. myself.
Nash, Ogden. I'll a stranger herev/ySv. Grade 1^. ARC From metal plates. "Mr.

Nash* s realistic, witty pen punctures the pompous, the mechanical, the inhuman.

his book raises the mainstream of American humor to a new higlmater mark. American

Red Cross.
"Mr. Nash on anything is as fumy an essayist in verse as Chesterton in prose,

or Mark Twain, or r>aki, or fodehouse." New York Times.

Oppenhelm, E. P. The million pound deposit. 3v. NIB (Provided by the U. S.

Government) A secret formula for making artificial silk has been stolen. Lord

Dutley, a member of London's higher society, whose fortune depends on the lost

formula, determines to retrieve that important document. Altho his frien is

regard Lord Dutley as a rather soft-headed individual, he succeeds in his quest.

Book Review Digest.
Orczy, Eramiska, baroness. Eldorado; a story of the Scarlet Pimpernel. 4v. NIB

(Provided by the U. S. Government) "Melodramatic but picturesque and well told

tale." Standard Catalog.

Peattle, Donald Culross. The flowering earth. 2v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the

U. S. Government) "The story of plant life is here. Marshaled from geologic
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ages, but ao interwoven with sensitive appreciation for beauty and an awareness

of the intengible meanings of growth that it becomes a paean. There is auto-

biography here, translated into botanical accomplishment - the young Peattie in

the Carolinas, at Harvard, in Washington, roaming the earth and loving all the

experiences which taught him more of the living world - the oneness of life.

There is the story of chlorophyll, of protoplasm, of the seeds of life,' of

the first algae ad of seaweeds, of primordial ferns and diatoms, of conifers

and cycads. Interspersed with all these and with the tale of the rise of the

modern floras, of the luck of discovering a botanical garden at Quien Sabe?

in California, of the methods of pollinization and the impregnation of seeds,

of plant hormones, of fungi and lichens, are the delicate, staccato descriptions

of the flowering world which bring a nostalgia to the reader to experience the

same sights." Scientific Book Club Review.

Prescott, William HickHng. The conquest of Mexico. Part 2. 6v. HUP (Provided

by the U. S. Government) Prescott* s classics have often been reprinted and are

still the broadest general treatment in their respective fields. His books are

marked by careful research, great narrative power and impartiality. He did all

his work handicapped by defective sight.

Priestley, John Boynton. Let 1toe people sing, a novel. 3v. 1939 BIA (Provided

by the U. S. Government) This gay, picaresque tale begins when Timmy Tiverton,

out-of-work, middle aged comedian, innocently gets mixed up with the I. R. A.

Pursued by the police, he and an exiled Czech professor are befriended by a

wandering auctioneer. This trio, further au#aeated by other queer characters,

save the music hall of the town of Dunbury, first from the hands of the aris-

tocracy and secondly from the clutches of an American-owned factory. The hall

is returned to the people for their singing with great fanfare from the town

band. Book Review Digest.

Remains, Jules, pseudonym. Verdun; translated from the French by Gerard Hopkins,

5v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S # Government) This novel, complete in itself,

is volume eight of 'Men of Good Will*. It brings the story of modern France

down to the second winter of the first World War, the battle of Verdun is

examined in minute detail both as to matters of military strategy and action

and as it is seen thru the minds of a group of soldiers. Book Review Digest.

"A work that fascinates us not because it tells us anything of the past, but

because it is a monument to contemporary Europe. We read it with a divided mind

and a single purpose, and we enjoy it because it is so much like us - because

it babies so intelligently in the shadow of catastrophe, because it is so

brilliant and inconclusive, because it knows the reasons for everything and

the solution to nothing." Alfred Kazin, in H. Y, Herald-Tribune.

Sillanpaa, Frans Semil. Meek heritage; translated from the Finnish by Alexander

Matson. 2v. 1933 CPH (Provided by the U. S, Government) Story of a

Finnish peasant, from his birth in 1857 to his death sixty years later, when

he was captured and shot during the revolution from which the Finnish nation

took its begin lng. Book Review Digest.

"A fine novel. It is probable that Mr. Sillanpaa carries his analytical realism

too far. His proletarian hero, Jussl, is as free from admirable traits as any

I have met recently, and *Meek Heritage* is sometimes narked rather more

by conscience than compassion. It shares with the work of Mr. Sillanpaa* s

great musical compatriot a prevailing austerity of tone, but in it there are

few of those melodies which relieve the somberness of Sibelius, I do not make

this comparison lightly, for Mr, Sillanpaa has been regarded as Finland* a

leading joove^i at, and the grim chronicle of the obscure Jussi is evidence of

hii stati^.'" Maxwell Geismar, in N, Y. Herald-Ttibune.

Timbres, Harry Garland, and Mrs. Rebecca Timbres, We didn»t ask utopia; a uaker

family in Soviet Russia; with a foreword by /alter Duranty, and an introduction

by C.-K. A. Winslow. 2v. APH (Provided by the U. S. Government) In June

1936, Harry Timbres, an American doctor, traveled to Puosia and succeeded in

obtaining an appointment under the Commissar of Public Health, to work in the
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antl-mararia organization of Marbumstroy in the Mariiski district. In September

he sent for his wife and daughters, and in May, 1937, he died. The first nart

of this book contains the letters Dr. Timbres wrote hone, June-September. The

second part contains Mrs. Timbres* diary, a day by day record of their life

in Russia. Book Review Digest.
"There is heartfcreak in_the final pages of this document, made the more poignant

by the reserve of the woman writing them, but there are no regrets and no bitter-

ness. Harry Timbres, his wife feels, gave everything he could to Russia, but

it was in fair return far what Russia gave and was willing to give to him.

For critics of Russia, adverse and friendly, 'We Didn't Ask Utopia' is an illum-

inating volume." R. C. Paid, in N. Y. Herald-^jrlbune.

Tucker, Augusta. Miss Susie Slagle'a* 3v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S.

Government) Miss Susie Slagle kept a boarding house for medical students near

Johns Hopkins in Baltimore. This story concerns particularly the group of students

who gathered at Miss Susie's in September , 1912, and their lives and work during

the next four years. Book Review Digest.

"If you know a doctor, ever wished to be a doctor, or enjoy novels about doctors,

you will read this one wi th interest." Hew Yorker.
Wells, Carveth. Bermuda in three colors. 2v. Grade |£» ARC Garin process. "This

is a brief history, a sightseeing guide, and delightful reading all combined.

If you have never been to Bermuda, you want to go, and if you have, you are all

set to rip again." Red Gross-comment, cz^w^^^^^. <\^c\ Cn-<nsL-

Wendt, Gerald. Science for the world of tomorrow. Sv. 1939 APH (Provided by the

U. 8. Government) Ten chapters of "commentary on those elements in the life of
today that are to build the world of tomorrow," by the director of science and

education for the New York World's fair* Contents: Life in the age of science;

Sources of wealth and power; The world grows smaller; The exchange of ideas; The
scene of daily living; Three times a day; Long life and healthy; Necessary

luxuries; Time to live; The scientific attitude. Book Review Digest.

Whipple, Dorothy. The priory. 4v. 1939 BlA (Provided by the U. S. Government)

Long novel of present-day English life, featuring a county femily whose estate,

The Priory, is rapidly going to pieces ft>r lack of cash. The head of the
house makes a second marriage with a managing woman, #io gradually brings the

affairs of the family into order. The Priory finally comes into the hands of
the wealthy father in-law of one of the original owner's daughters. Book Review
Digest.
"Because it is so unaffectedly and well written, and because it conveys very
effectively a sense of the old house and what it meant to the various persons

connected with it, 'The Priory' carries a punch out of proportion to its other-
wise artless-seeming content. Though it looks at life from a very different

point of view, it irresistibly recalls 'Love on the Dole' and, as a complement to it,

usefully illuminates a characteristic corner of life in England to-day." Iris

Barry, in N. Y. Herald-Tribune.
Wlnterlch, John T. Twenty-three books and the stories behind them. 2v. 1938

CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government) "Mr. Wlnterich has written, here, a book

about books: naturally, a book about books as books - when and how these books

7ere written and published and first brought out overseas, and what particular-

ities distinguished the first edition. This book is also a book about the men
and women who wrote them, and even about the society in which they were produced."

II. Y. Times.
"It Is a book not only of scholarship but also of warmth and wit and taste and

individuality. As an exercise and wit and taste and individuality. As an
exercise in condensation - brevity which la still rounded and alive - it is a

considerable achievement, as information it should be of permanent value to

the reading (even though non-collecting) public. And as reading matter it is

a joy." Katharine Woods, In N. Y. Tines.
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Talking Books

(TheM books ere provided Jr^J £ °£?££i*l. Se.uA to

Alcott, Louisa May. Little menj^f^ .^-.v- •»«- *» «lrl9 ' TeU"

«t ittie Woman," o 1*9 0:r *ne rnoB * F ^r\A, 4mvi*i

of tSjollyiiBes withes ^ysstPlujj«sld. ^
Barris, Sir Jamas Matthew. Jhe llttls rf>M» *

P^^^ ^ a beautiful

by Oeorge Patterson. .^TtSTSw-. of character and of Scottish manners

and sprightly 'Egyptian.' The ^"cnes o
stanaBrd Catalog.

anl religious .entire are yeryhu^rous
;

^tan»
x9g8

Bertrend, Louis. Louis^'^^1™ tnd delist undertakes this defense

Bead by John Kni<g»t. A F"noh/la„"™ „„. -.let and of the lasting apod that

Brand, Max. The Iron trail. 13r. l««> » concocted.

clever and as ingenious a tale as «» »utB>'
1909 «H Head by Hugh Sutton.

Cbsp-an, John Jay. ^s°» ^ "^."Tstudy S Homao. Michael Anf
lo( a sonnets.

Contents: Bmerson. 'alt (hitman. A s*u°*
Bobert Louis Stevenson.

The four* «nto of the inferno. Robert Bro^g. Head by

Cl«ens, samel L. (Mark Twain • Uto* f;"1^^ passages of vivid descrip-

Leland Brock, ^^^^^ine' to naka 4>is a masterpiece of the

1 sms.*s tea?**?.ansrai « Bead * ,**^
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. *%*£**» ^Bi*hnrd-«on forms, the *«*»»«»*•

In 1817, after three years of J*"^ *L*5*to Ohio: all but Margaret vflnslon,

of a adl Maine connunlty decided to migrate to
Margaret elected to

daughter of a scholarly Tory, f^JJTSfjSS in *ich he hed had faith.

etaf™ the land her ^ther hadleft *&» uer work, her animals, and her

The chronicle of her yearJ* T?"*^^ of the changing seasons, and ends

harp for ecr*any. is tm* **?5^g5. Book Review Digest.

.hen another spring brin^ her aether love^
g part8# Jff

"
Davis, William Stearns. M.fs on a rasd»evax ^J^ ^leval seigneury in

Bead by Leland Brock. The »»* *S*??«SrSn» the epoch when the spirit

northern France in the year 1230, which «£• Deaoriptlone are given

of the Middle egss had reached its full uevi *
ltB eu5toms and hos-

3 the castle itself ^V^^tffnd nobles! tturne£'and feudal battles. An

pitality, the training •* ****^1SS is included, also of the abbey and

account of the peasan ^^/*?SuE*«-* B00* HeTie" Disost'

TOnastery and the cathedral £»«» "Jfe Â n Bach. "Mr. Eckstein

Eckatoin, Ciustav. Lives, 6r. 1»» *» gZJZ* by his Hf» of « 3*P*™°°

SiSd renown In the United States and in Wp-ana 7
of ^ BketonBs

Scientist Bosiehl. He to,^J^"*^^ Tfemily of white rata there

In this collection ie a laboratory. ™»^ otowm, three turtles,

£re seven cats, there were too parrots, a macaw, a ^Ige ^ ^ ^^
nine canaries, and a million •"f^f"^ ££to*to of aU." London Times,

being, and it is in some respects the^™s^remar ^ ?he backgro»d

Ferber, BAM. Cimarron. 20r. tfB 1930 M y atiu Inalan

Is Oklahoim from the .lays of the un in lsaa.J.
aayB> IndianB , the

territory, thru all lta vicissitudes of Pioneer
f the taXe are

JtoSwS «« °". d°™ to th%fC ^ drea^er^and part gu»sn. always look-

Tancey Cravat, a jMtMP* ^SS'sSSi. «S«**> f""1 lansuld
t"

4
f^S*

ing ir .. antlers, s^ls^ifa .Jtea. ^ fc ,^^ „», aia

bred Southern ancestors, yet wno woo

It. Book Beview Digest. h r imaginntion as wall

ilt is obvious that Miss »•**»»** SS^tJSI ihe starting point of her

a. upon the >rlnte<l records that 3he «*^»» ™„ ^, that w. se« to be

atory. but her to-£L«U«^ZX^U « -»* t0 **4 abOUt U<* *"

reading the accounts of an eye wiww
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Oklahoma in the not so very long ago, we nay seek it in Hiss Ferber' s latest

novel, and we shall find it there in much greater abundance and with more truth

than in many books that yet are fiction even though they do not wear its label."

E. F. Edgett, in Boston Transcript, /? /=<s

Parkman, Frances, Kontcalm and Wolfe, 8 parts. 82r. 1884 Read by Alwyn Bach,

Completes the author's remarkable series on the struggle between France and

England for the possession ot North Anerioa - the struggle which culminated in

the battle on the Heights of Abraham. It is perhaps of greater interest and

more typical of the whole series than any other "volume.

Sheean, Vincent, A da; of battle, a novel. 14r, 1938 AFB Read by Alexander

Scourby, Novel baaed upon the battle between the French and English at the

Flanders village of Fontenoy, on May 11, 1745, Altho the action takes place -luring

one day, the author contrives to give a picture of the luxurious court of Louis

XV, a gliripse of Voltaire being entertained by Madame de Pompadour at Etioles, and

a character sketch of Maurice de Saxe, leader of the French forces at Fontenoy,

who had planned the battle thirteen years before, and who on his day of triumph,

was so ill that he had to be carried to the field of battle. Book Review Digest.

Taylor, Deems. Of men and music. 16r. 1937 APH Read by James Walton. "Candid

comments on nuaic and musicians of the past, present, and future, given originally

as radio talks and reviews in periodicals. Miscellaneous material, casualty

but often pungently related." A. L. A, Booklist,

"Mr. Taylor keeps his scholarship in the background, and his approach is that of

^P) personal journalism at its best. This will annoy the pedants and the imisical

snobs; but it certainly ought to please the amateur fagnerians, the audences that

pack the Friends of Music concerts, and the radio listeners, lie hope it finds

its public." Saturday Review of Literature.

Hand-copied Books

(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to the

location of hand-conied books. Unless otherwise noted, these books are in grade l£.

)

Bromfield, Louis, The rains came. 16v. NLB, Chicago, Sacramento. Fiction.

Chamberlain, G. A. The auction, Ev, Carbondale, Fiction.

Eberhart, Mignon. Hasty wedding. 4v, Grade 2. HLB Fiction.

Hill, Grace L. The stranger within the gates. 5v. NLB Fiction.

Kelland, C. B. Star rising. 4v. Carbondale. Fiction,

King, Basil. Connie st of fear, 3v. NLB Psychology.

Kober, Arthur. Having a wonderful time. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. The scene of

a) this comedy is Camp Kare-Free, in the Berkahires in August. The plot concerns

the romances which spring up overnight among the youths and naidens from the

Bronx,
Kornfeld, Rabbi Joseph. Judaism and international peace, lv. Jewish Braille Library.

This is tract 17 of Jewtsh Tracts published by the Union of American Hebrew

Congregations.
Lazarre, Jacob. Beating sea and chan^lesa bar. lv. Jewish Braille Library, N. Y.

Guild. Short stories each portraying a different period in history, but dealing

«ith the same_main_ theme - the love of a Jewess for one outside her faith,

Mabie
, Hamilton W. , edi tor7~"TryWe^^^ 4v. NLB

Ouisler, Fulton. A skeptic in the Holy Land. 4v. Jewish Braille Library.
describes his reactions on visiting the places associated with Biblical history.There are many revealing views of Arab-Jewish relations, frankly told.Schulman, Rabbi Charles E. Europe's conscience in decline, lv. Jewish Braille Library.
The following problems are treated: Germany waiting for the Fourth Reich; Austria's
reunion with death; Poland, center of humanity's step children; Rumania, rich
land, dark land; Italy and its manufactured anti-semitism; Czechoslovakia the
living corpse,

airy, David. Keep your wits. 5v. NLB Psychology.
C. A. Lonesome ranch. 3v. Carbondale. Fiction,

oren, Carl. Benjamin Franklin. 19v. NLB Biography.
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Oklahoma in the not so very long ago, we nay seek it in Mies Ferber' s latest

novel, and we shall find it ©here in ranch greater abundance and with more truth

than in many books that yet are fiction even though they do not wear its label*

"

E. F. Edgett, in Boston Transcript, /? /=<s

Parkman, Frances, Montcalm and Wolfe, 2 parts, 22r. 1884 Read by Alwyn Bach,

Completes the author's remarkable series on the struggle between France and

England for the possession ot North ai erica - the struggle which culminated in

the battle on the Heights of Abraham, It is perhaps of greater interest and

more typical of the whole series than any other volume,

Sheeen, Vincent, A day of battle, a novel, 14r. 1938 AFB Read by Alexander

Scourby. Novel based u:>on the battle between the French and English at the

Flanders village of Fontenoy, on May 11, 1745. Altho the action takes place luring

one day, the author contrives to give a picture of the luxurious court of Louis

XV, a glimpse of Voltaire being entertained by Madame de Pompadour at Etioles, and

a character sketch of Maurice de Saxe, leader of the French forces at Fontenoy,

who had planned the battle thirteen years before, and who on his day of triumph,

was so ill that he had to be carried to the field of battle. Book Review Digest,

Taylor, Deems, Of men and music. 16r. 1937 APR Read by James Walton, "Candid

comments on music and musicians of the past, present, and future, given originally

as radio talks and reviews in periodicals. Miscellaneous material, casually

but often pungently related," A. L. A, Booklist,

"Mr, Taylor keeps his scholarship in the background, and his approach is that of
personal journalism at its best. This will annoy the pedants and the musical

snobs; but it certainly ought to please the amateur fagnerians, the audences that

pack the Friends of Music concerts, and the radio listeners. We hope it finds

its public." Saturday Review of Literature,

Hand-copied Books

(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to the

location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these books are in grade 1-.

)

Bromfield, Louis. The rains came. 16v. NLB, Chicago, Sacramento. Fiction.

Chamberlain, G. A, The auction. 2v. Carbondale. Fiction.

Eberhart, Mignon. Hasty wedding. 4v. Grade 2. NLB Fiction.

Hill, Grace L. The stranger within the gates. 5v. NLB Fiction.

Kelland, C. B. Star rising. 4v. Carbondale. Fiction.

King, Basil. Conquest of fear. 3v. NLB Psychology.

Kober, Arthur. Having a wonderful time. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. The scene of

this comedy is C£*np Kare-Free, in the Berkshlres in August. The plot concerns

the romances which spring up overnight among the youths and maidens from the

Bronx.
Kornfeld, Rabbi Joseph. Judaism and international peace, lv. Jewish Braille Library.

This is tract 17 of Jew*sh Tracts published by the Union of American Hebrew

Congregations.
Lazarre, Jacob. Beating sea and changplesa bar. lv. Jewish Braille Library, N. Y.

Guild. Short stories each portraying a different period in history, but dealing

with the same main theme - the love of a Jewess for one outside her faith,

ending in the renunciation of her love for her religion.

Mabie, Hamilton ?., editor. Myths every child should know. 4v. NLB

Oursler, Fulton. A skeptic in the Holy Land. 4v. Jewish Braille Library. The aulhor

describes his reactions on visiting the places associated with Biblical history.

There are many revealing views of Arab-Jewish relations, frankly told.

Schulman, Rabbi Charles B. Europe's conscience in decline, lv. Jewish Braille Library.

The following oroblems are treated: Germany waiting for the Fourth Reich; Austria s

reunion with death; Poland, center of humanity's step children; Rumania, rich

land, dark land; Italy and its manufactured anti-semitiaa; Czechoslovakia, the

living corpse.
Seabury, David, Keep your wits. 5v. NL3 Psychology.

Seizor, C. A. Lonesome ranch. 3v. Carbondale. Fiction.

Van Doren, carl. Benjemin Franklin. 19v. NLB Biography.
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erfel, Franz. Twilight of a world. 5v. Jewish Braille Library. Two stories from the

collection published under this title -. "Class Reunion" and "The House of Mournin > n

The twilight of the world Mr. YJerfel identifies with the last years of the reign

of Franz-Josef.
Zimnerman, Harry. Plays of Jewish life. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. Contents:

The resting place, by S. Gordon. For all eternity, by Gertrude and Jack Landa.

The man with the puokel, by B. Jacobs. Kialev, by J. A. Gorsky. David's B ar-

iaitzvah, by H. 'immerman.

Zweig, Stefan. The buried candelabrum. 3V. Chicago, Jewiah Braille Library. An
ancient Jewish legend of the lost menorah, the seven-branched candlestick carried

off by tiie vandals which tradition said had lighted the altar in the Temple of
Solomon. The historic theme has been most reverently and originally restored.

FORTHCQtqKQ HRAILL3 PANDAS
Orders for panda books should alwa s be sent immediately to the National Institute for
the Blind, 224 Great Portland Street, London, by post office order as these books go
out of print very quickly. At the present rate of exchange twelve cents will cover
the cost of one volume including postage which is one-half a cent per pound and thirty-
two cents will cover a three volume book.
No. 22. Begin here, by Dorothy L. Sayers. 2v. The purpose of this study of the
historical values which explain the present conflict is to suggest some creative line

^of action along which individuals can think and work towards the restoration of Europe.
No. 23. .hile she sleeps, by Sthel Lina Thlte. 3v. A thriller of intense suspense,
set in a Kentish country house, a London town house, in a 'Swiss hotel and the Alps,
and in the purlieus of Paris. Few can compare with the author in permeating normal
surroundings with such an eerie atmosphere.
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LIST OF ABflRKVI-TIQNJ tiKQ ..BBHBOTUtTL 88 USED IN iWIM I MIA INt. a-

Albany

APH
/\F&

ARC
Atlanta

Austin
BIA

Canada

Corbondale
Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland
Columbus
cph
Denver

troit
i aribault
bmp
Honolulu
Indianapolis
Jacksonville

Jewish Braille Library
LC
Los Angeles
Mew Orleans

NIB

NLB

^)T. Guild

NYPL

Oklahoma
Orlando
Perkins
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
-teoTidod-hy the U.S.

Richmond
Sacramento
Saginaw
Salt Lake City
Seattle
St. Louis

Students • Library, APH

Library

^Xa iler

New York Stats Library, Library for the Blind.
American ^ra^Has""Freww^4~1ftie de Montevideo, part e, Fian ce.
American Printing House for the Blind, 1839 Frankfort Awe.

,

Louisville, Ky.
American Hed Cross, National Headquarters, Washington, D. C.

Victor H. Kriegshaber Memorial Lighthouse for the Blind, -30G '

Cooper St., a, -ffa, Georgia.^? 7 ^/«>Mfl/vr .41/e.v.A CrSono,/^

Texas State Library, Library for the Blind.

Braille Institute of America, 741 North Vermont Ave.

,

Los Angeles, Calif.
Canadian National Institute Library, 64 Baldwin St., Toronto,

Canada.
Southern Illinois Normal University, 111.

Chicago Public Library, Bept. of Boies for the Blind, 4536-44

Lincoln Ave., 111.

Cincinnati Library Society for the Blind, 6990 Hamilton Ave.,

lit. Healthy, Ohio.

Cleveland Public Library, Library for the Blind, Ohio.

Columbus Public Library, Library for the Blind, Ohio.

Clovernook Printing House for the Blind, Mt. Healthy, Ohio.

Denver Public Library, Books for the Blind, Colo.

Wayne County Library, 3661 Trumbull Ave., Mich.

Minnesota School for the Blind, Library for the Blind.

Howe Memorial Press, Perkins Institution, Watertown, Mass.

Library of Hawaii, Books for the Blind.

Indiana State Library, Service for the Blind.

Illinois Free Circulating Library for the Blind, Illinois School

fbr the Blind.
1825 Harrison Ave. , New York City.

Library of Congress, Service for the Blind, Washington, D. C.

Los Angeles Lending Library, Calif.

New Orleans Public Library, Library fbr the Blind, La.

National Institute for the Blind, 224 Great Portland St.

,

London, England.
National Library for the Blind, 1126 - 21st St. , N. W. , Washington,

D. C.

New York Guild for the Jewish Blind, 172 Kast 96th St., New

York City.
New York Public Library, Library for the Blind, 137 tfest 25th

St. , New York City.

Oklahoma Library Commission, Oklahoma City.

Full Goapel Publishing Company, Free Circulating Library, Fla.

Perkins Institution Library, Yatertown, Mass.

Free Library of Philadelphia, Library for the Blind, Lo^an Square, Pa.

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Library for the Blind, Pa.

Library Association of Portland, 801 W. Tenth Ave., Ore.

Goveroaent). Tit^s followed by this-notice have- been placed by the

-Government in the twenty-seven distributing libraries.

Braille Circulating Library, Va.

California State Library, Library for the Blind.

Michigan State Library for the Blind.

Salt Lake City Public Library, Library for the Blind, Utah.

Seattle Public Library, Library for the Blind, /ash.

The Henry L. Wolfner Memorial Library for the Blind, 3844 Olive

">t., Mo.
American irinting House for the Blind, 18:59 Frankfort Ave.,

Louisville, Ky.

-'TheOSOphicaVBoote Association for^ the* Blind ,
*184 'South Oxford

Afety Los-Angeles |~CaHHF

»

Javier Free Publication Society for the Blind, 136 est 97th

St., New York City. *
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Braille Book Review, July, 1940
Book Announcements

Press Made Books

(Nearly all books for the blind are now supplied by the United States Government.
Copies are placed in the twenty- seven regional libraries which serve the blind. A
list of these libraries is given regularly in the January and June numbers of this
magazine. Ihen the phrase (Provided by the U. S. Government) follows a title it
indicates that the book is in every one of the twenty- seven libraries and you are to
borrow it from the nearest one. The books announced are in grade two unless other-
wise indicated).
Ambler, Eric. A coffin for Dimitrios. 2v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U.S. Govern-

ment) Mystery and international intrigue in Istanbul. Book Review Digest.
"Young Mr. Ambler is the boy who injects serious social comment, authentic
ourrent history and a minimum of that lurid stuff into his intrigue, at the
same time providing all the surprises and suoh that every thriller needs."
Will Cuppy, in N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

Bretz, Alice. I begin again; foreword by P. Fraser Bond. lv. 1940 BIA (Provided
by the U. S. Government) The author, a New York woman, lost her sight after a
severe illness. With charm and humor she describes her life, beginning just be-
fore her illness and bringing the chronicle up to the present. She tells step
by step how she achieved and maintained her cheerful philosophy under her handi-
cap, reorganizing her life in order to be independent, instead of becoming a
burden to her friends. Book Review Digest.
"The spirited, quietly humorous record of a pioneer in the country of the dark."
The New Yorker .

Caldwell, Janet Taylor. The eagles gather. 5v. 1940 ApH (Provided by the U. S.
Government) A sequel to the author's first novel, "Dynasty of Death," this work
carries on the story of the Bouchard family from the end of the Great War to the
election of Hoover. Book Review Digest.
"There's no denying that, rotten as they are, the Bouchards are fascinatingly
interesting to the reader. Although the present book is not so well-written as
the first, it has the same powerful characterization which keeps one's mind on
tip- toe as he pursues the Bouchards through their several ways." E. S. Hertell

,

in Churchman.
Eddington, Sir Arthur Stanley. The philosophy of physical science. 2v. 1939 APH

(Provided by the U. S. Government) "Granting the helplessness of giving mind a
local habitation and perhaps a better name, a book like Eddington' s is a
spiritual necessity. It serves at the least the purpose of revealing what
scienoe really is - something that is concerned with the structure of reality,
but not at all with the substance of reality, something that makes it necessary
to wonder what that substance is and what it means in man's relation to the
universe." Waldemar Kaempffert, in N. Y. Times.

Farnol, Jeffery. The happy harvest. 3v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S. Govern-
ment) A novel of pure and irrepressible romantic imagination and any reader
who will go along with Mr. Farnol on this basis will have an amusing ride.

Godden, Rumer
.

Black Narcissus. 2v. 1939 MP (Provided by the U.S. Government)
A small group of Anglican nuns are sent by their Order to establish a school
and hospital on a remote estate overshadowed by the Himalayas. The "Palace"
had been given by the native owner first to a group of monks and when they, for
some reason, abandoned it, the Sisters were given the opportunity. The Sisters
struggle for a year, but at last they, too, are defeated, the end being brought
swiftly when a tragedy overcomes one of them, and the rest retreat to Darjeeling.
Book Review Digest.

Gregory, Jackson. Mad O'Hara of Wild River. 2v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S.
Government) "Jackson Gregory has hit his stride as a writer of westerns that
have novelty of plot, distinctive settings, convincing characterization and
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always breathless action. This galloping and gripping tale will not detract

from his growing reputation." H. W. Harris, in N. Y. Times.

Harrison, George Russell. Atoms in action; the world of creative physics. 3v.

1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government) Popular exposition of the latest

developments in physics and their use in our daily lives. Contents: The taming

of energy; When physics goes farming; Sound rides the wire; Glass - more

precious than rubies; Light for a living world; The ransomed electron; Sound

borrows wings; Eyes that see through atoms; The doctor and the physicist; Glass

sharpens vision; Eyes for the memory; Sight conquers space; The capture of

melody; Outwitting the weather; Man climbs the winds; The end is not yet;

Acknowledgments; Suggested readings. Book Review Digest

.

Harsanyi, Zsolt. The star-gazer; translated from the Hungarian by Paul Tabor. 6v.

1939 APH (Provided by the U. S. Government) Historical novel which retells
the story of Galileo. Book Review Digest.
"This is a powerful and valuable book, honest in design and i/vorkmanship .

" At-

lantic Monthly.
"Seldom does there come to the reviewer's desk a novel which for vitality, in-

terest, richness of color and breadth of scope is in any degree comparable with

Zsolt de Harsanyi's remarkable study of Galileo, 'The Star-Gazer .
' The book is

a very long one, but because its length is a matter of necessity and not of

padding, it is interesting from beginning to end, a glowing, clearly drawn and

richly detailed picture of one of the world's most important periods, and at its

center the weak and strong, suffering and exulting humanity of one of the world's

greatest men, Galileo Galilei." L. M. Field, in N. Y. Times.

Jones, Rufus M. The flowering of mysticism; the friends of God in the fourteenth

century. 3v. 1939 HMP (Provided by the U. S. Government) Historical study

of those fourteenth century Christian mystics who came to be known as the

Friends of God. Book Review Digest.
"The Flowering of Mysticism contains much historical information and a large

number of testimonies culled from the writings of the mystics. But Catholics
will not find in it a satisfactory explanation of mystical experience."
F. A. Hark ins, in America.

Lingenfelter , Mary Rebecca, and Harry Dexter Kitson. Vocations for girls. 3*.

1939 CPH (Provided by the U\ S. Government) "The author's aim is to help
young women of this generation to obtain a vision of the multitude of occupa-
tions open to them; to discover the characteristics they should possess for the

particular fields; the steps they should take in preparing for various types of

careers; the rewards they may expect." American Library Association Booklist.
Loth, David G. Alexander Hamilton; portrait of a prodigy. 3v. 1939 CPH (Pro-

vided by the U. S. Government) This biography of Hamilton sketches his life
story from his youthful success as a clerk in a West Indian business house to

his death in the famous duel at Weehawken . Book Review Digest.
"Alexander Hamilton at last has found a relatively unprejudiced biographer, and
it is high time. This latest biography is written with complete detachment and
with a mild cynicism which Hamilton would have understood perfectly, although
he might have disliked it in its personal application." G. W. Johnson, in

N. Y. Herald-Tribune.
McKee, Elmore McNeill. What use is religion. 2v. 1939 BIA (Provided by the

U. S. Government) "The author is rector of St. George's Church in New York,

and he tells us that much of the material was developed during the days when
he was chaplain of Yale University. He tells how religion gives meaning to

life, how it changes one's sense of isolation to one of fellowship, and how
impotence is actually changed to power." Churchman.
"There are many helpful illustrations throughout the book which make the oentral
thesis abundantly clear. The chapters are brief, the material skillfully
handled, and practically the whole scope of the Christian religion at least
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implied. Its non- technical style will make it particularly interesting to

laymen." R. C. Miller, in Churchman.
MacLeish, Archibald. America was promises, lv. 1939 HMP (Provided by the U. S.

Government) This small book contains one long poem. In it the poet maintains
that America was promises in the past, and still is to those "who take them."
Book Review Digest.
"In this new poem Archibald MacLeish restates and amplifies, with compelling
eloquence and clarity, what has become his major theme. It is not a long poem;
the poet's characteristic strongly accented cadences somewhat offset a tendency
toward the rhetorical." Ruth Lechlitner, in N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

Madariaga, Salvador de. Christopher Columbus; being the life of the very magnifi-
cent Lord, Don Cristobal Colon. 5v. 1940 BIA (Provided by the U . S. Govern-
ment) The distinguished Spanish diplomat and man of letters who writes this
biography provides at the outset a key to the mystery which after four hundred
years and many volumes of research still surrounds the life of the great navi-
gator. Madariaga' s study of the evidence confirms his belief that, altho
Columbus himself was born in Genoa, his ancestors were Spanish Jews who migrated
to Italy and -who retained in their new home their Spanish speech. Book Review
Digest.

Marcu, Valeriu. Accent on power; the life and times of Machiavelli; translated by
Richard Winston. 3v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the U. S. Government) Biography
of the author of "The Prince" set against a study of the political conditions
in Florence, Rome and the Italian principalities in the fifteenth century.
Book Review Digest.
"It is not a pretentious biography. There are few of the tricks in it that we
have come to associate with the art of modern biography; no psychoanalysis, no
debunking, no glorifying, no writing down and no playing up. The author has a

terse, stripped, epigrammatic style, and he treats his subject with economy and
dignity. Unfortunately one result is that Machiavelli does not quite come
alive. Another is that there is not nearly so much discussion of his books as
we should like." Max Lerner, in New Republic.

Maugham, William Somerset. Christmas holiday. 3v. 1939 HMP (Provided by the
U. S. Government) Charley Mason, a nice young Englishman from an ultra-
respectable family, goes to Paris for his Christmas holiday, ostensibly to see
the new pictures and to hear some good music. But thru his friendship with an
embittered journalist his time is chiefly taken up with seeing the underside
of life. In the end he returns to his comfortable home, to the comfortable job
awaiting him, but he knows "the bottom has fallen out of his world." Book Re-
view Digest.

Maugham, William Somerset. France at war. lv. 19l|0 edition. NIB Braille Panda
No. 19. Survey of wartime Franoe in which the author attempts to foster good
will and understanding between France and England, and to bring to the attention
of the English certain facts which they may have overlooked. Book Review Digest.
"In 'France at War' Mr. Somerset Maugham has done a piece of important news re-
porting which the news reporters in France could have done only if they had all
been Mr. Somerset Maugham. In his little book, heavy with vital information,
Mr. Maugham gives American readers what millions of them have been waiting for.
It is a penetrating picture which Maugham was able to assemble in six weeks of
official survey and facilitated travel in whioh he was aided by the French gov-
ernment and his own painstaking curiosity." Janet Flanner, in N . Y. Herald-
Tr ibune

.

Sandburg, Carl. Abraham Lincoln; the war years; with letters and documents.
Book I. 9v. 1936 APH (Provided by the U. S. Government) An exhaustive study
of the life of Lincoln from the point where the author's Abraham Lincoln, the
Prairie Years, left off to his assassination and death. The biography con-
stitutes as well a history of the United States during those years. Book
Review Digest

.
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"The bigness of this work is bewildering. The research necessary to produce

such a work is enormous, the industry of the author constant, painstaking and

persevering. Considered as a painting, the oanvas of this work is colossal.

Regarded as a building, it is massive, spacious and towering. Conceived as

music, it is a grand and majestio symphony. Viewed as poetry, it is an epic,

magnificent in form and sweep." S. deViT. Jones, in Christian Century.

Scheinfeld, Amram. You and heredity; including an original study of The inheritance

of musical talent. 3v. 1939 APH (Provided by the U.S. Government) "Mr.

Scheinfeld's definite purpose for writing the book is threefold: first, 'to

sift out from the genetics laboratories and research fields the outstanding

facts about heredity directly applicable to human beings'; second, 'to present

these facts in clear-cut, untechnical language, diagrams, and illustrations';

third, 'to point out what their significance may be to the individual and to

society, leaving -the reader to draw his own conclusions. 1 One-half the book is

concerned with the ultimate production of a human being, and the 'how' and 'why'

of his physical appearance and peculiarities, with predictions involving the

probable body characteristics of the children of any two given parents. The

second half of the book, instead of dealing with human beings as mechanisms,

considers them as social animals." Scientific Book Club Review.

Sockman, Ralph W. Live for to-morrow, lv. 1939 APH (Provided by the U. S.

Government) Lectures, radio talks, and sermon-essays by the minister of Christ

Church, New York, and pastor of the "Radio Pulpit." Contents: A truce with

time; Today is ours; Live for tomorrow; Life's growing edge; Highways of hope;

The challenge of change; The magic of courage; The limits of love; Locking our-

selves out; America's new horizons; The last frontier. Book Review Digest.

Whitaker, John Thompson. Americas to the south. 2v. 1939 CPH (Provided by the

U. S. Government) "This book is designed for the average responsible United

States citizen who tries to learn what he ought to know about Peru, Bolivia,

Chile, the Argentine republic, Brazil and Mexico, What sort of people inhabit

them; how they live, and what problems and aspirations animate them; whether

their form of government is democratic or not; what - if anything - the Germans,

Italians, and Japanese are doing there; and finally what all these things mean

to the peace and happiness of the people of the United States." American

Library Association Booklist.
White, Stewart Edward. Ranchero . 3v. 1932 BIA (Provided by the U.S. Government)

This sequel to "The Long Rifle" tells how Andy Burnett crossed the mountains in-

to California in 1832, and how he won friends and a wife among the Spanish

settlers there. Book Review Digest.

"There are a great many fictional reconstructions of the gold rush and of later

eras, but aside from his own previous work, the present volume has scarcely a

rival in the rich fields of the idyllic 'Californio' regime. And Mr .
White is

splendidly equipped to handle such material. He is a careful historian, with a

love for the past which amounts almost to reverence, a fine sense of atmosphere,

a flair for drama, and a natural gift of story- telling. The wanderings of

Andy Burnett constitute a delightful addition to the world's treasure of ad-

venture stories." Christian Science Monitor.

S. Government)
Talking Books

(These books are provided by the U,

Bates, 3rnest Sutherland. Biography of the Bible. 8r . 1937 AFB Read by

Reynolds Evans. A brief account of its character, authorship, text, transla-

tion and influenoe on the evolution of mankind. Book Review Digest.

A succinct and remarkably comprehensive resume in a book which is short,

easily read, and packed with real interest. The author died a few months ago
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Beebe, William. Edge of the jungle. 13r . 1931. APH Read by Burt Blaekwell.

"Describes with the pen of a musician the unique animal and plant life in the

jungle about the New York Zoological Society's tropical research station,

Kartabo, British Guiana. 'A jungle labor union' desoribes a colony of leaf-

cutting ants. Other interesting creatures are a pet tadpole, butterflies with

fantastic protective coloration and strange vampire bats." Standard Catalog.

Browne, Lewis. This believing world; a simple account of the great religions of

mankind. l6r . 1926 APB Read by John Knight. "A popular work on comparative

religion. Traces the growth of religious faith from earliest times to the rise

and spread of the great religions. Covers a vast field but gives no sense of

compression and is most readable." Standard Catalog.

Browning, Robert. Selections, edited with introduction by Robert Moss Lovett.

lOr. AFB Read by Alexander Scourby. These selections include poems of action

and narrative; poems of places; love poems; and poems of charaoter.

Clemens, Samuel L. (Mark Twain). Roughing it. 2 parts. 29r . APH Read by George

Patterson. A personal narrative of several years of vagabondizing in the far

West and the Hawaiian Islands in pioneer days.

Connor, Ralph, pseudonym. Sky pilot. 8r . 1899 AFB Read by Lloyd Br idges

.

"Stories of rough life in the far west. Sketches of cowboy life and character,

and of the mountains and the prairies, with a pervasive tinge of religious

sentiment. 'The Sky Pilot' is a saintly young evangelist, who converts the

turbulent ranchers in a little frontier village of the Rockies, and then dies."

Standard Catalog.

Corwin, Edward Samuel. John Marshall and the constitution. 9r
.

AFB Read by

Alwyn Bach. "This is one of the Chronicles of America series, a series planned

to appeal to the general reader. The volumes are for the most part scholarly

and at the same time written in an unusually interesting, story- telling manner."

Standard Catalog.
De Kruif, Paul. Microbe hunters. 2 parts. 2Ar . 1926 APH Read by Livingston

Gilbert. "Tells the story of the men who have devoted their lives to the dis-

covery of the secrets of contagion. Contents: Leeuwenhoek; Spallanzani;

Pasteur; Koch; Roux and Behring; Metchnikoff ; Theobald Smith; Bruce; Ross vs.

Grassi; Walter Reed; Paul Ehrlich." Standard Catalog.

Hergesheimer , Joseph. The bright shawl. 8r . 1922 AFB Read by Alexander Scourby.

"A glamorous romance of Cuba in the days before the American intervention. It

is the story of an impressionable, idealistic American youth who espoused the

cause of the revolution and of his friendship with a young Cuban." Standard

Catalog.
Parkman, Francis. Montcalm and Wolfe. 2 parts. 22r . 1844 AFB Read by Alwyn

Bach. Completes the author's remarkable series on the struggle between France

and England for the possession of North America. It is the story of the down-

fall of France in Amerioa, culminating in the battle on the Heights of Abraham.

It is perhaps of greater interest and more typical of the whole series than any

other volume.
Steffens, Lincoln. Boy on horseback. 9r. 1931 AFB Read by Wesley Addy. Edited

for boys and girls, this book covered the early years of the author's Auto-

biography which some critics rank beside The Education of Henry Adams.

Thomas Beer comments that "his earlier life, his childhood and his boyhood,

happen to be the great attraction of the autobiography."

Wilde, Oscar. The birthday of the infanta; and, The nightingale and the rose.

2r. AFB Read by Eva Le Gallienne. The first is the story of the strange

dwarf who entertained a princess of Spain on her birthday. The second is

from a collection of fairy tales of unusual beauty.
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MARTIN ARNOLD ROBERTS: TAKEN FROM AN OBITUARY SKETCH ISSUED BY THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS.
Martin Arnold Roberts, Chief Assistant Librarian of the Library of Congress

died in his 6^th year, June 15, 1940.

Mr. Roberts was born in Etna, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, on October 28,

1875, and was educated in the Pennsylvania public schools, at the Johns Hopkins

University, and pursued graduate studies at Harvard and Columbia Universities.

Since 1897 he had been a resident of Baltimore, whence for 37 years he commuted

daily to his office in Washington.

He entered the service of the Copyright Office in the Library of Congress in

1903. Having served for a period as Assistant Chief Clerk of the Library he was

appointed Chief of its Division of Accessions in 1923- From the spring of 1927 to

the autumn of 1937 he was Superintendent of the Reading Rooms, and on September 17,

1937, he was selected by Dr. Herbert Putnam, then Librarian of Congress, as his

Chief Assistant Librarian. Mr. Roberts also directed, from 1936 to the time of his

death, the national service for the blind conducted by the Library of Congress in

braille and "talking" books.

Mr. Roberts' life was one of complete and single devotion to the institution

which he served for nearly forty years, and which grew, during that servioe ,
from^

a collection of less than a million to nearly six million volumes, used by investi-

gators from all over the world. He was a man of unremitting and self-sacrificing

industry: his work-days were ordinarily eighteen hours long; neither Sundays nor

holidays nor the usual vacations were permitted to interrupt his labors. His was

a career of devoted service which he pursued with an indomitable spirit that never

surrendered to fatigue or even took account of the limits of physical endurance.

Although governed by a sense of high responsibility, and possessed of exacting

standards of excellence Mr. Roberts was a man of spontaneous compassion and

sympathy, and these, together with a genuine modesty and simplicity, were his

distinguishing qualities.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE EDITOR OF THE JEWISH BRAILLE REVIEW

Annually, about this time, the Jewish Braille Review holds open house to its

prospective new friends. In other words, we invite discriminating braille readers

of all denominations to write for specimen copies of our magazine. As long as the

limited supply lasts these back numbers will be cheerfully sent in the order of the

requests received.
I could give you scores of appreciative comments on our magazine we constantly

receive from both Jewish and non- Jewish readers. But I shall trespass on your

editor's valuable space with only one quotation. "It is splendid," writes Helen

Keller, "that the Jewish blind and the rest of us can have within reach of our

fingers a periodical so rich in stimulating thought. Eagerly I gather its glean-

ings from history, poetry and art. I get much to think about from its surveys of

world problems and philosophic discussions."

You may write your request for a specimen copy of the Jewish Braille Review to

The Editor, P. 0. Box 36, Morris Heights Station, Bronx, New York.

HISTORIAN OF MANKIND. AN EDITORIAL FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES

In his political career the late H. A. L. Fisher did much to liberalize British

education. But in his histories he was an educator in the truest sense. His mind

ranged through all the glory and heartbreak of the Western World, from the dawn of

Greeoe to the twilight that now seems to brood over Europe. When he had finished

the greatest of his travels through the past, he wrote: "Men wiser and more learned





than I have discerned in history a plot, a rhythm, a predetermined pattern. These
harmonies are concealed from me. I can see only one emergency following upon
another as wave follows upon wave." And he found only one safe rule for the
historian: "that he should recognize in the development of human destinies the play
of the contingent and the unforeseen." He was unimpressed by the economic deter-

minists and others -who would measure all human achievement by a soulless slide rule
He was neither a prophet of despair nor of unending progress. His wisdom told him
only that man is master of his fate. For this alone, the literate world far beyond
England owes him lasting gratitude.

Editor's note: The History of Europe, in three parts, which runs through seven-
teen volumes is in braille, published by the National Institute for the Blind,
London. This book is in all the libraries.

*

UNCLE SAM HAS A BOOK, BY BURTON RASCOE. FROM THE SATURDAY REVIEW
OF LITERATURE, MAY 18, 1940. (CONDENSED).

The Library of Congress in Washington owns a Gutenberg Bible.
It cost the taxpayers of the United States $1,500,000 in 1930; for it was the

keystone of a collection of incunabula, that is, examples of printing done before
1501 A.D. - some of the identical items of which had previously been offered for
sale at a dollar or less apiece - and the collection was offered for sale to the
United States only as a unit.

For purposes of the sale, the Gutenberg Bible (which is one of the twelve
copies printed on vellum that are known to exist) was unofficially appraised in
1930 (the year of the sale) at $600,000. The highest previous price for a vellum
Gutenberg was $50,000 in 1911, paid for the Hoe-Hunting ton copy, now in the
Huntington Library.

The sale was consummated in one of the most masterly demonstrations of high-
pressure salesmanship the world has ever seen. It was voluntarily promoted and
advanced by a spectacular lobby of some of the most eminent personages in the
country-university presidents, oollege and public librarians, teachers, publishers,
editors, politicians, collectors and rare book dealers. There can be no doubt
that most, if not all, of the more than 200 prominent men and women, who lent the
weight of their testimony and belief, by letter, telegram and personal appearance
in advocacy of the bill appropriating the $1,500,000, were perfectly sincere in
their statements, actuated by patriotic and cultural motives, completely well-
intentioned, duped and misled by the seller, and profoundly unaware, apparently,
of the true motives for the sale and of the use to which the money gained by the
seller was to be put.

Nearly all of the net proceeds of the $1,500,000 sale, according to the sworn
testimony of the seller later, was spent in the United States by him for the dis-
semination of pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic propaganda. He testified before a secret
session of the House Committee on un-American activities in New York City on Novem-
ber 30, 1934, asserting that among other expenditures, he had spent between $5000
and $6000 in mailing Hitler's Memoranda 1 to 7, inclusive, to American schools,
colleges, and universities and that he had also caused to be mailed broadcast
a publication purporting to be a Wall Street financial advisory servioe which was
full of subtly devised propaganda aimed to stir up anti-Semitism.

Herewith is presented, for the first time, a history of the case. As early
as 1926, cabled news stories began to appear in American newspapers, particularly
in the New York Times, about the activities, purchases, and sensational discoveries
of rare incunabula on the part of one Dr. Otto H. F. Vollbehr, described in all
despatches as a wealthy and famous collector of rare books who was a resident in
Berlin.
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If you should read all these newspaper despatches about Dr. Vollbehr, you

would find a peculiar thing about them. Though unsigned, every one of them was

what newspapermen call "editorialized." That is, statements were made as facts,

without qualification; and these "facts," inferential ly, could only have emanated

from Dr. Vollbehr himself. There were none of the usual correspondent's qualifying

uses of "Dr. Vollbehr claims," or "he said," or even "according to experts on the

subject." And there were some amazing flat statements, indeed, -statements which

the very greatest of scholars after profound research would hesitate so unequivo-

cally to assert.

In due time, Dr. Vollbehr arrived in New York, with his collection, amidst a

great deal of fanfare. He was interviewed aboard ship. He came, it appeared from

the newspaper accounts, not as a man with something to sell but as a benefactor and

philanthropist. He was reputed to be a very wealthy man, who collected rare books

only for the love of collecting. He loved the United States and the people of the

United States. He was in America not on business but on a friendly visit, during

which, incidentally he was going to put some of his priceless collection of rare

examples of the beginnings of the art of printing on free exhibit in various

American cities.

With a magnanimous gesture, attended by much publicity, he presented to the

Library of Congress some examples of fifteenth and sixteenth century printer's

marks-printed designs by which early printers trademarked their work. There are

hundreds of thousands of them in existence. They are little pieces of paper worth

anywhere from a dime to a dollar each.

The Vollbehr collection was put on exhibit at the National Arts Club in New

York City with a high-muckety list of sponsors named on the engraved invitations

which went out to a select list of the wealthy and prominent for the preview. Then

the collection went on exhibit at the Eucharistic Congress in Chicago. An impres-

sive exhibit was arranged in Washington. Dr. Vollbehr entertained lavishly. It

was at the height of the bull market in stocks in 1928. It was also at the height

of the bull market in rare book values. In January of 1929 there was staged the

most spectacular rare book auction the world has ever known- the Jerome Kern sale at

the Anderson Galleries, in which individual items brought fantastic prices and the

total was an unprecedented $1,800,000. (Incidentally many items sold at that sale

have appeared in reoent sales and have brought less than one- twenty- fifth of the

sums the same items brought in 1929.) The bull market in rare books had been

raging in America for five years.

This market, no doubt, had given Dr. Vollbehr some fanoy ideas. It is natural

to infer that he looked upon Americans as a prize bunch of suckers. In fact he went

far toward proving it, later on. So far, it has not been disclosed how many private

collectors among American millionaires Dr. Vollbehr first tried to sell his collec-

tion to, or what price he asked them for it. But it is known that when he first put

the bee on Harvard University, he asked $3,000,000. Dr. George P. Winship, then

associate librarian of Harvard, testified to this at the House Committee on the

Library hearing in Washington during the lobby for the purchase of the Vollbehr

collection; and, moreover, testified that, in his opinion, three million dollars

was a perfectly reasonable price for the coll ection-al though, as he said, the

Harvard library fund could not stand such a drain.

Finding our sales resistance to be much greater than he expected, Dr. Vollbehr

next approached the late Cardinal Mundelein of Chicago with an offer of the 3000

incunabula, exclusive of the Gutenberg Bible, for $200,000-apparently the same

items later sold to the United States at an appraised figure of $900,0001 And

still it was no go. The Cardinal was in hopes of founding an impressive Catholic

University Library in Chicago; but the money Dr. Vollbehr asked for the minor

incunabula was in excess of the amount Cardinal Mundelein believed he could raise

from rich donors for the purpose. (To be continued)
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BRAILLE BOOK REVIEW, AEQOST, 19^0

Book Announcements
Press Made Braille Books

(All press made "books here noted are provided by the Federal Government and are in

grade 2 unless otherwise indicated. Copies of these Government supplied books are
placed in the twenty-seven regional libraries which serve the blind. A list of

these libraries appears regularly in the January and June numbers of this magazine.
Readers are required to borrow books from the nearest library whenever possible.)

Archibald, Norman. Heaven high - hell deep. 5v. ARC Garin process. (Wot pro-

vided by the U. S. Government). A young American flyer writes a first-hand
account of his experiences in the World War.

Carmer, Carl. The Hudson. 3v. 1939 HMP This is the sixth in the "Rivers of

America" series.
History, description, legends, and true stories about the people who have

pioneered along the river, combine to make this study of life on both sides

of the Hudson, from its discovery to the present day. Book Review Digest.

"Mr. Carmer has the common touch. He's as much interested in the people as

in the patroons, more interested in folkways than in war and politics. Marry-

ing history to travel and biography to geography, he has given us a splendid

impressionistic picture of one of the great valleys of America, from the days

of Father Jogues to those of Father Divine. It is greatly to be regretted
that Constance Lindsay Skinner, who conceived and edited the 'Rivers of

America' series, did not live to see this fine addition to her list come from
the press." Horace Reynolds, 3gi N. Y. Times.

Farnol, Jeffery. The crooked furrow. 3v. 1937 BIA Romantic tale of two English

cousins; Oliver Dale, yeoman, and Roland Verinder, aristocrat. A wealthy
uncle sets a test for the two, and the cousins adventure forth to win a for-

tune and a fair lady. The scene is Sussex and London, about 1820. Book Review

Digest.
Fowler, Gene. Illusion in Java. 2v. 1939 CPH A romantic tale of Java fifty

years ago. The hero is Ajoks, poet -musician, to the elders of the village
a pernicious influence, to the young, a marvelous person. The story tells
of Ajoks 1 love for the money-lender's daughter, of his wanderings in strange

places, and finally how he saved his neighbors from destruction. Book Review

Digest

,

Fuller, Iola. The loon feather. 4v. 1940 APH Historical novel of Indian life

on the island of Mackinac in Lake Huron in the early l800s. The story is told
ostensibly in the first person by Oneta, daughter of Tecumseh, who passes her
girlhood in the family of her mother's second husband, a French trader, but

eventually goes back to her own people. Book Review Digest.
"A whole lost way of life is recreated in these pages. Mackinac is portrayed
as a kind of glamorous melting pot where half-breeds and Indians, Americans
and French, moil about in vivid disorder. An era was passing, a new one

scarce begun, and the resultant atmosphere is infinitely picturesque. 'The

Loon Feather, ' however, does not depend wholly on quite such an obvious ap-

peal. Half its charm resides in the character of Oneta herself, as it unfolds
quietly, delicately before one." E. H. Walton, in N. Y. Times.

Gregory, Jackson. I must ride alone. 2v. 19^0 APH A "western."
Grey Owl, pseudonym. Pilgrims of the wild, kv . ARC (Not provided by the U. S.

Government). The author is a half-breed Indian who has found one of his chief
interests in the preservation of the beaver. His efforts in this connection
have been recognized by the Canadian government. The book is entertaining and
informative.

>
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Hendrick, Burton J. Statesmen of the loat cause; Jefferson Davis and his cabinet.

kv. 1939 CPH A history of the Confederacy behind the lines of the maneu-

vers and policies of statesmen and politicians; Jefferson Davis, Alexander H.

Stephens, Judah P. Benjamin, James Murray Mason, John Slidell. Book Review
Digest.
"As a study in personalities Mr. Hendrick's book deserves a high rating. He

is a fine biographer and well deserves the reputation he has both for thorough
research and for his ability to bring the dead to life. This, then, may
rightly be called a monumental contribution to a subject inexhaustible in its

interest and its importance to Americans. It does not allow its fine scholar-
ship to be a burden, but it is readable, informative, and provocative." Her-
schel Brickell, ofe Atlantic Monthly.

Henriques, R. D. Q. No arms, no armour, kv . 19^0 CPH Autobiographical story
of a young English army officer and of the way he grows into something more
than a soldier, largely under the influence of two brother officers, the one

a cynic, the other a saint. Book Review Digest.
"The story has the excitement of vivid incidents and strange scenes but - even
greater - the excitement of individual growth and development, a phenomenon
doubtless no rarer in the army than among adults elsewhere. It is not often
that an author can portray growth with the insight, naturalness and lack of

cant that distinguish this book. It is especially fitting that an All-Nations
Prize should go to a novel that tells a story to which no nation or individual
is alien." Mary Ross, ifij, N. Y. Herald Tribune,,^ Q^.

Hillis, Marjorie. Live alone and like it. 2v. ARC Garin process. Also avail-
able in grade I2 in Detroit, LC, Seattle, St. Louis. (Not provided by the
U. S. Government). Entertaining and amusing suggestions for a successful
life, directed to those who by force of circumstance or choice live alone.

Hilton, James. Without armor, kv . ARC Garin process. (Not provided by the
U. S. Government). A description of an Englishman's experiences in Russia.

Lewis, Sinclair. Bethel Merriday. kv . 19^+0 APH Story of a young girl's thea-
trical career from her days of high school dramatics, thru her experiences in
a summer theater and on the road with a touring company, to her first rehear-
sals for a Broadway comedy. Book Review Digest.
"The plot of 'Bethel Merriday,' like most of Lewis's plots, counts for little.
Indeed it is weaker, perhaps, than is usual with him. His heroine's 'love-
life' is in spots about as improbable as anything you can imagine. But if you
like Lewis, you will forgive all that. His philosophy also seems to have
mellowed a little. Less cracks, more gentle kidding seems to be the ticket,
which may be a result of the author's growing older, may be the result of his
love for the stage. In any case, a pleasant book." H. L. Binsse, i£ Common-
weal.

Long, John Cuthbert. Mr. Pitt and America's birthright; a biography of William
Pitt, Earl of Chatham, I7O8-I798. 5v. 19^0 APH "One could hardly ask for
a better account of William Pitt, Earl of Chatham, eminent holder of American
rights. The author chose a worthy subject, and his treatment is in all re-
spects worthy of his subject. His research is thorough, his history is sound,
and his style is easy, rapid, graceful." Atlantic Monthly.
"'Mr. Pitt and America's Birthright' in addition to its solider virtues, has
one of the cleverest selling titles I have seen in several seasons. I think
Mr. Long strains his parallels. Bourbonism was not totalitarianism and Pitt's
ideal was not true democracy but a kind of benevolent and intelligent oligarchy,
Also, the ordinary reader, such as myself, will occasionally find himself
drowning in a sea of political detail, Cabinet shifts, family relationships,
and period whatnot. Otherwise, a superior job, too consciously slangy and
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full of modern comparisons, but careful, reasonable, and successful in its
aim, which is to show that Pitt was not only a great friend of the American
colonies but one of the very greatest of all English statesmen." Clifton
Fadiman, 4®. tfb& New Yorker.

Pribichevich, Stoyan. World without end; the sage of southeastern Europe, kv,
1939 CPH A somewhat informal history of the countries of southeastern
Europe, followed by a survey of their present economic, social and political
conditions. The author is a Jugoslav, son of a leader of the Austro-Hungarian
Slavs, later a Minister of the Interior in the new state of Jugoslavia. Book
Review Digest.
"One of the things we have been needing is a really good, readable book about
the Balkans. This is the book. Stoyan Pribichevich believes in democracy
and freedom, and their ultimate triumph. His always well-written book has
an earnest beauty at the end. And from the first page to the last it offers
a genuine acquaintance with the small countries of southeastern Europe, the
importance of which can scarcely be over-estimated for our own understanding
of this crucial time." John Patton, ty N. Y. Herald Tribune 4/.

Shoemaker, Samuel. God and America, lv. ARC Garin process. By one of the
leaders of the Oxford movement. (Not provided by the U. S. Government).

Zimmern, Sir Alfred Eckhard. Spiritual values and world affairs. 2v. 1939 NIB
Braille panda no. 16. (Not provided by the U. S. Government).

Talking Books
(These books are provided by the U. S. Government)

4

Barton, William E. The great good man. llr. 1927 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach.
Dr. Barton, who is the author of a two-volume Life of Lincoln, retells the
story for boys and girls, choosing such incidents and anecdotes as will es-
pecially interest youthful readers. Book Review Digest.

Curwood, James Oliver. The Plains of Abraham. 15r. 1928 AFB Read by John A.
Willard. "Lurid in spots, crammed with knock- down-and- drag- out action for
love's sake and crowded with the picturesque characters belonging to a vivid
period (some of them scalped), the story is an essential for admirers of this
author. Complete with happy and hokum ending." Will Cuppy, in N. Y. Herald
Tribune jf^w'VWl'

De la Roche, Mazo. Whiteoaks of Jalna. 2 parts. 25r. 1929 AFB Read by Ann
Tyrrell. A continuation of "Jalna," the novel about the Whiteoaks family.
In this story young Finch, the awkward, misunderstood, but musical genius of
the family, is the center of interest. Book Review Digest.
"The author's great skill makes a fairly good story out of a disordered wealth
of material which she has not had the inclination to arrange. However, again
and again we feel renewed eagerness to have another novel from her. For un-
questionably Mazo de la Roche is a writer of imaginative genius, rare power,
and with a remarkable ability (when she exercises it freely) of making her
characters into fascinating realities." Boston Transcript.'

Forester, Cecil Scott. Captain Horatio Hornblower. Part I: Beat to quarters.
Ikr, 1937 AFB Read by House Jameson. ^A sea story of the British navy in
the early nineteenth century. William McFee writes in the New York Herald
Tribune "This is great stuff. Mr. Forester, allowing for the difference of
the times, is of the school of Conan Doyle when he wrote his Napoleonic and
other historical tales. Of the two Mr. Forester is the more skilled technically.
He depicts finer shades of character. Mr. Forester's achievement, in making
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Hornblower, Bush and Brown really live, is due to his vigorous comprehension
of the English character. He is not preoccupied with social theses. He writes
as if nobody had ever written a tale before. Nothing mawkish, mind you."

Grey, Zane. Nevada. 17r. 1928 AFB Eead "by House Jameson. "Mr. Grey is liberal
with scenery, hard characters, chivalry and racing incident, including gunplay
of the fanciest. Nevada is one of his most likable heroes, partly because he

doesn't seem to have gone even to night school, let alone Harvard." N. Y.

Herald Tribune (^ tvW«
MacDonald, William. From Jefferson to Lincoln. lOr. 1913 AFB Read by Alwyn

Bach. An admirably condensed yet readable survey of United States history
from 1815 to i860;, 'restricted chiefly to the exposition of three lines of

development, namely,, constitutional growth, the rise and progress of political
parties and slavery. ' Standard Catalog.

Murray, Gilbert. Religio grammatici; the religion of a man of letters. 2r.

1918 AFB Read by Alexander Scourby. A confession of faith which reveals
intimately what a life of classical scholarship has meant to Professor Murray
and presents cogently the case for classical education. A. L. A. Catalog.
Circulated in container with "Wind, Sand and Stars."

Saint Ixupery, Antoine de. Wind, sand and stars. 12r. 1939 AFB Read by Alwyn
Bach. (includes "Religio grammatici," by Gilbert Murray. 2r. 19l8 Read by
Alexander Scourby). Philosophical essays on flights and fliers, containing
the elements of an autobiography of the French aviator-author. He has flown
the mail over the Sahara, and across the Patagonian Argentine; he was in Spain
during the recent war. Something of all these adventures, and of wind, sand,
and stars, is presented in this book. Book Review Digest.
"His narrative has depth as well as height, beauty of language as well as the
zest for speed." Edward Weeks, 3fo Atlantic Monthly.

Smith, Logan Pearsall. On reading Shakespeare. 9r. 1933 AFH Read by James
Walton. In this book on reading Shakespeare, the author begins with a chapter
on the reasons for not reading Shakespeare, and follows this with chapters on

the rewards in the shape of great poetry and great characterizations. Book
Review Digest.
"Mr. Smith has a keen eye and his book is full of good things, salty things,
penetrating, subtle and beautiful things," Christian Science Monitor.
"No one who is interested in contemporary attitudes toward Shakespeare, or who
supposes, perchance, that the last words upon the subject were said by Goethe
or Brandes, Bradley or Lee, should miss this volume." The Nation.

Strode, Hudson. South by Thunder-bird. 2 parts. 22r. 1937 AFB Read by Alwyn
Bach. Impressionistic description of the author's trip by airplane around
South America from Turbo in Colombia, to Buenos Aires, across to Santiago and

1 up the west coast, stopping to visit the main cities in Peru, Brazil, Chile
and Argentina along the way. He talked with many classes of people, dined
with them, went to their theaters, and gives an entertaining account of all
he saw and heard. Book Review Digest.

Hand-copied Books
(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to
the location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these books are in
grade If.

)

Aldrich, B. S. The man who caught the weather. 5v. Atlanta, Philadelphia. Fiction.
Asch, Shalom. The Nazarene. 17v . NLB Also available in grade 2 from the U. S.

Government

.
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Aston, Tilly.
Aydelotte, Dora.
Bailey, Temple.
Bailey, Temple.
Bennett, Arnold.

Old timers. 2v. Cincinnati.
Trumpets calling. 6v. LC

Peacock feathers, kv . NIB Fiction.
The radiant tree. 3v. NIB Fiction.
Your United States. 3v, Sacramento.

Bercovici, Konrad. Manhattan side show. 6v. Jewish Braille Library. Sketches
of New York personalities, millionaires and radicals, stage and film people,
artists and others.

Bretz, Rudolph. How the earth is changing. 2v. Detroit.
Brigham, A. P., and McFarlane, C. T. Essentials of geography. kv . Students*

Library, APH, Louisville, Ky.
Broun, Heywood. Pieces of hate, and other enthusiasms, kv. Albany.
Browne, Lewis. That man Heine. 6v. Jewish Braille Library, LC, Philadelphia.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth. Alice all by herself. 2v. NIB Juvenile.
Cochran, Hamilton. These are the Virgin islands. 5v. Albany.
Cooper, Marian C. Grass. 2v. Salt Lake City, Sacramento.
Copeland, Aaron. What to listen for in music. 3v. Detroit.
Crow, Carl. The Chinese are like that. kv. Detroit. Also available in grade 2

from the U. S. Government.
Damon, Bertha. Grandma called it carnal, kv . Sacramento. Fiction.
Davis, Lavinia Piker. Adventures in steel. 2v. NYPL Short stories for boys

about the workers in steel.
Day, Clarence. After all. kv. St. Louis, Jacksonville, LC, Sacramento.
Day, Victor. Father Damien. kv . Xavier Free Publication Society for the Blind,

New York City.
Deeping, Warwick. The challenge of love. lOv. Sacramento. Fiction.
De Meyer, John. Benjamin Franklin calls on the President. Iv. Chicago, Philadel-

phia .

Douglas, Lloyd C, Home for Christinas. Iv. Philadelphia, LC, NIB, Sacramento.
Du Maurier, Daphne. Rebecca. 9v. LC, N. Y. Guild, Chicago. Also available in

grade 2 from the U. S. Government.
Featherstonehaugh, P. C. The Royal Canadian mounted police. 5v. Chicago.
Feuchtwanger, Lion. The pretender. 3v. Jewish Braille Library. A historical

novel, the strange tale of a man who, after Nero's death, was able to pose as
the emperor in one of the Eastern provinces ripe for rebellion.

Fielding, A. The footsteps that stopped. Bv. Sacramento.
Fitler, Mary Biddle. The big wharf, kv, NYPL Juvenile fiction.
Flaherty, J. J. On the air. 2v. NIB Juvenile.
Fowler, Gene.. The great mouthpiece, a life story of William J. Fallon. 9v.

Detroit.
Freehof, Dr. Solomon. Sermons and addresses. 2v. Jewish Braille Library. Con-

tents: Marx, Freud, Einstein. Race, nation or religion? A story, a psalm
and a prophesy. To the American Jews: What to fight for; How to behave; How
to defeat propaganda.

Freytag, Gustav. Die Journalisten Lustspiel. 5v. Students" Library, APH, Louis-
ville, Ky.

Frost, Robert. North of Boston. 2v. NIB Poetry.
Hader, Berta and Elmer. Midget and Bridget. Iv. NIB Juvenile.
Hagboldt, Peter. Allerlei. Iv. Students' Library. APH, Louisville, Ky.
Hay, Ian, pseudonym. Lucky dog. Iv. Sacramento.
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STEINBECK: FUGITIVE FROM FAME. FROM THE NEV7 YORK TIMES

John Steinbeck never socked a Parisian gendarme, never caught a half-ton tuna
and never, never got into a night-club brawl. As a matter of fact he doesn't even
go to night clubs. But, in spite of these serious literary lapses, he has managed
to do pretty well as a writer. "Tortilla Flat," "Of Mice and Men" and "The Grapes
of Wrath have made him one of the most eagerly read and most highly rated novel-
ists working in America today.

Little is known about him - and most of that is conjecture or hearsay. There
seems to be only one picture of the author extant and that one, accompanying the
reviews and advertisements of his books, gives an impression of strength that his
friends assert is borne out by the man himself. He is something more than six feet
tall, with the body of an athlete rather than that of a man of letters.

In the summer of 1937 Steinbeck came to New York, where he was greeted with a
fanfare reserved only for the most spectacular of successful authors. It disgusted
and angered him. So he cleared out at the first possible moment, hopping a Norway-

,
bound freighter. Since that he hasn't left his home in Monterey County, Calif., the"^ wild, lovely country that has come to be known as "Steinbeck country" as surely as
Hannibal, Mo., is "Mark Twain country."

-p »r^
Q
l
e

'
beSlde th

S
Sallnas River

'
is thG P^ce where George and Lennie, the heroes

o± Of Mice and Men, dreamed of having a couple of acres, a little house, a cow and
a pig - here that they were to "live off the fatta the Ian'." Here, just behind
Monterey, was Tortilla Flat," and beyond, through the valley, the Okies of "The
Grapes of Wrath came straggling in their broken-down jallopies.

Steinbeck is no fireside writer, dreaming up the lives and passions of the
people he writes about. His books sell now and he's well off, but for a long time
he had been a working stiff" himself. He hopped freights as George and Lennie didand he worked long hours on fruit ranches. He had lived with the Joads, traveling
in similar little caravans, drifting across the country looking for work.

Even now he lives the simple life he extols in his novels. His dislike of
Hollywood is second only to his hatred of New York. The money he has collected on
royalties and motion-picture rights is deposited in units of $5,000 in various Call-

^f, lornia banks and his living expenses are perhaps lower than those of any other suc-
cessful writer. And this is not because Steinbeck is parsimonious. It is because
his pleasures are those of the country in which he was born and raised; he has
neither time nor inclination for costly luxuries.

.

Steinbeck comes from typical American (which is to say "mixed") stock, with
German and Irish predominating. His father's family pioneered in the Big Sur region
of California, where John was born on Feb. 27, 1902, and his paternal grandmother
is remembered by the older residents of the district as the "marm" of the little red
schoolhouse in the valley. Steinbeck's early education was conventional, although,
after being graduated from the Salinas High School, he enrolled at Stanford Univer-
sity, where his attendance was irregular and extended over a period of eieht yearsHe never received a degree.

Coming to New York as a young man he found a job as reporter on one of themetropolitan newspapers, but was fired because he was unable to write his storieswithout infusing them with the philosophy that has since distinguished most of his

rZll^' > I I v
M
\
e hS W °rked aS brlckla^ during the erection of Madison SquareGarden. He had brief employment as a chemist and a painter's apprentice and thenhe returned to his home in California to write his novels
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THE PULITZER AWARDS. FROM SCHOLASTIC.

The Pulitzer Prizes in the field of letters, announced on May 6, were not much
of a surprise to anyone who had been following the best-selling lists for the pastyear, or the results of polls taken recently.

From
(i

the day Carl Sandburg's great four-volume biography Abraham Lincoln: TheWar Years appeared last November it seemed destined for the award, in spite of thefact that when the prize was established biographies of Washington and Lincoln wereexcluded on the grounds that they were "too obvious." The Pulitzer committee thisyear got around that rule very neatly, however, by awarding Mr. Sandburg the prizenoL for biography,but for history. This was fair enough, since in covering Lincoln'syears in the White House, the author has written the history of the American peopleduring that period. The two volumes of "Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years," fromwhich we reprinted a section in the February 5 issue this year, forms the first partof this great biography. We know from the number of book reviews submitted in theAwards this year how many of you are reading Sandburg, the poet and the biographer.You can get a fine picture of Carl Sandburg, the man, from the Scholastic Awards
prize-winning literary article in the May 6 issue.

Mr. Sandburg was born in Galesburg, Illinois (the Lincoln country) in 1878. He> ) has lived most of his life in the Middle West, where he worked as a milk-wagon
driver, janitor, harvest hand, and truck-driver before he became a newspaper re-
porter and eventually one of our greatest writers.

The prize for fiction went to John Steinbeck for his novel, "The Grapes of Wrath"
as many people have been predicting it would ever since its publication a year aPo.

'

1* SfLf the miSration of Americans from our Dust Bowl to California, which hassold ^00,000 copies, was also chosen this year by the American Bookseller's Associa-tion as their favorite book, and has, as you know, been made into an excellent movie.
Last week it was awarded a plaque by students of the Youthbuilders ' Forum.

John Ernest Steinbeck was born in Salinas, California, 1902, grew up in the
wide lettuce-growing Salinas valley where the crops are picked by the migratory
workers he is so interested in. After a year at Stanford University Steinbeck went
to New York where he got fired from a newspaper job and ended up carrying bricks for
the new Madison Square Garden. Upon his return to California he worked as a farm
hand, painter's apprentice, and carpenter's helper until his fourth book, "Cup of

a. Gold was accepted for publication. Since then have come 'Tortilla Flat
'"

"InDubious Battle/ "Of Mice and Men," two books of short stories, all reflecting his
deep interest in, and sympathy for, underprivileged people.

Mark Van Doren's "Collected Poems" was awarded the prize in poetry. Mr. VanDoren is the brother of Carl Van Doren, who once wrote that Mark was the most
talented one of the family. He was born on an Illinois farm near the village of

•ft ™ im
> graduated from the University of Illinois. Since 1920 he has taughtm the English Department at Columbia University, New York. He has also been active

as a literary critic, served as literary editor for four years on "The Nation", hasedited anthologies, and published one novel.
The prize for biography went to Ray Stannard Baker for his

"
Woodrow Wilson, Lifeand Letters. Mr. Baker is also widely known for his philosophic "Adventures in

Friendship, written under the pseudonyn of David Grayson. He was born in Lansing,Michigan, in x«70, attended backwoods schools in Northern Wisconsin, later graduatedfrom Michigan Agricultural College and studied law and literature at the University
of Michigan. While a reporter for a Chicago paper ho began writing for the "Youth'sCompanion, was later made associate editor of "McClure's Magazine" and editor ofMcClure s Syndicate. For nine years he was one of the editors of the "American
Magazine. In 1919, when Mr. Baker was director of the press bureau of the AmericanCommission^ negotiate peace at Paris, he formed a friendship with President Wilsonwhich culminated in his being appointed Wilson's official biographer.

Tim. If
G
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e
l
ent t0 (and came back fr °m ) William Saroyan for his play, "The

llT,°l I ill'
****» ™^ecL the prize on the grounds that he does notbelieve in wealth patronizing art. The Pulitzer committee, however, has announcedthat the prize stands as awarded, whether Mr. Saroyan accepts it or not.
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BRAILLE BOOK REVIEW, OCTOBER, 1940

Book Announcements
Press Made Braille Books

(All press made books here noted are provided by the Federal Government and are in

grade 2 unless otherwise indicated. Copies of these Government supplied books are

placed in the twenty-seven regional libraries whioh serve the blind. A list of

these libraries appears regularly in the January and June numbers of this magazine-

Readers are required to borrow books from the nearest library whenever possible.)

Becker, May Lamberton, editor. Golden tales of the southwest; with an introduction.

2vi 1939 BIA Stories about the American southwest. This selection should

be for many readers a valuable introduction to regional literature— in this

case to a region often too narrowly interpreted in terms of one of its char-

acteristics. J. H. Jackson i N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Buok, Pearl. Other gods; an American legend. 4VI 194° C-PH when a young .American

mechanic, attached to an English scientific expedition, makes a lucky solo

ascent of a Himalayan peak, he becomes overnight a great hero. In Peking,

Bert Holm, who is really a naive country boy, meets and marries tne shy,

intellectual daughter of wealthy American parents. The story is of their

attempt to make a happy marriage, and of the part played by American hero

worshippers in their struggle to be human, rather than gods. Book Review

Digest

.

Catalog of braille books embossed and printed for the United States Government

through the Library of Congress from July 1931-June 1939- lv.» 1940 APH

For further information see notice under "A New Braille Catalog."

Christie, Agatha. Ten little niggers. 3v / NIB Braille panda no. 21. (Not

provided by the U. 3. Government)/' Detective story.

Curry, ¥. B. The case for federal union. 3v , 1939 edition, NIB Braille panda

no. 15. (Not provided by the U. S. Government). Treats of politics and

government of Europe. The New Beacon, London.

Outright, Paul R. The great naturalists explore South America. 4v . 1940 BlA

"The volume is divided into two parts. The first is a resume of the travels

and experiences of the great naturalists, such as Alexander von Humboldt,

Charles Darwin, Alfred Russel Wallace, and W. H. Hudson, who explored and

wrote of South America during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The

second part is a series of chapters on several of the mammals, birds, reptiles,

fish, and insects indigenous to South America." a. L. a. Booklist.

"'The Great Naturalists,' in spite of its tabulated arrangement, is much more

than a reference book. When writers and lecturers tell us almost daily what

to do to improve our relations with South American countries, this book might

well serve to bring about a special interest in one ^reat phase of life

among our southern neighbors." Scientific Book Club Review.

Durnford.H. G. The tunnellers of Holzminden. 2v> NIB Braille panda no. 28.

(Not provided by the U. S. Government)/ This, the greatest romance of escape

of the 1914-18 War, is again topical in interest. There are again prisoners

of war in Germany, and some, let us hope, may emulate the daring and ingenuity

of successful escape here so lavishly displayed. The New Beacon, London.

Embree, Edwin Rogers. Indians of the "mericas; historical pageant. 2v,i 1939 BIA

A simply written account of the Indians of America, their history, manners

and customs under ancient civilizations, their conquests by the whites, and

their present status. After a chapter on the probable origin of the American
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Indians the book takes up in turn the kayas , Aztecs, Incas , and finally the

Indians of North America - on the Jlfestern plains, in the East, and in the

Southwest. Book Review Digest.

Farjeon, J. Jefferson. Fancy dress ball. 3v. NIB Braille panda no. 26. (i\iot

provided by the U. 3. Government). A reckless riot of adventure. When

Henry Brown saved up his scanty wages to purchase a ticket for the Chelsea

Arts Ball, he had no idea of the mad tangle of plot or of the charming ro-

mance in which he would be involved. The New Beacon, London.

Fleming, Peter. The flying visit, lv . NIB Braille panda no, 29, (Not provided

by the U. S. Government). Hitler decides to fly over London; his plane is

destroyed; he descends on England by parachute; he cannot speak English;

he has no money; he is clothed as a Field Marshall. Read on from here—and

laugh. The New Beacon, London.

Ford, Leslie, pseudonym. The town cried murder. 2v . 1938 BIA A detective story.

"It would be rash to say that this is the best of the Leslie Ford stories

but it would be difficult to point to one that is better." N. Y. Times.

"Reads at first like an inventory of the furniture in the Metropolitan's

American Wing but speeds up toward the end." New Yorker.

Gardner, Erie Stanley. The case of the baited hook. 2v. 1940 CPH Detective

story.
"Plot involves some expert double-crossing, blackmail, baby-farming, and

slick stock- jobbery ." Saturday Review of Literature.

Glaspell, Susan. The morning is near us. 2v . 1939 CPH Combined mystery and

psychological novel, the scene of which is a small American town. It devel-

ops the story of the tangled relations of the Chippman family, which are

gradually brought to light. Book Review Digest.

Greene, Graham. Labyrinthine ways . 3v . 194° C-PH

"Mr. Greene has written a drama of character, conscience and circumstance

of a kind that is rarely found in English - a kind in which the greatest

of the Russians have proved their powers. He has written it with a pro-

found and subtle understanding of the values involved and an unerring sense

of how to make those values most effectively explicit. 'The Labyrinthine

Ways' should give deep satisfaction and lasting pleasure to many different

readers, for many different reasons." B. R. Redman, N. Y. herald-Tribune

Books

.

Henderson, Sir Nevile Meyrick. Failure of a mission, Berlin 1937-1939* 3v . 1940

BIA The personal narrative of the events leading up to the present war,

written by the British ambassador to Berlin during the years 1937 to 1939

•

"The sequence of events and the facts themselves are taken entirely from

telegrams, dispatches, and letters written at the time, and are consequently,

humanly speaking, strictly exact." Book Review Digest.

"Neville Chamberlain could have hoped for no more loyal defense of his policies

than this long-awaited book of recollections by the last British Ambassador

in Berlin. Cfficial Blue Books, White Papers, speeches in the House of Com-

mons, have helped to build up the British case in this war; but Sir Nevile

Henderson's book supplies a wealth of personal sketcnes and intimate details

which round out the picture. There has been no more crushing indictment of

the folly of Nazi Germany than at least a part of this record by an English-

man who tried his best to be Germany's friend." Ferdinand Kuhn, Jr., N. Y.

Times

.

Hobarti Mrs. Alice Tisdale. Their own country. 4V • 194° BIA Continues the

story of Hester and Stephen Chase, begun in Oil for tne Lamps of China"

(which is in braille from the U.S. Government).

"Mrs. Hobart has organized her novel competently and peopled it with charac-

ters thut are, in the majority, acceptable and satisfactory. Some readers,
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not unfamiliar with profit-and-loss sheets, may wonder how Stephen ( working
on so small a scale with an overhead that was obviously considerable, ever
expected to make his fuel a paying proposition. But Mrs . Hobart writes of

American business life informedly and without exaggeration, painting the
jungle not entirely black but with moral shadings of gray and even lighter
tints. Her feeling for her scene is warm and intimate, and her frequent
Chinese-American parallels are interesting. She has skilfully balanced her
domestio and business stories." B. R. Redman, Saturday Review of Literature.

Hook, Sidney. John Dewey; an intellectual portrait. 2v . 1939 BIA
"This little volume will be useful, of course, to those who for any reason
cannot read Dewey himself, but even to those who are familiar with Dewey's
writings it will be rewarding reading, for in addition to a critical, sym-
pathetic, technically accurate exposition, it undertakes a brief account of
important current criticisms of Dewey's philosophy and defends this philosophy
against them." Journal of Philosophy.

Huxley, Aldous . After many a summer dies the swan. 3v . 1939 BIA Satirio novel
about an Amerioan millionaire who inhabits a monstrosity of a castle near
Hollywood

.

"This is Mr. Huxley's Hollywood novel, and you might expect it to be fantas-
tic, extravagant, crazy and preposterous. It is all that, and heaven and
hell too; for Huxley has interpolated his story with practically everything
he has learned of the animalistic, humanistic and religious ideas and prac-
tices of mankind. It is the kind of novel that he is particularly the master
of, where the most extraordinary and fortuitous events are followed by con-
templative little essays on the meaning of life. The story is outrageously
good, the essays are reasonable; together they make the peculiar combination
of a Huxley novel." P. M. Jack, N. Y. Times.

James, Will. The dark horse. 2v. 1939 BIA
"One good reason why the horse will survive in this mechanized age is that
Will James continues to write about him with a storyteller's skill and an
expert's authenticity, and without sentimentality. This new book contains
an apparently artless story with a slight and easily credible plot. It is

mostly about the personality of two horses." E- F. Allen, N. Y. Times.

Keynes, John Maynard. How to pay for the war; a radical plan for the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, lv . 194° NIB Braille panda no. 17 • (Not provided by the

U. S. Government). The author is one of the world's outstanding economists.
Llewellyn, Richard. How green was my valley. 5v • 1940 BlA

"A rich and full story of a mining family in a South Wales valley from the

late seventies or early eighties to the beginnings of the present century,
a family chronicle set down in our own day by old Huw Morgan, young Huw
when the valley was green." London Times Literary Supplement.
"Mr. Llewllyn in one book has done more than all his predecessors to show
the English what Wales really is, giving us with tingling vivacity, quench-

less spiritual force, the prose epic of a nation. The whole book is atin-

gle with life, rising again and again to scenes terrible, laughable or

pathetic - noble without melodrama, wistful without mawkishness .
" Gilbert

Norwood, Canadian Forum.
Maarten, John. The village on the hill. lv . NIB Braille panda no. 25 • (Not

provided by the U. 3. Government). The true story of the effect of the im-

pact between the Nazi state and the Evangelical church on the little village
of Lindenkopf • This moving record of the fortitude of Christian men in the

face of persecution is of burning typical interest. The New Beacon, London.
MoMeekin, Clark (pseudonym of Dorothy Clark) and Isabella MoMeekin. Show me a

land. 5V « 194° CPH Beginning at the Aintree Fair in England in 1816 the

story spans the years to 1875 i and ends with the first Kentucky Derby. Bock

Review Digest.
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"This is a ramping, unashamedly romantic romance , full of beautiful girls,

handsome gentlemen, fine horses, moving accidents by flood and field, and

quite a lot of vivid and unpretentious historical detail. It's a breathless

tale and dexterous one. It may be - and it is - melodrama, but it makes

good reading." S. V. Benet, Saturday Review of Literature.

Mi 11 ay i Edna St. Vincent. Huntsman, what quarry? lv . 1939 APH Collection of

lyrics and sonnets. One section of the book reflects the poet's feelings for

Czechoslovakia, China, and Spain. Another group of poems is in memory of

her friend, Elinor Wylie. Book Review Digest.

"A thoroughly successful poem is we may say, like the human skin; though it

is essentially one substance, it may roughly be divided into three layers.

There is the sensuous appeal of the sound, there is the emotion, and there

is the pattern of thought. If, for purposes of analysis, the three are

illegitimately separated, what we find, as far as Miss Millay's poems are

concerned, is that the first two layers are usually firm enough, but that

the third is likely to be flimsy." Theodore Spencer, in Atlantic Monthly
Orr, Sir John Boyd. Feeding the people in war time. lv. NIB Braille panda no.

20. (Not provided by the U- S. Government).
Richter, Conrad. The trees. 4v . 1940 BIA

"Tells the story of one pioneer family that migrated from Pennsylvania to the

virgin wilderness of southeastern Ohio near the end of the eighteenth century-

Their Yifestern migration and their struggles have a genuine epic import, for

their story is the story of Western settlement." Saturday Review of Litera-

ture .

Sayers, Dorothy L. Begin here. 2v . NIB Braille panda no. 22. (Not provided

by the U. S. Government). The purpose of this study of the historical values

which explain the present conflict is to suggest some creative line of action

along which individuals can think and work towards the restoration of Europe.

The New Beacon, London.
Sheean, Vincent. Not peace but a sword. 3v. 1939 BIA The author of "Personal

History" tells the story of what happened in Europe from March, 193&» to

March, 1939 • as he, a newspaper correspondent, saw it during visits to Spain,

Vienna and Prague. Book Review Digest.

"The author of 'Personal History' returns in his newest work to the genre of

his great success - reporting in a literary style that goes beyond newspaper

writing, presenting the temperament, the feelings, and thoughts of the ob-

server as he looks at worlds great and small. Within the limits of this

genre, Vincent Sheean is a master." Franz Hoellering, The Nation.

Simenon, Georges, pseudonym. The patience of Maigret; translated from the French

by Geoffrey Sainsbury. 3v. 1940 CPH Two detective stories translated from
the French: A Battle of Nerves, and a Face for a Clue. This is the first in

a series of this author's works to be published in America. Book Review
Digest.
"For any mystery fan who is feeling somewhat jaded with recent detectives,

Maigret has at last come to America. This delightful French detective has

been long a favorite in his native land and in some 17 other countries."
Marian Wiggin, Boston Transcript.

Smith, Bernard. Forces in American criticism; a study in the history of American

literary thought. 4^ • 1939 CPH A study of the work of literary critics

and the relations between American literature and American life, from the

days of the Puritans to the present. Book Review Digest.
"His most destructive passages are not malicious: they are deft and humane

like a surgioal operation. He is not afraid of being generous: he makes an

excellent case for Margaret Fuller and for ilVilliam Dean Howells, who have

very few warm supporters. But his praise is never fulsome or unctuous. »Vhen

he pays tribute to a living master, as in the oase of Van iAfyok Brooks, his
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respect does not in the least paralyze his independence. He is among the

very few critics whose good word is worth having." Albert Guerard, N. Y.

Herald-Tribune Books

.

Wallers, John. Will America fight? 2v . NIB Braille panda no. 24. (Not pro-

vided by the U. S. Government). An authoritative revelation of what the

American people are thinking, doing and saying about the war, by the New

York correspondent of a London daily, an Englishman who has lived for four

years in the United States. The New Beacon, London.

Wells, H. G. The common sense of war and peace; world revolution or war unending

lv. NIB Braille panda no. 27. (Not provided by the U. S. Government).

Mr. Wells' job is to think. Here he thinks about the war - why we are

fighting, what will happen when it is over, what practical aims we should

set ourselves. You may not agree with his conclusions, but you, too, will

be forced to think. The New Beacon, London.

White, Ethel Lina. While she sleeps. 3v. NIB Braille panda no. 23. (Not pro-

vided by the U. S. Government). A thriller of intense suspense, set in a

Kentish country house, a London town house, a Swiss hotel, and in Paris-

Few can compare with the author in creating an eerie atmosphere. The New

Beacon, London.

Talking Books

(These books are provided by the U. S. Government)

^

Allen, Hervey- Action at Aquila. 19r. 1937 AFB Read by Reynolds Evans.

Romance of the Civil war by the author of Anthony Adverse.

Bailey, Temple. The trumpeter swan. I5r. 1920 AFB Read by Joseph Holland. A

soldier while at the front loses the girl he left behind him. What happens

upon his return makes up this romance.

Brand, Max- Marbleface. lij.r . 1934 AFB Read by Warren Douglas, A prize fighter

loses the middle-weight championship and his subsequent career makes a good

western varn.
Bretz , Alioe. I begin again; foreword by F. Fraser Bond. 8r . 194° APH Read

by Terry Hayes. The author, a New York woman, lost her sight after a severe

illness. With charm and humor she describes her life, beginning just be-

fore her illness and bringing the chroniole up to the present. She tells

step by step how she achieved and maintained her cheerful philosophy under

her handicap. Book Review Digest.

Connolly, James E1 Out of Gloucester, llr. 1902 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach.

Short stories of fishermen.
Conrad, Joseph. The arrow of gold. lor. 1919 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach. A

curious absorbing tale, set in the seventies, concerned with the love story

of an English sea captain. Standard Catalog.
Coolidge, Dane. Yaqui drums. ?r . 194° AFB Read by William iviowry • "One of

the author's best western tales, than which there is no better, plumb full
of heroism, treachery, color, love and what not, with plenty of actual
thrills." Will Cuppy, N, Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Crothers, Rachel. When ladies meet. 4 r • AFB With cast. In same container
with Twelve Thousand, by Bruno Frank. "A young author, her publisher with
whom she is in love, his wife and a journalist are the main characters.
Rachel Crothers has a faculty for wise and witty talk and this is a warm
and entertaining play peopled with well-drawn characters." Theatre Arts.

Frank, Bruno. Twelve thousand; translated by William A. Drake. 3r • and When

ladies meet by Rachel Crothers. 4*" • AFB Both plays dramatized with oast.
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In Twelve Thousand the scene happens to be a small German principality at

the time of the American Revolution and the action happens to concern itself

with the happily frustrated efforts of a princeling to sell twelve thousand

of his subjects to the English king for service against the rebellious Ameri-

can colonies. The Nation.

Garland, Hamlin. Main-travelled roads. I8r . APH Read by Leland Brock. The

stories in this collection were written in the decade following I890 and

represent the reactions of a sensitive spirit to the grim realities of

pioneer farm life.

Glasgow, Ellen. Vein of iron. 2 parts. 21|r . 1935 AFB Read by Ann Tyrrell.

The vein of iron which endows the characters in this book is courage. The

scene is the Great Valley of Virginia during the years 1900 to 1932. and the

chief characters are members of the Fincastle family, descendants of the

original pioneer settlers. Book Review Digest.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The scarlet letter. 17r • 18.50 APH Read by Leland Brock.

A classic of Amerioan literature. A story of Puritan New England, its stern

morality, and the relentless workings of conscience in one who seeks to con-

ceal guilt and evade punishment, a. L. a. Catalog,

James, William. The philosophy of William James; introduction by H. M. Kallen.

I8r. AFB Read by Alwyn Bach. This represents a selection from the writings

and letters of William James, made to give some idea of his philosophy as a

whole in his own words and in convenient compass. A. L. A- Catalog.

Kyne, Peter B. The pride of Palomar . 20r. 1921 APH Read by George Walsh. This

is the story of how a young Californian saves his ranch from the clutches

of an American go-getter. The Japanese race problem is introduced.

Lamb, Harold. The crusades; iron men and saints. 19r. 1930 AFB Read by John

Knight. ,rThe fascination of the Cross is never lost for people who have

been subject to its influence in any form. The progress of the Cross to

Jerusalem is the story of the Crusades that thrilled us in our childhood and

later, in our history classes. Now it is retold with a wealth of narrative

power that should recapture the delight of our youth." Catholic World-

Lindbergh, Ann Morrow. Listenl the wind. llr. 1938 AFB Read by Gertrude

Onnen. Account of ten days of the 1933 survey flight taken by the author

and her husband for the purpose of studying air routes between Europe and

America. Book Review Digest.
Macaulay, Thomas Babington. Historical essays. l?r • AFB Read by John Knight.

Contents: History. Machiavelli. John Hampden. Lord Clive

.

Mills, John, a fugue in cycles and bels . llr. AFB 1935 Read by Alwyn Bach.

This book by an expert physicist and electrical engineer deals with the re-

lations between science and music, and particularly the influence of elec-

trical discoveries on the development of radio, phonographs, films, and the

music of the future. Book Review Digest.

Morrow, Mrs. Honore. "With malioe toward none. 17r • 1928 AFB Read by Alwyn

Bach. A sequel to "Forever free." This second Lincoln novel deals with

the last two years of the Civil war and is concerned chiefly with the con-

flict between Lincoln and Charles Sumner over reconstruction polioies.

Nock, Albert Jay. Jefferson. l6r . I926 AFB Read by Reynolds Evans. The

author says of his book that it "is not meant to be a biography of Mr.

Jefferson or to take the place of one. It is a mere study - a study in con-

duct and character." This conduct and character emerge singularly blame-

less from Mr. Nook's wholly detached and searching study which succeeds also

in showing the extraordinary variety of Jefferson's interests and attainments

Book Review Digest.
Plato. The works of Plato, translated by Benjamin Jowett; seleoted and edited by

Irwin Edman. Part I, 15r AFB Read by Alexander Scourby. Contents: In-

troduction. Lysis, on friendship. Euthyphro . Apology. Crito. Phaedo

.
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Plato wrote on philosophy, on social subjeots, and on government, develop-

ing ultimately a general theory of the state which defends the general

position borrowed from Socrates, that knowledge and clear thinking are the

only possible bases of good conduct.

Sabatini, Rafael. Captain Blood returns. 1.5 r. 1930 APH Read by Hugh Sutton.

A sequel to Captain Blood; episodes in the career of that famous pirate.

Sabatini, Rafael. The historical nights' entertainment; third series. l6r.

1938 AFB Read by John A. Willard. These historical mysteries include

twelve chapters. Among the subjects are Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, Lady

Jane Grey, Queen Elizabeth and the Earl of Essex, Lady Arabella Stuart,

Catherine d' Medici and the Guises, Henriette d'Angleterre, Christine of

Sweden and the murder of Monaldeschi, Maria-Theresa, Catherine of Russia

and Poniatowski, and Barras ' account of Napoleon's courtship of La

Montansier, Book Review Digest.
Wilson, Mrs. Edith Boiling, My memoir. 2 parts. 2?r. 1939 AFB Read by Ann

Tyrrell. Autobiography of the widow of Woodrow Wilson, giving a detailed

account of the last years of her husband's life. Book Review Digest.

"Her book must be accounted one of the more important, as it is one of the

more moving, personal documents in American history." Springfield Republi-

can.

A NEW BRAILLE CATALOG

The Library of Congress has recently published a catalog in braille (grade two)

of all braille publications provided by the U. S- Government since 1931* A limited

number of these catalogs have been placed in each of the twenty-seven regional

libraries to be distributed at the discretion of the librarian. If you wish one,

be sure to apply to your nearest library.

The catalog is well arranged for ready reference. A table of contents which forms

an alphabetical subject index is found at the beginning and an author and title

index at the end. It is complete in one large volume measuring about lij. inches

in height, 11-j? inches wide and a little over 3 inches thick. It is a good looking

brown volume, substantially bound in a combination of cloth and boards, and last,

but not least, it is a satisfactory job of embossing.

PANDA BOOKS

For the sake of the many new readers, a word about the panda books may be in order-

These are inexpensive books put out by the National Institute for the Blind, 224

Great Portland Street, London, price per volume only 12 pence or about 10 cents

in American money. They never exceed three volumes in length and have a spiral

binding which means that they open easily and lie flat. They are intended primarily

for the use of individuals and not for library purposes. However, the New York

Public Library at 137 West 25th Street, N . Y. C, is introducing tnem to American

readers and will lend them to readers in any state unless we find that other

libraries carry them. To buy them, you must send a money order to London immediate-

ly as no reserve stock is kept on hand and they are sold out quickly. To date,

these pandas continue to be published.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS

The librarian of the Detroit Public Library, 3&6l Trumbull Avenue, Detroit, Mich-

igan, announces for the second time that these pamphlets are brailled each month

in the Detroit library and the braille copies are circulated throughout the United

States. For further information concerning this service write to Mrs. Grace Lacey,

librarian, at the above address.

THE SEARCHLIGHT SHORT STORY CONTEST

Another short story contest is at hand. An award of $20 is offered for the best
original story and this year an additional award of $5.00 will be made for the

story reoeiving honorable mention, Here are the rules:

1. Contestants may select their own subjects but we would like to stress their
writing about scenes and characters with which they have some familiarity.
Love stories are eliminated from consideration.

'™: 2. Stories submitted should contain not less than 1,000 and not more than 2,000
words

.

3* The contestants must be under 18 years of age at the time they submit their
story which should be sent in either Typewriting or Braille to the Editor of

the Searchlight, c/o the Lighthouse, 111 East 59th Street, New York, N. Y.

4> Each contestant may submit only one story. The full name, home address, age,

date of mailing and school should be written clearly on the manuscript.
5- February 1st, 1941 i- s the closing date for receipt of stories. Announcement

of awards will be made in the June number of the Searchlight.

THE WINSTON CHURCHILLS. From The New Yorker, June, 1940.

Winston Churchill, the American writer, and Winston Churchill, the British
Prime Minister, have been the subject of mild confusion, off and on, for forty-
odd years. At the moment, the British Churchill dominates the attention of the
public, but the American Churchill is on the point of publishing his first book
in twenty-three years — it's called "The Uncharted i/K'ay," and is described by
the publishers as a psychological analysis of Christianity— and the old trouble
is likely to crop up again. Let's see what we can do to distinguish between them.

To begin with, they are not related. The Amerioan Winston Churchill was
born in St. Louis in 1871 , and is directly descended from John Churchill, one of
the Pilgrim Fathers. The Britisher was born three years later, at Blenheim Cas-
tle, his grandfather's country seat. His father was the third son of the seventh
Duke of Marlborough, and his mother the daughter of Leonard Jerome, a New Yorker
who seventy years ago was a part owner of the New York Times. He founded two
old-time local race courses, Jerome Park and that of the Coney Island Jockey Club.
The American graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 1894 » &n(A began to
write. The Britisher graduated from Sandhurst, the English West Point, a year
later, and also began to write. The Yankee has since written eleven books, in-
cluding the novel "Richard Carvel," of which only the most recent is non-fiction;
the other Churchill has sixteen to his credit, with only one novel among them.
This is a Graustarkish piece of work, published in 1900, entitled "Savrola: A
Tale of Revolution in Laurania." We have looked at it, and cannot recommend it.

His best-known work is "The World Crisis," issued in four volumes between 1923 and
1929- The American's best-selling number was "The Inside of the Cup," published
in 1913

•

Our Churchill is tall, tweedy, and pipe-smoking, and has lived quietly in
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Cornish, New Hampshire, for many years. The political Churchill, stout, choleric,

cigar-smoking, has lived in Kent and in London, never quietly. The pair got

acquainted early in their careers, when the British Churchill wrote the American,

suggesting that as they had the same name and were both writers, one of them had

"better change. Our Churchill politely replied that it was a good idea, but that

he was the senior, so it wasn't up to him to change. The other Churchill conceded

the justice of this, and from then on signed his works "Winston S. Churchill." The

"S." is for Spencer. It didn't help much, though Winston Churchill gave Winston

S. Churchill a dinner in Boston in 1903. and Winston S. Churchill returned the

courtesy seven years later in the House of Commons. In 1923 they both were dinner

guests at No. 10 Downing Street, Both Churohills are in complete agreement as to

the Prime Minister's war policies. The English Churchill's iimerican grandfather

had eight brothers, and there must be dozens of American relatives about. In just

a few minutes last Saturday we got track of five second cousins s Howard J. Hildt,

of 955 Lenox Avenue; William Travers Jerome, of Bennington, Vermont; Mrs. Raeburn

Parker, of Tuxedo Park; Mrs. Loomis L. White, of Shrewsbury, New Jersey; and Miss

Jessie Fanshawe , of the Waldorf-Astoria. The Jerome mentioned is the son of

District Attorney Dewey's famous predecessor, who was a first cousin of Churchill's

mother.
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BRAILLE BOOK REVIEW, NOVEMBER, 1940

Book Announcements

Press Made Braille Books

(All press made books here noted are provided by the Federal Government and are in

grade 2 unless otherwise indicated. Copies of these A*"*-"* «W**«*
*°f'

*"

placed in the twenty-seven regional libraries which serve the bl nd ^
these libraries appears regularly in the January and June numbers of this magazine.

Readers are required to borrow hooks from the nearest library whenever possible)

Ballon. Jenny. Period piece; Ella Wheeler Wilcox and her times. 2v. 1940 OPH

Study of the life and times of Ella Wheeler Wilcox, whose "poems of passion-

fere read and enjoyed by thousands during the late nineteenth and early twentieth

opnturies. Book Review Digest.

"Comb ning the often incompatible qualities of wit, sympathetic imagination and

criticismT Miss Ballou has delightfully recreated an epoch and a personality.

N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Barker, E. C, H. 3. Commager and W . P . Webb. The building of our nation. 3t.

1937 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

n + « LlZZ rhatfield. The floor of heaven. 2v . 1940 BIA At twenty-five
B

^hanna Fa r ma d and her husband took her to live on Speedwell, a lonely

! land seven miles off the New England coast. There was a mystery about Ben

Fair, and the peculiarities of his nature became more and more manifest as

thrpp vpars went bv . Book Review Digest.

^JlTa Lrde/offstage, a suicide, a hurricane but on the who e this is

a story with more atmosphere than action, more mood than plot. Vivid and sus

BlackfKftnler Tanners for moderns . lv . Grade H APH (Not provided by the

J^rrt.^ of glory. 3v. 1940 BIA A novel laic
l
in^iana

The aristocratic Larnes living in graceful poverty and the affluent but Plebian

Up Johns are the chief characters. It is a fine love story told with charm and

Broome?^'., and E. W. Adams. Conduct and citizenship; revised version. **.

1935 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

Casner, Mabel B., and R. H. Gabriel. The rise of American democracy, llv. 1931

APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government) .

Chiang Kai-Shek. Madame. This is our China. 2v. 1940 CPH A volume of miscel-

laneous articles by the American educated wife of China's generalissimo. Book

^cause'cfter ability to put her personality on paper in the English tongue

the reader of this book will have an opportunity to get on really intimate terms

with the most remarkable woman that modern China has produced and will surely

find the experience a pleasant one." N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Christie, Agatha. And then there were none . 2v. 1939 CPH "The whole thing is

utterly impossible and utterly fascinating. It is the most baffling mystery

that Agatha Christie has ever written, and if any other writer has ever sur-

passed it for sheer puzzlement the name escapes our memory. We are referring,

of course, to mysteries that have logical explanations, as this one has. It is

a tall story, to be sure, but it could have happened." Isaac Anderson, N. I.

Times. . . . ,

Coy, 0. C Our home state California; our world and ourselves series. lv
.

Grade

l£ 1934 APH (Not provided by the U . S- Government)
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Dalgliesh, Alice. America travels; the story of a hundred years of t avel in

America. It- Grade li 1933 APH (Not provided by the U .
S- Government)

Daniels Jonathan. A southerner discovers New England .
3v

.
1940 APH Study of

pre e economic conditions in New England, as the author saw them during

a trip which included each of the states and all conditions of living- He

trave^elslowly stopped often to get the feeling of the coun ry an ha
s

in-

terpreted New England to itself, and has shown its relation to the rest

n^,V^-Ji£?22X^- - *-» -H <**—d by the

Edmonds!«t™at. ChadHanna. 6v. 1»0 OPH ™.^J^^
Z hi - d tavern, and joins a traveling cirous, Book Revxew Digest.

^dies and gentlemen, here is 'Chad Hanna, I unparalleled nove about the oxrous

by that unsurpassed master of fiction about the Brie Canal, Walter D. Edmonds.

You'll read it and weep; you'll read it and laugh; you'll read £ and ««.
Put look and ohain on it for if ever a book was designed to be begged, borrowed

^ ,t«l»n this is it." N. I. Herald-Tribune Books.

Faus" Olive" C! Tna pianoforte tuner's pocket companion compiled from his lec-

tures, lv. APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

Grosiean! W. H. Travaillons I Workbook for the "new Chardenal"
. 3 pamphlets.

Grade 1* 1932 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government}

Hayes, C J- H. Ancient history. ?v. 1929 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Govern-

Isely!

n
Bli s s, and W. M. Richards. Four centuries in Kansas. 4*« Grade ** **E

Jchnsof cThc^ I^ied ndTanSra^tha lives and adventures of Martin and Osa

Johnson! 4T 1940 BIA The story of a brief courtship and a runaway marriage

ofa pair of Kansas youngsters is followed by an account of their traveled

adventures in the South Seas, Borneo, and Africa, making the films that made

them famous-Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson. Book Review Digest. ,„,„_„
"•I Married Adventure," will delight the rocking-chair-travelers and explorers

and revive the urge in those who have wandered along the byways." Linton Wells,

Saturday Review of Literature. nrovided
Langdon-Davies, John. Fifth column- lv, NIB Braille panda no. 30. (Not prodded

by the U. S. Government) A journalist of worldwide experience deals with the

facts of the Fifth Column phenomenon and tells us how to prepare so that we need

not fear Hitler's favourite weapon.

Leaf, Munro.. Manners can be fun. lv . Grade tf APH (Not provided by the U. S.

Government) _ iai,n rta
Lockridge, Frances, and Richard Lockridge. The Norths meet murder. 2v

. 1940 BIA

Detective story. . . , , ,,

"The murderer is fairly obvious, nor is his alibi ever very convincing, but the

book's excellent characterization and the humour of the writing make it a real

success." Manchester Guardian.
.

McGraw, H. W., editor. Prose and poetry of America; including a hi story of American

1934 APH (Not provided by the D. S. Government)

Prose and poetry of England; including a history of English

1934 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

Prose and poetry; for enjoyment; including a story of liter-

(Not provided by the U.S. Government)

nos. 1 to 6. 2v. NIB Braille panda no. 31 •
(Not provided

literature. 14v •

McGraw, H. W., editor

literature. l6v.

McGraw, H. W. , editor

ature . 14v . APH

Macmillan war pamphlets

by the U. S. Government) Excellent booklets on topics of the hour by well-known





authorities, comprising -Let there be liberty," by A. P. Herbert, "War with

honour," by A. A. Milne, "Nordic twilight," by E. II. Forster, "The crocked

cross," by the Dean of Chichester," Nazi and Nazarene," by Ronald Knox, and

"When I remember," by J. R. Clynes.
native son

McGuire, Paul. Australia; her heritage, her future. 4v
. 1939 CPH A native son

of Australia, now a successful novelist and journalist, writes of the history,

geography, economic and social conditions of the country, with sympathy and

undemanding but with honest criticism and some doleful prophesies concerning

the future.

Merriam, Charles Edward. Prologue to politics, lv
. 1939 Atti.

Mozart. J. C W. A. For biography of see entry under Wheeler.

Ckfiraham. Through ChinaVs wall. 3v . 1940 HMP Graham Peck a young American

Irtist traveler,"landed in China in January, 1936, expecting to spend two or

tLee weeks there as the first step in a trip around the world. Instead, he

stayed on six months in Peking, penetrated the Gobi desert, spent six weeks in

a yurt with a Mongol family, and set off by Christmas
f
or Szeohuan Province «d

China's far west. He also went to Indo-China and the borders of Tibet, sketch-

ing the tribesmen, and returned to Peking just before the city was taken by the

Japanese. These are unusually fresh travel observations. Book Review Digest

Rolland, Remain. Michelangelo. 2v. Graded ARC Garin process. (Not provided

by the U. S. Government) An unbiased and illuminative biography of this

versatile artist of the Renaissance. It has been well translated from the

French and is entertaining. . .

Rugg, Harold Ordway. Community and national life, book one: Citizenship and eivle

Affairs. 8v. "uradeli 1940 APH (Not provided by the U. S .
Government)

Sandburg, Carl. Abraham Linooln, the war years ,
Book two. 9v. 1939 APH An

exhaustive study of the life of Lineoln from the point where the author's

Ibraham Lineoln! the Prairie Years left off to his assassination and death.

The biography constitutes as well a history of the United States during those

years. Book Review Digest. „.;,»„»,

^There has probably never been such a summoning of witnesses before in American

literature or law/no such marshalling of incident, such sifting of rumor, such

collecting of evidence, eye-witness and hearsay, as the author here produce .

What peopfe said about Lincoln, what they saw him do, what they heard he said

and diT-lt is all here, as detailed as Dostoievsky, as American as Mark Twain."

M. Y. Herald-Tribune Books. , , .

Sapi ha! Virgilia. Polish prof ile . 2v . 1940 APH The author of this hook is an

American woman, who when a student in Grenoble met and fell in love with a

Polish prince. Several years later, in spite of family objections, they were

married and this book is chiefly an account of the author's experiences in

Poland, her adjustment to a feudal society, and finally of tne coming of war

and flizht across the border. Book Review Digest.

"Vir K ilia Peterson Ross Sapieha tells her story well and freshly; it is a

poignant and intimately personal picture of a dying world. Lewis Gannett,

Shut^rNeviirpseuaonym. An old captivity. *r. 1940 BIA The story of a young

Scottish aviator who pilots a seaplane to Greenland, where his passengers, an

English archeologist and his daughter, study ancient ruins. The second part of

the book describes the pilot's vidid dream of olden days, when he and a young

girl, resembling his feminine passenger, took part in Leif Ericson's explorations.

Book Review Digest.
'

"Written in a simple, straightforward manner combining problems of a twentieth

century exploration trip with a mystical element that reminds one of Jack London s

Star Rover or H. Rider Haggard's Allan Quartermain. For young people and adults;
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popular, although aviation terms arc English rather than American.- J- A.

Sehon, Library Journal.
ta aoc0unt of the author 's experiences

™jfi&£r*£\ trip t^n/over China's famous -£»»££ •«£„
the province of Yun-Han and into Burma. During his travels Mr. Smith oolleotett

net only Photographs and moving pictures but also a great variety of tales, told

him by chance acquaintances, and many of these are retold i> hi. took. Book

Review Digest. Delightful sketches con-
Struther, Jan, pseudonym. Mrs. Miniver, lv. 1940 APH Dellgnriui

s

cerning Mrs. Miniver, an- English woman, and her family. "Mrs. Miniver is one

of thole rare characters in fiction whose hold on life is so strong that one

daily expects to meet her on the street." From the London Times.

"Mrs Miniver is sprightly yet sensitive, intelligent yet gay, humorous yet

svmp;the?ic. iou will quote her afterward." N. I. Herald-Tribune Books.

TaPPer?
P
Thomas! FIrst yearVrmony ; revised edition. 2v . 1936 APH (Hot provided

Ta^^.'^W^elpered listener. *. 1940 CPH This book is based on
Tayl

?h; Cher's broadcast talks during the intermissions in the Sunday a ternoon

concerts of the New York Philharmonic Symphony orchestra £1937-1939} and on

articles previously published in various magazines. The book is divided
_

into

Sree sections. The'firat, The Makers, is devoted to discussions of -sic in

the abstract, and from the point of view of the composer. In the second, the

Givers we ds cuss music with particular reference to its performers and in-

t7Zll7s The third section! The Hearers, is written largely from the point

of view of those who listen to it." From the Introduction.

Wheeler, Opal, and Sybil Deucher . Mozart the wonder boy. lv
.

Grade 1 E 1934 APH

Not provided by the U. S. Government) The story of Mozart and his musical

achievements in his childhood and youth. Book Review Digest.

"A skilfully written account of the great musician's childhood. This was, in

deed! almost as marvelous as a fairy tale and will satisfy cravings for the

wondrous and the colorful." Commonwealth.

WilsZwilliam Edward. The Wabash. 3v . 1940 CPH History, legend, anecdote and

olograph cal sketches of the Wabash river in Indiana and the men and women who

havfmade the Hoosier state famous. One section of the book contains the story

of Abraham Lincoln in fictionized form. Book Review Digest.

Wissler7 Clark, Indians of the United States ; four centuries of their history and

cullure 3v. 1940 APH The curator of anthropology in the American Museum of

Natural History deals with the Indian during the frontier period of United

States history. The book is in three parts, a sketch of prehistoric Indian life

in America; a detailed account of the great Indian families and their subdivision,

a description of Indian life today and of the contribution of the Indians to our

culture. Book Review Digest. m^™
Wright, Muriel H. Our Oklahoma. j>v. 1939 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Govern-

ment

)

,,,-,•-, i„
Zeller. E. A. Phoebe's Christmas Eve; a short play for the holiday season, lv.

Grade li 1929 APH Price l$i (Not provided by the U.S. Government)

Talking Books

(These books are provided by the U. S. Government)

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich. The stories of Anton Chekhov; edited by Robert N. Lin-

scott. 2 parts. 21r. AFB Read by John Knight. Chekhov's stories "are very

short, almost miniatures. For the most part, they are. elegant trifles, worked
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cut with painstaking care. The author is not interested in outlining the

details, but the picture that he has sparingly conjured up stands out !«•-

likeX is always in a hurry to observe and tell. Therefore the brevity and

quality of his siories. His stories seldom exceed ten pages in length, while

some do not exceed four. They constitute a series of sketches, of -Ui**"M

of real value, among which can be found some real gems." The Bookman s Manual.

Biggefs EarlDerr. Charlie Chan carries on. 15r - 1930 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach.
SS
"lnpectr Charlie Chan, the Chinese detective, takes over *e investigation of

a murder in a personally conducted round-the-world party from I^oector Duff.

who, along with one of his assistants, has been shot by a criminal with three

other reoLt notches in his gun. and delivers said criminal to the police when

the oartv reaches San Francisco." Outlook.

Dickens, Charles. David Copperfield. 4 parts . *8r , APH Read by Hugh Button

"Acknowledged to he Dickens' masterpiece and regarded hy himself as his best

work. The hero's experiences relate to the author's early life. The novel

abounds in unique characters exemplifying Dickens' peculiar genius of character

oreation." Pratt Alcove. , ,

Gardner, Erie Stanley. The case of the perjured parrot. 10r. 1939 AFBJ^f
John A. Willard. A detective story. A speedy yarn, one of Perry Mason s best

r»«<?£><; W. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Goudge llizabeth. The bird in the tree. Wr f 1940 APH Read by Bur Blackwel 1.

The New York Times calls this a "completely satisfying book." It is a present

day love story with the southern coast of England as a background.

"Se characters in this novel are well portrayed, and the story is **>-•**
without humor. With her austerity Miss Goudge combines a lovely sen

^ ^
awareness. You will love this Hampshire coast, the little village and above

all, the kind old house. David and Nadine act out their touching story, but

what matters most is that forgotten stretch of marshland, where a man s spirit

may rest and grow whole again." Boston Transcript.

Lincoln, Joseph C, and Freeman Lincoln, The Ownley inn. tfr. 1939 1FJ Read by

Alwyn Bach. Mystery story. "A happy combination of maturity and youthful ex

uberance, of humor and sentiment, nicely calculated and expertly executed.

Maugham! WaUam Somerset. Books and you. *r . 1939 APH Read ^eland Brooks.

This book is in container with Fenrod, by Booth Tarkmgton. "Books and you is

a collection of three essays on books and reading which first appeared in the

Saturday Review of Literature. They contain discussions of literary master-

pieces of English authors, Continental authors in translation and American

Rosman^lice Grant. Visitors to Hugo. l3 r . 1928 AFB Read by John Knight. Hugo

was Separately injured in an automobile accident. When he wakes to consciousness

he finds himself a permanent invalid; his best friend is in jail and Hugo S

father, whom he adores, never comes near the sick-room. Things are as dark as

possible. But little Bunny Molyneux becomes Hugo's frequent visitor and the

two cook up a scheme that brightens the horizon for everybody. A. L. A- Booklist.

"An engaging tale of young people in London. The plot is simple but original

a! ingeniously handled, "ihe characters are attractive, the dialogue natural

and amusing, and there is a nice balance of tenderness and mirth in the story,

actual chuckles, unless you are blase, sniffles, unless you are hard-boiled.

F. L. Robbins, Outlook. . ,

Sandburg, Carl. Selected poems , edited by Rebecca West .
lOr

. 1 926 AFB Read by

Wesley Addy . "Rebecca West's introduction on Carl Sandburg and Chicago is

worth reading as an English commentary on America. The poems are well_ chosen

and the whole is a good representative volume for a library." Wisconsin Bul-

letin.
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-There is a breadth of emotion in the smallest of the fragments; an amplitude,

recognizably American i,.range *«^^?£^ ' A fantasy

^Sh 1/^ aS^t.
^"^

'

6afe
B
ty,"eau^ wisdom and wit, for those

who will read it as it is written A^L- A. Catalog
Bookg ^ ^

Tarkington, Booth. Penrod. 13r. ^ *
J amusi

by Somerset Maugham is in same container. Penrod "a
eleven. N.Y.

for adults of the pranks and experiences of a mischievous boy of eleven.

State Library.

NYPL Delightful literary reminis-

rose. 4v. NYPL Story of a girl

Hand-copied Books

ft H.llUtof recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to

t^lfcatLnTf nlH^efbooks. Unless otherwise noted, these books are m grade

li)

Bailev, Temple. Contrary Mary . 5v . NLB, Sacramento. Fiction.

Sle. Enchanted ground. 4*. NLB Fiction. Available m grade 2

.

Bailey, Temple. I've been to London. >< NLB Fiction.

see: a

1

^; R!r^"g:^ js^-jsk- -« .*„.
3v. 1939 NYPL ^wripncps - some happy, some sad,

Crow, Carl. Four hundred million customers; **e ®xPe"enoe °
T

**** * ^
of an American in China and what they taught him. £. NYPL

Ford, Ford Madox- A little less than gods. 6v .
St. Louis. bicxion.

Ford, Ford Madox . It was the nightingale. 6v

.

oenses.

Gale, Elizabeth. Katrina Van Ost and the silver

who came to Manhattan from Holland in I638.

Henderson, Louise T. Airplanes, lv .
NLB

Hill 1 F- T. Thirteenth juror. 2v .
St. Louis.

Hills, E. C.i and Mathurin Dondo . La France.

Louisville, Ky

.

Hilton, James. What Mr . Chips taught me
.

lv.

Holzworth, C Em and Price, W. R. Second year French,

APH, Louisville, Ky.

Hoover, J. E- Persons in hiding. 5v
.

LC

Houlh E The Kirl at the Halfway House. > St. Louis. Fiction,
nougn, &* ine gxxx a.t,

7 ' , « + rnui<! Fiction. The motives that

^Z'JtJ^ TBd?Z^^^\AZJl'JZl; L»rt Osmond ^ .un*!*

ajSXS! iLt^" ^^ ZXS^toi - ^ns, 3MP-

building family.

Johnston, Mary. Hagar . 6v . St. Louis. Fiction.

Tmme P W. Old Irish folk music and songs, bv
.

LU

JSKU. Gottfried. Kleider ^chen Leute . 4v. Students' Library, APH, Lou^lle,

Ky

.

Kin*, B. The break of day. 5t. St. Louis., Fiction.

Kyne, P. B. Understanding heart. 6v . Cleveland, St .
Louis

.
Biction.

Lagerlof, Salma . The treasure. 2v .
Sacramento.

Lea, Fanny Heaslip- Summer people. fr .
Indianapolis, NLB.

Lansing, Bernard. Adolph Hitler. lv .
Detroit.

Fiction.
Students

'

4v

Atlanta

Library, APH,

5v. Students' Library,
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Leroux, Gaston.

Fiction.

Leroux, Gaston.

Lewis, Sinclair

Lincoln, J. C.

Lincoln, N« S.

Lincoln, N. S.

Lindsay, N. A. W. Mr

Lipton, Sir Thomas J.

El misterio del cuarto Amarillo. Spanish text. 6v
.

NLB

The son of three fathers. 6v . St. Louis. Fiction.

AnnVickers. f*. LC, St. Louis. Fiction.

All alongshore. 9v . St. Louis- Fiction.

Marked cancelled .« 4v\ St. Louis. Fiction.

The secret of Mohawk Pond. 4v . St. Louis. Fiction.

Gresham and Olympus • $v. St. Louis. Fiction

Lipton' s autobiography. 4v. Philadelphia.

Locke, W. J- Jaffery. 6v . St. Louis. Fiction.

London, J. The star rover . 6v . St
.
Louis

.

Fiction.
This is also a

Mannes, David. Music is my faith. 3v. NYPL An ™*WWPg- T^r

"
valuable picture of musical life in New York for the last fifty years.

McCann, Rebecca. Cheerful cherub. 4*. Indianapolis. Short poems

.

McEvoy, J. W. Father meets son. lv .
NLB Fiction.

Mothers' day in prose and poetry, lv .
Indianapolis.

Niefer, Carrie B. How Jimmy came through, lv. NLB

O'Donnell, Mabel. If I were going. 4v .
Indianapolis.

Plamer, Elizabeth. Give me a river . 2v. Indianapolis.

PoT-irpr Dorothv. Short stories, lv. Detroit.I™," Lester. Books in black or red. 3v ^^ £ ^or
some delightful chapters on Literary Hoaxes, Dime Novels, and The Searcn

Curious Books. n„4i/i
Peters, M. C Wit and wisdom of the Talmud. 2v

.
N- Y. Guild.

Pratt Carroll C The logic of modern psychology. 3v. Nirii

r Cnad^ Trees. V- NLB A novel of a pioneer fa.iy,nOhl o whl ch has

. +. *•«,. -;+- i <= tVip qtorv of Western settlement.
a genuine epic import for it is tne sxory ox

Romains, Jules. Verdun, llv. NLB History.

Ross, Margaret I. White wind. 3v. NYPL Fiction.

Seaman, Augusta Huiell . When a cobbler ruled a king

Sherriff , Robert. The fortnight in September. 7v.

of a vacation by the sea.

Stevens, Barbara B. Walk humbly. 8v
.

NLB

Streatfield, Noel. Circus shoes . 7v .
Indianapolis.

Talbot, Ethel. Story natural history. 5v .
Indianapolis.

Thackeray, Wm. M. The Virginians . 22v. NLB Fiction.

Thomas, Margaret Loring. Pack train steamboat. 3v
;

Indianapolis.

Thompson, Mary Wolf. Highway past her door. $? .
Indianapolis.

Tully, Jim. Circus parade. 3v . Philadelphia. Fiction.

Wagner, Richard. Tannhauser, libretto with principal arias m braille music lv

.

WerfeT!
L
Franz . Twilight of a world . >• Jewish Braille Library. Two stories

from the collection published under this title.

Wing, Paul. "Take it away" Sam'. 6v. Indianapolis.

Woodward, W. E. A new American history. 21v. NLB History.

, 3v. NYPL Fiction.

LC, NLB, NYPL Amusing story
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THIS 13 OUR CHINA, BY MADAME CHIANG KAI-SHEK.
PTTDtrDT

A REVIEW TAKEN IN PART FROM THE NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE BOOKS, BY RODNEY GILBERT.

Because of her ability to put her personality on paper in <*»«"£ *°^c '

the reader of this book will have an opportunity to get on really intimate terms

with"he most remarkable woman that modern China has produced and wil sure y find

thp Pxoerience a pleasant one. The book has undoubtedly been published to interest

h c^denTand "particularly the American people in China's **^J*£«*^
aggression; and though there is much forceful argument in some of it and ™*£*
whatever about the Japanese or the war in big sections of it

,

its best "™£
the cause will undoubtedly be one which the authoress »««£•£ fLvoted woman,
foreseen, namely that in the thick of this ghastly conflict there is a devoted woman,

n y sincere, amazingly competent and yet thoroughly feminine who deserve help.

The first section of the book, on "what China is thinking today, was probably

the last written and is the most pertinent to China's present situation. " "
designed to show why China- s cause is the cause of the democracies and why China s

TelZl, convinced L they are that the democracies have not done what hey h uld

to encourage China and discourage Japan, still feel that J*™"
aoun ry

this ordeal and if the democracies themselves survive, China's destiny will

the democracies. ^ ^^ ^ ^ chinese feel that the United States

as a nation has done enough for China to deserve that nation's tearful gratitude.

Madame Chiang does not pretend to think that this country, or any other of the

democracies, has discharged its obligations under the nine-power treaty, or that

the United States can advance any good excuse for selling Japan suppUes essential

to wholesale aerial slaughter of non-combatants. Madame Chiang writes in her first

'

"
l

"
!

A large section of our thinking people cannot comprehend why the

democratic governments still fear to express themselves in practical

terms to Japan on the question of her infamies and inhumanities

Could we, left alone as we were, be blamed for feeling that, while

the aggressor nations had openly challenged civilization, the democracies

were quite indifferent to its fate? What conclusion do you think we

could draw from the knowledge that the great United States was supplying

Japan with all the gasoline, oil and materials she needed to enable her

to continue to send her airplanes and her mechanized forces about our

land to blast the lives out of our people and to raze our homes to the

earth? j. •

Some of the pleasantest reading in this book is to be found in the section

entitled "Leaves from a Book of Travels," a series of letters written by Madame

Chiang to the pupils in a school for the orphans of revolutionary soldiers -

one of the by-products of her enormous energy. There is some very fine writing

chapter on her personal religion, and a lot of sly, whimsical humor In the short

story about "Little Sister Su.« The literary wares offered are, indeed, in such

variety that there is no space here to list them.
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THE LITERARY CAPITAL

From Wilson Library Bulletin. September 1940

0)

S^.^*^" o/tbe i. is bound to^P^^^rU.
culture. Probably at no time m our history, not excepting MMM* g

fp/times

prizing liberty ana pursuing ui»w* ^ ,, .
ff +hpt the future holds can re-

noble traditions of imagination and love, nothing that the

deem its emptiness.
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BRAILS BOOK REVIEW, DECEMBER, 1940

•

Book Announcements
Press Made Braille Books

(All press made books here noted are provided by the Federal Government and are in

grade 2 unless otherwise indicated. Copies of these Government supplied books are

placed in the twenty-seven regional libraries which serve the blind. A list of

these libraries appears regularly in the January and June numbers of this magazine.

Readers are required to borrow books from the nearest library whenever possible)

Address guidebook for the blind, 1940, compiled by Margaret Green and L. W.

Rodenberg. This is in both braille and inkprint editions. The braille copy

is sold for 40^ by the Illinois School for the Blind. It is in grade 2 and

in one volume. The inkprint copy is sold for 20$/ by the American Printing

House. Postage included in both prices.

Allen, Frederick Lewis. Since yesterday; the nineteen-thirties in America, Septem-

ber 3, 1929-September 3, 1939. 4v 1940 CPH Rapid retrospect of the decade

from September 3, I929 , when the great bull market reached its peak, to

September 3, 1939 > when England declared war on Germany. Since the years

covered are those of the Great Depression, the chronicle contains more poli-

tics and economics and less of manners and customs and the arts than the

author's previous volume, Only Yesterday, but the human and lighter side is

not slighted.

"Mr. Allen's shining service is to recall the things that have blurred equally

with those that have stuck in memory. No one else does this sort of thing so

well. One would predict for this book a sound success and long survival. Its

basic merits are honesty, good nature, detachment without indifference, a keen

eye for survival in news values. Somehow it conveys the impression of the

American people telling their own story in autobiographical form."

R. L. Duffus, N. Y. Times.

Arnim, M. A. B., Countess. Mr. Skeffington. 3v 1939 HMP A novel concerning a

lady of fifty, a once famous beauty, who suddenly woke to the fact that her

beauty was fading.

"A story deliciously light and courageously penetrating, broad in reach and

ironic in wisdom, delicately echoing alike in laughter and tenderness. It is

scarcely necessary to point out that this is an entrancingly witty novel."

Katherine Woods, N. Y. Times.

Catalog: Third supplementary list of books embossed in braille and published for

the blind by the National Institute for the Blind, London. January I940 lv

NIB In NYPL (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

Cheyney, Peter. Another little drink. 3v NIB Braille panda no. 32 (Not pro-

vided by the U. S. Government) This first-class detective story has speed,

sparkling dialogue, tense climaxes, and impertinent situations. It is up-to-

date, bang in the black-out, sauve , sliok, and if you like it, you will prompt-

ly paroh for another little drink from the same writer. The New Beacon.

Corbett, Elizabeth F. The queen's holiday. 2v 1940 BIA A Graustarkian romance

Queen Elsa, last of the royal house of Leucadia, is taken to America by a

gruff guardian to save her from the consequences of the revolution. A young

real estate man comes to the rescue when Elsa is in difficulty and stays to be

her protector. Book Review Digest.

"The Queen's Holiday is unblushingly escapist and Elizabeth Corbett doesn't

pretend otherwise." Lisle Bell, N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Cradit, R. V. Bookkeeping for personal and business use. l\.v 1937 APH (Not pro-

vided by the U. S. Government)
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Cradit, R. V. Lessons in bookkeeping with forms; a workbook to accompany "Book-

keeping for personal and business use." APH (Not provided by the U. S.

Government) The lessons are in paper covered pamphlets. The forms are on

single sheets

.

Jean, Sally L.i and Grace T- Hallock. Spending the day in China, Japan and the

Philippines. 2v Grade l£ 1932 APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

De la Roche, Mazo . Whiteoak heritage. 3v 1940 APH Chronologically this volume

in the Jalna saga begins in 1919. just as Renny returns from the War and

oovers the time between the two books Young Renny and Jalna. Book Review

Digest

.

"There is a stability about the Whiteoaks which is really something sound to

tie to in an uncertain fictional world. They will never let you in, for their

self-sufficiency is complete. Yet we for one are perfectly willing to sit on

the side-lines, waiting to applaud whenever a Jalna book steps out." Boston

Transcript

.

Holdridge, Desmond. End of the river. 2v 1940 BIA A young Indian boy from a

remote civilization in the South American mountains is driven by circumstances

into the- civilization of the lowlands. He finds ill treatment and injustice,

a friend or two, and a love, but in the end disaster overtakes him. Book Re-

view Digest.

Jones, Nard. Swift flows the river. 5v 1940 BIA Pioneer days on the Columbia

river forms the background for this story of Caleb Paige. Book Review Digest.

"Perhaps not one of a thousand prospective readers for Mr. Jones's novel has

even seen or will ever see the Columbia. Yet not one of these will finish the

book without coming to feel that he knows the river and its history, that he

has--through Mr. Jones's thorough craftsmanship and evident affection for his

theme--got the "feel' of the Columbia and the men who helped to make a great

state out of the wilderness along the Columbia's banks." J. H. Jackson,

N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Kimmel, Stanley P. The mad Booths of Maryland. 4v 1940 CPH Long, detailed

chronicle of the famous acting family, the Booths, giving an account of their

European background, as well as their lives in this country. The author has

spend several years gathering his evidence and provides some new lights on the

various members of the family, based upon his findings. Book Review Digest.

"The author is primarily interested in the Booths from a psychological and his-

torical standpoint which leaves small space for any discussion of dramatic in-

terpretation. Many years have obviously been spent in the collection of

source material and no time has been wasted in romancing this straightforward

and authenticated record on heredity through three generations. Its value is

definitely in this category and as Americans rather than literature." E. V.

Wyatt, Commonweal

.

Kirk, J. G. , H. B. Buckley and M. A. Waesche. Introduction to business, third edi-

tion. 7v I938 Grade 1$ APH (Not provided by the U. S. Government)

Lambert, Mrs. Clara B. Talking wires . lv Grade l£ 1935 APH (Not provided by

the U. S. Government) The story of the telephone from its beginnings, simply

written. It includes anecdotes of the use of the telephone in time of need.

The accuracy of the record has been vouched for by the New York Telephone Com-

pany.
McFee, William. Watch below; a reconstruction in narrative form of the golden age

of steam when coal took the place of wind and the tramp steamer's smoke cover-

ed the seven seas. 4v I94O CPH Partly fiction, partly autobiography, this

book is primarily concerned with the life led by men on the old tramp steamers

which in the first years of the twentieth century carried English coal into

many ports picking up return cargos where they found them. Book Review Digest

"Going back to 'Casuals' I am beginning to think that William McFee is one of
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the truly shrewd and seasoned minds I know in hooks . For I know already that

•Watch Below' is not only a readable account of the transition period in

steam: it is the wisest and straightest and most thorough analysis of the life

of ships and the men in them that was ever written. There is more romance in

the level truth, those rare times you find it all complete, than you will dis-

cover in the wildest and most breathless romance as long as you live." Otis

Ferguson, New Republic.

Millis, Walter. Why Europe fights. 2v 1940 BIA A review of Europe's economic

and political history during the twenty-one years which intervened between the

close of one Great war and the beginning of the second.

"Mr . Millis has written a book which will save you a lot of time and trouble

if you are looking for a concise, compact, not-too-deep history of Europe

since 1919- It manages somehow to compress into one volume a story which you

might have thought could not be told--and before Millis it has not been

told--in less than a dozen books." Norman Cousins, Current History & Forum.

"Walter Millis, of the editorial staff of the New York Herald-Tribune, wrote

hilariously (in 1931) of 'The Martial Spirit' with which we went to war with

Spain in I898 , the year before he was born. He wrote ironically (in 1935) °f

the 'Road to War' we followed in I9I8, when he was a Yale undergraduate. Now

he writes with an almost incredibly cool and balanced objectivity 'Why Europe

Fights.' I know no better primer on the background of this war." Lewis

Gannett, Boston Transcript.

N. B. C. music appreciation hour, 1940-1941- Conducted by Walter Damrosch. Stu-

dents' work books, series A, B, C, D. Prepared by Walter Damrosch and

Lawrence Abbott. 4 pamphlets. ARC
Sandburg, Carl. Abraham Lincoln: the war years, with letters and documents. Book

III 9v APH This completes Sandburg's biography of Lincoln. The first part

under the title, Lincoln: the prairie years, is in 14 braille volumes. This

was published several years ago. The second part entitled, Lincoln: the war

years, is in 27 volumes, making a total of 41 volumes. This sets a new high

as the longest book ever published in braille so far as we know.

Talking Books
(These books are provided by the U. S. Government)

Bristow, Gwen. Deep summer. 2 parts 22r 1937 AFB Read by Alexander Scourby.

A story of Louisiana in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The

heroine is Judith Sheramy, daughter of Puritan Connecticut farmer folk who

migrate to the South when bad times strike their northern country. On the way

they encounter Philip Larne , scion of an aristocratic South Carolina family,

and these two, so different in temperament and upbringing, fall in love and

marry. The novel covers the course of their married life thru calm days and

turbulent ones. Book Review Digest.

Denison, Merrill. Advancing America; the drama of transportation and communication.

I8r 1937 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach. "The aim of this book is to present vivid-

ly before the reader the story of America's growth in terms of human dramas

which are connected with basic industrial activities: in this instance trans-

portation and communication. In presenting this broad picture of the develop-

ment of our transportation and communication systems, the author has departed

from the usual methods of straight narration by the inclusion of brief dramatic

interludes which are interpolated in the text." Foreword. Transportation by

rail, etc., are considered, and communication by telephone and telegraph-

Book Review Digest.
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Henderson, Sir Nevile M- Failure of a mission. 17* 1940 APH Read by George

Patterson. The personal narrative of the events leading up to the present

war, written by the British ambassador to Berlin during the years 1937 to 1939

Book Review Digest.

"Sir Nevile writes with more color in his ink than is usual with an Eton-bred

professional diplomat. It was, probably, the journalistic success of his dis-

patches published in 'The British War Blue Book' which led him to sit down to

write this more consecutive account of his mission. In the nature of things

it is a partisan statement; Sir Nevile proudly insists that he was never any-

thing but pro-British. He gives a convincing picture of a conscientious, if

limited, British diplomat attempting the impossible. He wanted a compromise

peace; Hitler didn't. And Hitler was the stronger man ." Lewis Gannett,

Boston Transcript.
MacLeish, Archibald. Conquistador. i|r 1932 AFB Read by the author and Alexander

Scourby. Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City. lr Read by the author. The

Fall of the City, lr 1937 As broadcast by Columbia Workshop .
Conquistador

is the story of the conquest of Mexico by Cortez told in this heroic poem.

The poem is epic in its drama and intensity. Mr. MacLeish gives a welcome

freshness and immediacy to any scene which calls upon the senses. In the poem

"Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City," MacLeish demonstrates his rare gift of

combining a vital interest in what is going on with an ability to allude to it

memorably. William R. Benet

.

The "Fall of the City" is the first American play in verse written for the

radio. It was presented over the radio in April 1937- Book Review Digest.

It was a significant pioneer venture; and the highest credit should go to

Archibald MacLeish for thus breaking ground, and pointing the way to all poets

who have something to say, and would know how best to say it over the air.

N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Merrick, Elliott. Frost and fire. 2 parts. 21r 1939 AFB Read by Alwyn Bach.

Jan McKenzie, half Scotch and half Eskimo, is the hero of this story of the

bitter struggle for life in Labrador. Inured to hardship from earliest child-

hood, Jan at the age of twelve began his battle for a better price for furs, a

better way of living, for the members of the little community. Together with

Luce, who had spent two years in Boston, and then returned gladly to the rough

life and the man she loved, he finally won the first round in his battle against

the Trading company.

Still, James. River of earth. lOr 1940 AFB Read by George Keane
.

"This is a

story of the hills and coal camps of Kentucky, seen through the eyes of a boy

and told with realism and sensitive imagination. It is episodic, it takes

things as they come along rather than trying to weave them into the tight

framework of a plot, but it leaves a sharp impression of living and breathing

Americana." N . Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

"Though this is not a long novel, as novels go, Mr. Still has been able to pack

a great deal of life into it. It is rich with sights, sounds and smells, with

the feel and taste of things. And it is rich, as well, with salty and earthy

speech, the soil of ballad and legend and tall story. Yet this is a con-

temporary book, not merely a string of boyhood memories. You can call it re-

gional writing if you like--but to say so is merely to say that all America

is not cut off the same piece." S. V. Benet, N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Stong, Philip Duffield. Buckskin breeches. l8r 1937 AFB Read by John A.

Willard. A story of pioneer life in Iowa in the thirties and forties of the

last century. The story concerns chiefly the experiences of Jesse Ellison,

Margaret, his wife, and their children, emigrants from Ohio. Book Review

Digest

.

"From his grandfather's memoirs and his own knowledge and love of his state,

ji
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Mr. Stong .
has created a sincere and highly readable story of its early days,

full of color and character. What it lacks, perhaps, is weight and roundness--

the characters are vividly sketched, but mostly on the surface-- there are

vivid scenes but little slow growth." S. V. Benet, N. Y. Herald-Tribune Books.

Wells, Herbert George. Tono Bungay. 2 parts 28r I909 APH Read by Leland Brock.

"Tono Bungay is the name of a patent medicine which is launched by a chemist

in a small town and so well advertised that the inventor attains the eminence

of principal company promoter of his day. Mr. Wells, writing in the character

of the inventor's nephew, unfolds the story with much significant detail and

from a new point of attack carries on his warfare on the social conditions of

our time." Pittsburgh.
Xenophon. The Anabasis, translated by Carleton L. Brownsen. Books I-VII 17r AFB

Read by Alexander Scourby. Of the three ancient Greek historians whose work

has survived, Xenophon is read most and is the least deserving of fame. The

Anabasis, or the March of the Ten Thousand, is the story of the expedition of

Cyrus the younger and his ten thousand Greek mercenaries against Artaxerxes of

Persia. Xenophon accompanies this expedition in person, and wrote the history

many years later. The Bookman's Manual.

•

Hand- copied Books

(A partial list of recent additions. Our information is not complete in regard to

the location of hand-copied books. Unless otherwise noted, these books are in

grade 1|)

Ackland, Eric. The Princess Elizabeth. 2v NLB

Alexander, Grand Duke of Russia. Always a grand duke. 5v N. I. Guild.

Antin, Mary. The promised land, lv Jewish Braille Library.

Ashton, Helen, pseudonym. People in cages. $v NLB

Bailey, H. C The red castle mystery. 5v st. Louis. Fiction.

Bailey, Temple. Peacock feathers. 6v Cleveland, LC, NLB

Baldwin, Faith. Make believe. 6v Indianapolis. Fiction

Baldwin, Faith. The Puritan strain. 6v LC

Barr, Mrs. Amelia. The house on Cherry Street. 6v St. Louis. Fiction.

Barrie , J. M. Mary Rose. 2v Cincinnati. Fiction.

Barrington, E. pseudonym. The ladies'. 4v LC Salt Lake City.

Baum, L. Frank. The land of Oz . 3v Perkins.

Baum, L. Frank. The wizard of Oz . 2v NYPL

Beach, Rex. The iron trail. 6v St. Louis. Fiction.

Belbenoit, Rene, prisoner no. 46635. Dry guillotine; fifteen years among the

living dead. 8v N. Y. Guild.

Benet, Rosemary, and Stephen Vincent. A book of Americans. 2v LC Salt Lake City.

Bennett, Marguerite. My Arnold Bennett. 2v LC, Albany. Life of Bennett by his

wife .

The Bible and its witnesses; correlating the Bible, the Zodiac, the great pyramid,

the human body, and the spoken word with the plan of the ages, lv Chicago.

Bindloss, Harold. The greater power. 6v St. Louis. Fiction.

Boccaccio, Giovanni. The Decameron. 19v N. Y. Guild. A collection of prose

tales translated from the Italian. Its influence on English literature has

been entirely for its plot and invention, not for its style and manner.

Bojer, Johan. Treacherous ground. 3V St. Louis. Fiction.

Bower, B. M-, pseudonym. The Adam chasers. Ijv St. Louis. Fiction.

Bower, B. M. ,
pseudonym. Dark horse. 3v St. Louis. Fiction.

Bowlus, Ruth J. Log cabin days in Indiana. 3v Indianapolis.
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Bragdon, Lillian J. Tell me the time, please, lv Indianapolis.

Brand, Max. Twenty notches. 5V St. Louis. Fiction.

Brennan, F. H. Pie in the sky. 4v St. Louis. Fiction.

Brooks, Robert R. Labor on new fronts. lv Perkins. Public affairs pamphlet,

no. 21, with an attempt to answer such questions as: Has the Wagner Act pre-
vented strikes? What does the C. I. 0. want? Why has Labor gone into

politics?
Bunting, John S. The radiant life; a book of happiness. 3v LC

Chandler, Anna Curtis. Treasure trails in art. 5v Albany.
Clouston, J. S. The spy in black. 3v St. Louis. Fiction.

Colver, Mrs. A. M- The dimmest dream. 5V St. Louis. Fiction.

Cooper, C. R. Poor man's gold. 3V St. Louis. Fiction.
Corelli, Marie. The life everlasting. 8v Salt Lake City.

Cottrell, Dorothy. The singing gold. l\.v Detroit, St. Louis. Fiction.

Crofts, F. W. Starvel Hollow tragedy. 5v St. Louis. Fiction.

Crump, Irving. Our G men. 5V Indianapolis.
Curtis, P. E. Wanted: a fool. 3v St. Louis. Fiction.
Davis, Bob. Tree toad; the autobiography of a small boy. 3v St. Louis.

Davis, Elizabeth. Fourteenth summer, lv Salt Lake City. Fiction.

Dillon, Mary C The American. 5V St. Louis. Fiction.

Dodge, L- A runaway woman. 5V St. Louis. Fiction.
Dorcus , M. and G. Wilson Shaffer. Textbook of abnormal psychology. lOv Grade 2

N. Y. Guild.
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan . The land of mist. 4V St. Louis. Fiction.

Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan . Valley of fear. 3 V St. Louis. Fiction.

Dye, Charity. Once upon a time in Indiana. 3V Indianapolis.

G. Bermuda grapewine . 2v Sacramento. Fiction.

G. The chiffon scarf. lv LC Fiction.

G. Express to danger. 2v LC Light fiction.

G. The mystery of Hunting's End. _5v St. Louis. Fiction.

Presidents of our United States. lv Indianapolis, Atlanta, St. Louis

Fallada, Hans, pseudonym. An old heart goes a- journeying . 6v Cincinnati. Story
laid in Germany in 1912 . Grave and gay by turns

.

Farjeon, Eleanor. Come Christmas. Poems, lv Perkins.
Farnol , Jeffery. The quest of youth. 6v Perkins, St. Louis. Fiction.
Ferber, Edna. Gay old dog. lv Indianapolis, NLB Fiction.
Fifty Christmas poems for children, an anthology selected by Florence Hyett.

lv Perkins

.

Fletcher, J. S. The Borgia cabinet. Zjv St. Louis.

S. The Mortover Grange affair. l±v St

S. Who killed Alfred Snowe? 2jv St

genteel lady'. 5v St. Louis. NLB
Ford, James L. Hypnotic tales. lv LC

Fox, Emmet. The Lord's prayer and reincarnation.

Eberhart, M.

Eberhart, M.

Eberhart, M.

Eberhart, M.

Esler, L. A.

Fletcher , J

Fletcher, J

Forbes, E.

Detective story.

Louis . Detective story
Louis. Detective story.

Sacramento. Fiction.

lv Grade 2 NYPL-
The red lily. A translation by Winifred Stephens.France , Anatole , pseudonym

8v N. Y. Guild.
Gaer, Joseph. The unconquered. 4v Jewish Braille Library. Stories of great

personalities and events in Jewish history, written for young people but of

interest to older readers. Jewish Braille Review.
Gale, Zona. Magna. 2v N. Y. Guild. Fiction.
Gilbran, Kahlil. Jesus, the son of man. 3v Indianapolis.
Gill, Tom. Death rides the mesa. l±v St. Louis. Fiction.
Gittelsohn, Roland B. The Jew looks at war and peace. Jewish Braille Library.

Five sketches especially prepared for discussion groups of the National Fed-

eration of Temple Sisterhoods. Subjects treated are: Balancing our war
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5V Indianapolis

.

Chicago

.

Y. Guild. Fiction of the London

6v N. Y. Guild.

books, Religion on trial, Are Jews pacifists? Can Jews afford to be

pacifists? If women wanted peace

.

Golding, Louis. Mr. Emmanuel, llv Jewish Braille Library. Grade 2 Fiction.
Golub, Jacob S- Israel in Canaan. Z|v Jewish Braille Library. A Jewish history

for use in Sabbath schools .

Green, Anna Katharine. Hand and ring. 8v St. Louis. Detective story.
Grey, Zane . An American angler in Australia. 2v LC Exciting stories of fishing.
Grey, Zane. The vanishing American. 6v St. Louis. Fiction.
Gross, Anthony. Lincoln's own stories, lv Indianapolis.
Hader, Berta. Tommy Thatcher goes to sea. 2v Cincinnati.
Hannay, James Owen. (George A. Birmingham, pseudonym) The search party. 5V

St. Louis. Fiction.
Harkness, Ruth. The lady and the panda. 4V Columbus.
Harthern, Ernst. Going home. 6v Jewish Braille Library. A German Jew goes to

Palestine to report what hopes Zionism holds for his race . The book combines
the objectivity of a good travel book and the novel's individual speculation
and scrutiny.

Hauck , Louise Piatt. Without charm, please
Hayes, Hiram. Paul Anthony Christian. 5v
Herbert, A. P. The water gipsies, llv N.

waterfront

.

Hermans, Mabel Clare. Studies in grammar.
Hewlett, Dorothy. Adonais, the life of John Keats. 7v Chicago.

Hillman, G. M- Here I am a stranger. 2v Salt Lake City.

Hindus, Maurice. Jim Hoyt ' s hired man. lv Jewish Braille Library.
Hoadley, Ray. How they make a motion picture. 2v Indianapolis.
Hopkins, Charles. Ohio, the beautiful and historic. lOv Cleveland.

Horace. Satires, lv Students' Library, APH.
Jay, Mae Foster. Girl of the mesa. I±v Indianapolis.
Kantor , MacKinlay. Will ye no' come back again. lv NLB Fiction.

Keyes, Frances Parkinson. Honor bright. lOv Grade 2 Atlanta. In LC , grade 1^

.

Lebeson, Mrs. Anita. Jewish pioneers in America. 6v Jewish Braille Library.

Lent, Henry B. Wide road ahead! The building of an automobile, lv Perkins.

Levinger, Elma E. More stories from the new land. 3v Jewish Braille Library.

Tales woven about American Jews who have contributed to the upbuilding of

their adopted country. Jewish Braille Review.
Lewis, Elizabeth F. China quest; the story of an American boy in China. 4v LC
Lucas, E. V. London afresh. l\.v Chicago.
Maclver, R. M- Society, a textbook of sociology. 17v N. Y. Guild.

McKee , Samuel. Visual outline of American history. 9V Perkins. A representation

of the facts of American history in the simplest and clearest form, to give a

quick, accurate, and comprehensive grasp of fundamentals.

McKenney, Ruth. My sister Eileen. 3^ Jewish Braille Library. Sketches, .mainly

humorous, from the New Yorker, describing the adventures of the author and

her sister from childhood to their grown-up trials with suitors. Jewish

Braille Review, Chicago. In grade 2 from U. S. Government.
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THE SHEPHERD
A Footnote to the Christmas Story, by Heywood Broun

The host of heaven and the angel of the Lord had filled the sky with
radiance . Now the glory of God was gone and the shepherds and the sheep stood
under dim starlight. The men were shaken by the wonders they had seen and heard
and, like the animals, they huddled close.

"Let us now," said the eldest of the shepherds, "go unto Bethlehem, and see

this thing which has come to pass, which the Lord hath made known to us."

The City of David lay beyond a far, high hill, upon the crest of which there
danced a star. The men made haste to be away, but as they broke out of the
circle there was one called Amos who remained. He dug his crook into the turf
and clung to it

.

"Come," cried the eldest of the shepherds, but Amos shook his head. They
marveled, and one called out: "It is true. It was an angel. You heard the
tidings. A Saviour is born!"

"I heard," said Amos. "I will abide."
The eldest walked back from the road to a little knoll on which Amos stood.
"You do not understand," the old man told him. "We have a sign from God.

An Angel commanded us. We go to worship the Saviour, who is even now born in
Bethlehem. God has made His will manifest."

"It is not in my heart," replied Amos.
And now the eldest of the shepherds was angry.
"With your own eyes," he cried out, "you have seen the host of heaven in

these dark hills. And you heard, for it was like the thunder when 'Glory to God
in the highest* came ringing to us out of the night."

And again Amos said, "It is not in my heart."
Another shepherd then broke in. "Because the hills stand and the sky has not

fallen, it is not enough for Amos. He must have something louder than the voice
of God."

Amos held more tightly to his crook and answered, "I have need of a whisper."
They laughed at him and said, "What should this voice say in your ear?"
He was silent and they pressed about him and shouted mockingly, "Tell us now.

What says the God of Amos, the little shepherd of a hundred sheep?"
Meekness fell away from him. He took his hands from off the crook and raised

them high.

"I too am a god," said Amos in a loud, strange voice, "and to my hundred
sheep I am a saviour."

And when the din of the angry shepherds about him slackened, Amos pointed to
his hundred.

"See my flock," he said. "See the fright of them. The fear of the bright
angel and of the voice is still upon them. God is busy in Bethlehem. He has no
time for a hundred sheep. They are my sheep. I will abide."

This the others did not take so much amiss, for they saw now that there was
a terror in all the flocks and they knew the ways of sheep . And before the
shepherds departed on the road to Bethlehem toward the bright star, each talked
to Amos and told him what he should do for the care of the several flocks . And
yet one or two turned back a moment to taunt Amos, before they reached the dip in
the road which led to the City of David. It was said, "We shall see new glories
at the throne of God, and you, Amos, you will see sheep."

Amos paid no heed for he thought to himself, "One shepherd the less will not
matter at the throne of God." Nor did he have time to be troubled that he was not
to see the Child who was come to save the world. There was much to be done among
the flocks and Amos walked between the sheep and made under his tongue a clucking
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noise, which was a way he had, and to his hundred and to the others it was a

sound more fine and friendly than the voice of the bright angel . Presently the
animals ceased to tremble and they began to graze as the sun came up over the
hill where the star had been. "For sheep," said Amos to himself, "the angels
shine too much. A shepherd is better."

With the morning the others came up the road from Bethlehem, and they told
Amos of the manger and of the wise men who had mingled there with shepherds

.

And they described to him the gifts: gold, frankincense, and myrrh. And when
they were done they said, "And did you see wonders here in the fields with the
sheep?"

Amos told them, "Now my hundred are one hundred and one," and he showed
them a lamb which had been born just before the dawn.

"Was there for this a great voice out of heaven?" asked the eldest of the
shepherds .

Amos shook his head and smiled, and there was upon his face that which
seemed to the shepherds a wonder even in a night of wonders

.

"To my heart," he said, "there came a whisper."
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